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Book Reviews

The Collected Letters o/Thomas and Jane Welsh Carlyle. Senior Eds. Clyde
de L. Ryals and Kenneth J. Fielding. Vols. 22-26 (July 1847-December 1851).
Durham, NC, and London: Duke University Press, 1995-1998. The DukeEdinburgh Edition.

Reviewing the Collected Letters is always a pleasure, so rich are they in
content, so splendidly are they edited. However, this review is marked by considerable sadness, for Clyde Ryals, one of the Senior Editors, died in 1998.
Snatched from us in the bloom of his celebrated career, far too early for his
fellow Carlyleans who loved and respected his concise mind and gentle heart,
Clyde will be sorely missed and never forgotten.
The Collected Letters under review here remains a monument to the foresight and skill of Clyde Ryals and Edinburgh Emeritus Saintsbury Professor of
English Literature K. J. Fielding. The fact that these letters are edited so expertly is a tribute to the scholarly ingenuity of the editors. The project also includes a host of find subalterns, most notable among them Ian Campbell,
Aileen Christianson. Hilary J. Smith, and Sheila McIntosh. The Collected
Letters is the result of the excellent teamwork that takes place, both simultaneously and independently, at the University of Edinburgh and Duke University. The project is nothing short of stupendous, both in content and in execution. Duke University Press continues to spare no effort in the quality of the
print and in the production design. The Collected Letters is most deserving of
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its acknowledged place as the stellar example of first-rate editorial scholarship
that informs the whole of Victorian Studies.
Vols. 22-26 are typical of the genius that surrounds the Collected Letters
as a whole. In brief but informative introductions, K. J. Fielding leads us
through the highlights, calling specific attention to the fact that of the letters of
Vols. 22-24, "51 percent appear for the first time, and, of the remainder, 16.4
percent of the full total have been seen only in an incomplete form" (22, ix).
Stunning figures, really. In effect, we have for the first time 67.4 percent new
or almost new materials, not to mention the exceptionally informative notes
that accompany the letters. The same holds true for Vol. 25, where "47 percent
have not been previously published" (25, ix), and for Vol. 26, where the figure
is "about 51 percent" (26, ix). (It should be noted that Vols. 25-26 establish a
new policy for the Collected Letters. Each volume will now represent a specific year; here Vol. 25 covers 1850; Vol. 26 covers 1851.) These new materials range widely, of course, from family letters, to business letters, to professional letters, to personal letters. Each and all are important as we fill in the
heretofore blank or otherwise incomplete landscape in the lives of Thomas and
Jane Welsh Carlyle. Certainly these letters continue to correct the revisionist
claims of recent biographical work. What they prove once again, if one cares
to read them carefully, is that the Carlyles were not the psychotic monsters of
the Victorian Midway, given to unceasing excesses of spleen and vitriolic
expressions of melancholy. They were, in fact, behind the tumult of their extraordinary circumstances, surprisingly constructive individuals who enjoyed a
life of celebrityhood only partly of their making.
To be sure, by mid-century Thomas was increasingly irritable, less willing
to compromise, more prone to confrontation, as he looked on in horror at what
he saw as the misplaced social vision of Utilitarian politics. Rightly or
wrongly, mostly rightly, he felt that the governmental utilitarians had sapped
the human conscience. His dismay finally led him to a rather bleak prophetic
vision-he was quickly followed there by Dickens, witness Bleak House and
Hard Times-as found in his pointed articles on the Condition of Ireland
(1848), the controversial "An Occasional Discourse on the Negro Question"
(1849), and the acerb Latter-Day Pamphlets (1850). Jane was equally irritable,
equally confrontational, as she increasingly suffered from a variety of maladies
not helped by the ingestion of tobacco, laudanum, and morphine to treat her
often imagined hence real illnesses. She was equally capable of invective,
especially when she felt abandoned, witness her declaration to Carlyle in
August of 1850, that if she had "to lead another life in any of the planets I shall
take precious good care not to hang myself round any man's neck either as a
locket or a millstone!" (25, 163). Yet when these letters are read as a whole,
we find that they more often than not reveal two compassionate, often loving,
certainly affectionate, individuals, who served at the head of a coterie of intellectuals the extent of which can easily startle even the most vivid imagination.
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In reading the Collected Letters, we must repeatedly pinch ourselves into
the realization that the Carlyles were, for the most part, beloved by their
friends and lionized by their culture. The diversity of their menagerie astounds. Chopin played their piano, grateful to them both for the introduction to
London society. Mazzini, the insurrectionist, was welcomed, even admired.
Emerson, the now famous expounder of theories Transcendental, was also
welcomed and supported in spite of the weight of Carlyle's altering disposition. Gavan Duffy, the Irish Nationalist founder of The Nation, was an everpresent admirer, partly but not wholly because Carlyle increasingly turned his
attention to the plight of impoverished Ireland. Amalie Bolte, the German
radical and friend of Varnhagen von Ense, bolted into the Carlyles' lives,
claiming fealty to Jane and offering paradoxical impressions of Thomas who,
she once asserted, "writes for humanity [while] human beings mean nothing to
him" (22, xi). However, ofthe myriad characters who swam into Carlyles' ken
during this period, perhaps the most remarkable is the forger William Squire,
who convinced Thomas to convince himself that he, Squire, possessed hitherto
unknown letters of Oliver Cromwell. The deception is one of the more curious
episodes in the annals of nineteenth-century forgery, especially since Carlyle
would not fully admit to himself or to close associates, like John Forster, that
the so-called Squire letters were a hoax, no doubt because he had already published them as genuine. Editor Fielding calls the whole episode "nonsense"
(22, xii), which is a sort of modernist apology for Carlyle's initial stupidity and
consequent bullheadedness. If this were not enough, Thomas was repeatedly
plagued and on occasion intrigued by Geraldine Jewsbury, whose feminist
guise and trenchant wit came even to embarrass Jane, who could stand valiantly before the barrages of Thomas but who withered under the rhetoric of
Geraldine and her salacious fictions. If we add to this menagerie nearly every
famous Victorian aesthete, and we mean here nearly every famous aesthete, we
have a partial vision of the social and intellectual cornucopia headquartered at
5 Cheyne Row, Chelsea, the home of the most famous of Victorian couples.
Not only were the Carlyles visited upon frequently, they were more often
than they liked visitors themselves. One of the more remarkable instances
chronicled by the Collected Letters is the venture of the Carlyles into the very
den of the aristocracy. The occasion was the Bath House Ball held by Lord
and Lady Ashburton on 24 June 1850, highlighted by the appearance of the
Duke of Wellington, which occasioned this description by Carlyle in a Journal
entry of 25 June: "By far the most impressive figure there was the old Duke of
Wellington .... Truly a beautiful old man; I had never seen till now how beautiful.. .. He glided slowly along, slightly saluting this and the other; clean, clear
fresh as the June evening itself..." (25, 112n). This is only one of a series of
remarkable descriptions that Carlyle records of that eventful evening when he
saw, for the first time he declares, "5 to 7 hundred select aristocracy" (25,
112n), many of whom had been and were to be the phantom villains of his pen.
It is of import to note that this commentary comes from Carlyle's unpublished
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and, except to the editors, unavailable Journal, now held in the protective
hands of the Carlyle descendents. What a bonus it is, as we read these letters,
to have access, at least in part, to Carlyle's London Journal. The Editors use
excerpts from the Journal both wisely and judiciously. It is obviously a remarkable document, which we can only hope will someday, through the kind
graces of the Carlyle family, be published in its whole.
Jane's impressions of the Bath House Ball, written out to Helen Welsh, are
of a more personal nature, and once again display her self-effacing humor and
genuine wit. She fretted so much on how she might look, "being muffled up
so many years," that she gained from Thomas the concession of a new dress,
but only after he suggested that she might follow the lead of Eve and wear "no
clothes at all!!!" In the end she "got a white silk dress-which first was made
high and longsleeved-and then on the very day of the ball was sent back to be
cut down to the due pitch of indecency!-I could have gone into fits of crying
when I began to put it on-but I looked so astonishingly well in it by candle
light, and when I got into the fine rooms amongst the universally bare people I
felt so much in keeping that I forgot my neck and arms almost immediately"
(25, 111). This revealing commentary says a lot about the enduring spirit of
Jane, who then polishes off the letter by relating that "I also met Jane Eyre
(Miss Bronte) one night at Thackeays [sic] a less figure than Geraldine [Jewsbury] and extremely unimpressive to look at-" (25, 113). Jane's masterful
descriptive brush seems never to want proper oil.
The Collected Letters, then, is its own curiously fictive biography, fictive
in the sense that we must use our inventive imaginations to recreate the scenes
so graphically described in the language of the letters, and fictive in the sense
that the Carlyles were fully aware of their epistolary powers and the attendant
psychic drama of their words. Put another way, the Carlyles were the best letter writers of their century, perhaps of any century. Letter-writing was an art
to them, and they practiced their craft with consummate skill. Take, for example, Thomas's description of the American feminist Margaret Fuller, whom he
actually admired, partly through the lens of Emerson, and whom he was recommending to the publisher Edward Chapman:
Miss Fuller is an American lady, of ripe years, perhaps 40 and odd; deformed
and lean in person, but full of ardent soul to the finger-ends; enthusiastic, resolute,
eloquent; writes really strikingly and well, with a constant noble fire pervading all
she says; style clear, brief and vivid; meaning high and true, tho' occasionally
somewhat airy and vague .... She is ... considerably a higher-minded and cleverer
woman than any of the Lady Lions yet on your Books. (24,184)

There is little need to deconstruct such suggestive description; it speaks for
itself. Thomas even knew how to employ punctuation, at once to ridicule, at
once to praise.
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Jane was equally in love with the power of the word, in fact perhaps more
so than Thomas. Many of her descriptions are worth their weight in any coin
of any realm. Take, for example, her reconstruction of a conversation with
Samuel Rogers, who had openly taunted her at a party given by Dickens about
the whispered indiscretions of Thomas and Lady Ashburton:
Before dinner, old Rogers, who ought to have been buried long ago, so old and iUnatured [sic] he is grown, said to me pointing to a chair beside him: "sit down my
Dear-I want to ask you: is your Husband as much infatuated as ever with Lady
Ashburton?"-"Oh of course"-I said laughillg, "why shouldn't he?"
"Now-<lo you like her-tell me honestly is she kind to you-as kind as she is to
your husband?" -"Why you know it is impossible for me to know how kind she is
to my husband-but I call say she is extremely kind to me and I should be stupid
and ungrateful if I did lIot like her"-HHumph! (disappointedly) Well! It is very
good of you to like her when she takes away all your husbands (sic] company from
you-he is always there isn't heT-HOh good gracious no! (still laughing admirably) he writes and reads a great deal in his own study"-HBut he spends all his evenings with her I am told?"-"No-not all-for example you see he is here this evening." ... Very devilish old man! but he got no satisfaction to his devilishness out of
me. (24,51)

This vignette, the truth behind its content still being explored by psychoanalytic adventurers, in spite of editor Fielding's repeated admonitions that "Everything was entirely innocent" (26, ix), is worthy of Jane Austen, except that it
conveys a truth of time and place that exceeds even Austen. There is no doubt
that Jane's powers could have led her to fiction, but why should she bother
when she had the equally powerful venue of the letter. All of us must sooner
or later come to the realization that Jane chose her life. In many respects
Thomas was along for the ride, and as the letters convey an often happy ride at
that.
The marvel, then, of the Collected Letters is the wonderful descriptions.
Hardly a letter smacks of tedium as the Carlyles unload their venerated word
hoard. The plain truth is they loved writing letters, somewhere in the neighborhood of 12,000 when the Duke-Edinburgh Edition finally comes to a close.
Thomas clearly saw letter-writing as an extension of his literary livelihood, and
Jane saw it as her primary avenue of written expression, most others cut off
from her by personal choice and social circumstance. In all this, one cannot
help but admire Jane, even in the face of, or perhaps in spite of, the power
"Carlyle," as she referred to him, exerted over the Victorian frame of mind.
Jane was the glue that held the menagerie together. She not only coddled
Thomas; she indulged him. As one reads her letters to him, what comes vividly clear is that she used epistolary address to maneuver him through the pitfalls of lionhood, astutely employing metaphorical language to convey subtle
and at times not so subtle meaning. For example, when Carlyle was away on
his Irish journey, she not only governed Cheyne Row, but Thomas's literary
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affairs as well. His first letter, 3 July 1849, to her upon arriving in Ireland begins, "My dearest little Goody and friend of friends" (24,93) and then laments
the absence of a letter from her. The very next day his litany continues, "No
Letter, alas-or none from my own little Woman'" (24, 97). Jane replies
somewhat curtly on 5 July that "she has a world of things to do .... And so I
must be brief-better perhaps I let alone writing altogether; but then-you
might be 'vaixed.'" Jane goes on to describe the breathless pace of her social
obligations, ending with "And now I must go ... God bless you ever" (24, 99101). Such letters are typical, Thomas imploring her for more news, Jane providing just enough. Like Donne's Ann, Jane was often left behind, but like
Donne's Ann, she was clearly the "fixed foot" who made the "circle just."
Vol. 25 and Vol. 26 are of special note because they provide a chronicle of
the immensely controversial, always polemic Latter-Day Pamphlets (1850)
and the quietly eloquent, sensitive portrait of The Life of John Sterling (1851).
So many misleading words have been written on the former that it is impossible to address them here. However, it seems safe to say that the rhetorically
violent, expressly hostile, and, sadly, often accurate Latter-Day Pamphlets are
too easily viewed as the end of a brilliant career. The so-called liberal Victorians, who were appalled by Carlyle's relentless criticism in "An Occasional
Discourse on the Negro Question" (1849), expressed dismay at the vehemence
of the epithets. The critical response, led by Carlyle's old friend John Stuart
Mill, was never composed, almost always shrill. As the letters indicate,
Carlyle was partly stunned and partly defiant at the response. His intent was to
call attention to the plight of the "black Irishman," but the appeal fell on deaf
ears as many colonialist and those tacitly supporting expansionism read into
Carlyle's words what they wanted to read. They missed entirely his rhetorical
intention to anger and by angering to call attention to the millions starting at
home. In a letter to his brother John on 7 Feb. 1850, Carlyle acknowledged
that his opening salvos were met with "universal censure .... I can unfortunately look for nothing else but censure; and must not stay screwing my words
so as to escape that, for that is not escapable, do how I may .... There will perhaps be more agreement upon it 20 years hence than can be now" (25, 18). In
this case the prophet Carlyle was incorrect. Few, jf any, then or now have offered understanding, in spite of George Eliot's implorings to look past the language to the meaning. It seems of little meaning to present-day revisionists
that Dickens, for one, did just that, writing the power of the Latter-Day Pamphlets into the foreign philanthropy question in his immortal Bleak House.
The year 1851 brought a certain quietude. The Life of John Sterling, a
compassionate, discerning, sometimes critical view of his esteemed friend, was
greeted with mixed reviews. Thackeray applauded it, although anonymously
in the Leader, while the Times reviewer seemed intent on destroying the already besieged author of the Latter-Day Pamphlets. Understanding is a difficult virtue to come by, especially among critics. Carlyle tried to feign disinterest, although on occasion he was driven to lash out at his critics. He was
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particularly angered by George Gilfillan's cntlclsm in the Eclectic Review.
Gilfallan, who agreed in part with the negative assessment of the Times, raved
Carlyle, is "very crabbed," on the "whole, a considerable ass; and ought to try
to keep his temper, or at least a civil tongue in his head" (26, 273). In the end,
however, The Life of John Sterling survived the critics, no doubt in part because of its priceless chapter on Coleridge, which remains today an insightful
view of the ageless Romantic who many years before had had a dramatic influence upon Sartor Resartus. Further, Carlyle had finally come to understand
that his lofty station as the Sage of Chelsea inevitably opened him to all manner of critical fervor. To Thomas Spedding he complained of the "distracting
whirlpool of voices," the "Prurient Blockheadisms .... Alas, the longer one
lives, intrinsically one has to grow the lonelier, and shrink closer into one's
nook, admitting to the Genius of Human Stupidity" (26, 238). As the future
volumes of the letters will surely demonstrate, the criticism grew sharper as
Carlyle purposefully withdrew into the Prussian realm of Frederick the Great.
For now, he was still wise enough to conclude in the letter to Spedding, "But
let us not complain."
As if these wonderful letters of the Carlyles were not enough, the Collected Letters supplies extensive explanatory notes, so extensive that they have
become the standard for, if not the envy of, the profession. If any stones, nay
pebbles, are left untumed, this writer has not been able to discover them. Consider, for example, this note explaining Carlyle's explanation of places in a
Guide-Book:
Ashbourne is on a branch of the river Dove, S verge of the Peak District, ca. 16 mi.
from Matlock. The Palladian Crescent in Buxton was built, 1779-84, in emulation
of the crescents at Bath. Peak Cavern, nr. Castleton, is at the foot of the limestone
crag and penetrates the hill for ca. 114 mi. James Brindley (1716-72), engineer,
built more than 365 mi. of canals, including the Bridgewater (linking Manchester
and Liverpool) and Grand Trunk (or Trent and Mersey). According to Samuel
Smiles's Lives of the Engineers, Brindley was born nr. Tunstead, in the parish of
Wormhills, ca. 3 mil. W of Tideswell, but there is no record of his birth because part
of the records of Wormhills "have been lost" (Selections from Lives of the Engineers, ed. T. P. Hughes [Cambridge, MA, 1966] 32-34). See also Past and Present,
Works 10, 159. (22, 31).

It is impossible, I submit, to improve upon the content of this note, unless
one rejects out of hand one-quarter mile measurements, circa three-mile estimations, and truncations of south, mile, near, and circa. I once objected to
such abbreviations, after all "near" is only one more character than "nr.", but
my objections were met with stony silence. The notes are full of such curious
locations, and the fact is that once one gets used to them, it is a bit like successfully completing a complicated puzzle-one feels refreshed and grateful, eager
to go on to the next challenge. The same holds true for the repeated notes citing "Coterie speech." Do we really need to know, for example, that "mother of
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dead dogs" is coterie speech? And, further, do we need to know it at every
occurrence? At first one almost resents such continual interruptions in the
celebrated text, but as time passes one is also grateful to know just how many
thousands of times the Carlyles coined words and expressions to fit their
evocative styles.
However, at the risk of whistling once again into the wind of silence, I
would like to object to the overwhelming, in number, citations to the Dictionary oj National Biography, as in: "John (Jack) Aitken Carlyle (1801-79;
DNB)." What exactly is the meaning of this citation? Surely every lout, Philistine through Barbarian, knows if one wants to look up a name, one need only
head off to the library to consult DNB, DAB, and all the other encyclopaedical
D-Bs. Why do we have to be told the obvious, without even a volume number
or page reference to salve our assaulted egos? Further, I am not wholly convinced of the sty lis tics of a note which reports that Emile BOlte "worked as a
writer, for a German newspaper and as a trans. and novelist" (22, 17). Would
it not be more consistent to say "worked as a wrt., for a Ger. Newsp. and as a
trans. and nov."? Translation: why is translator the only word abbreviated in
the editors' clause? We trust there is a reason, but we have yet to divine it,
other than a dogged determination that once an abbreviation is introduced then
it will be used forever. We might also question why material f'ited in the notes
is not always cited in the index? Editor Fielding is often cited, that we approve
wholeheartedly; Editor Ryals is not, that we wonder why openly. To be sure,
indexes are a chore, a pain, an everlasting torment, but we submit that the full
index could be, for ease of reference, made fuller. In the best of all possible
indexes, we want to know, for the importance of reference, all the names of all
the individuals cited in the notes. No matter! Such quibbles, and they are
merely that, do not in any manner detract from the editorial brilliances that
command the Collected Letters.
In closing, this reviewer would like to lament once more the loss of the
gentleman and scholar Clyde Ryals. It is fitting that just before his death the
Modem Language Association honored The Collected Letters oj Thomas and
Jane Welsh Carlyle with the Morton N. Cohen Award for a Distinguished Edition of Letters. Such a tribute speaks volumes for this project of distinction
and its renowned editorial staff.
RODGERL. TARR

Illinois State University
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Kenneth Simpson, ed. Love and Liberty: Robert Burns: A Bicentenary Celebration. East Linton: Tuckwell Press. 1997. X + 368 pp.

Burnsians all: hats off to Kenneth Simpson, Director of the Centre for
Scottish Cultural Studies, University of Strathclyde! Beyond his everyday
university responsibilities, his scholarship, and his extracurricular affairs like
organizing each annual Burns Conference, he has made time to bring together
in Glasgow just about every recognized Burns scholar throughout the wide
world as well as others just beginning as Burns scholars, all these to participate
in his International Burns Conference, 11-13 January, 1996. Now, herein,
Simpson edits and sees through the press thirty-two of the papers presented in
celebration of the bicentenary of Burns's death. From early to late, therefore,
Professor Simpson has proven himself an effective, dedicated, and congenial
leader.
This 368-page paperback, dedicated to Professor Tom Sutherland, is attractively solid. It begins with Acknowledgements and Notes to Contributors;
it ends with an adequate Index. Its single illustration is of the air I am a man
unmarried with the words to this song's first stanza. Simpson allows each
contributor to footnote as he wills. Few, indeed, are the spelling errors which
escape this editor's eye or such mistakes of misnaming as the "James DeLancey Ferguson" of Carl MacDougall.
Generally speaking, the contributors belong to the academic scene,
whether that of Scotland, England, or the United States: professors of literature, twelve; of history, two; lecturers in literature, two; in history, two; readers
in literature, one; in history, one; graduate students, two. Those ten outside the
university include major poets, novelists, editors, broadcasters, a translator, a
musicologist, and a diplomat. Twenty-seven contributors are men; five,
women.
What aspects of Robert Burns engage these thirty-two contributors? Four
chose to write on a particular of the poet's biography; ten concern themselves
with a certain topic or an element of style or tone; five have to do with Burns's
influence, two of them translate Burns into another language; nine develop an
aspect of the poet's reputation; five, grouped toward volume-end, look at the
songs.
Simpson's Introduction speaks of that myth-making which has characterized many a biography of Robert Burns; Valentina Bold names Burns a "peasant-poet"; Henry L. Fulton looks at the Mrs. Dunlop-James Currie relationship;
Margery Palmer McCulloch would have Carswell's biography of Burns a
"novelist's" biography "foregrounding sexuality."
Turning from biography to the poetry itself, one notes that R. D. S. Jack's
topic is rhetoric. David Daiches' is the movement between a rhetorical English
tradition and a variety of Scottish traditions like the verse letter; Steven R.
McKenna'S, morality; Ted Cowan's, superstition; Liam McIlvanney's, radi-
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calism; Christopher A. Whatley's the Union of 1707; Donald Low's, how key
ideas like love of nature, simplicity, and tender emotion lend unity to the poetry; Thomas R. Preston's, classic and Scottish cultures; Paul H. Scott's, patriotism; Roger Fechner's, American liberty.
Those who choose Burns's influence as their subject include Douglas S.
Mack writing on Hogg as Burns's successor and Maurice Lindsay writing on
people's poetry. Ian S. Ross concerns himself with the French influence upon
Robert Burns. Two others return to Burns's own influence as they consider the
translation of Burns into Gaelic (Roderick Macdonald) and the translation of
Burns into Japanese (J. Derrick McClure).
The poetical reputation of Robert Burns becomes a principal theme in this
volume. Beginning with Edwin Morgan's poem "The Five-Pointed Star," this
theme continues in G. Ross Roy's essay on early nineteenth-century poems
about Burns; in David Hutchinson's essay on how the press treated the 199596 Anniversary; in MacDougall's "the cosmeticised Rabbie phenomenon";
Richard J. Finlay's, the Burns Cult; Gerard Carruther's the views of Burns
attributed to G. Gregory Smith, Edwin Muir, and David Daiches; and Thomas
Crawford's deciding whether or not Burns rates as a major poet.
Finally, five writers make Burns's songs the center of their contribution.
Sheila Douglas points out that Burns's songs are now in the repertoire of every
top folksinger. Murray G. H. Pittock gives his attention to the Jacobite songs;
Carol McGuirk writes of Burns's regard for not only the Miltonic diction and
allusion, but also the vernacular; Emily Lyle comments upon the tune I am a
man unmarried as the music for the song "Handsome Nell"; John Purser brings
together Oswald's The Caledonian Pocket Companion and the songs of Robert
Burns.
Such counting and ordering as the above represents no more than a scratch
at the surface of Love and Liberty. It does not record the joy of meeting fellow
Burns scholars at the Glasgow celebration or the pleasures of meeting them
once again in their contributions edited by Simpson. What is more, it fails to
notice what one is to gain from a close reading of the book-from cover to
cover.
For a most sound, scholarly article, I would choose McIlvanney's '''Sacred
Freedom: Presbyterian Radicalism and the Politics of Robert Bums." As the
least rewarding offering, I would name McClure's "Bums in Japanese."
Whatever comes of this translation has nothing of Bums about it. The five
monologues of Edwin Morgan's poem bring several memorable heroic couplets as asides on Burns by such notables as Catherine the Great, James
Macfarlan, Sir James Murray, Franz Kafka, and an anonymous singer of the
twenty-first century. This singer begins,
It's all on CD-Rom. Look under Song.
It's hyperpackaged and you can't go wrong.
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It's under Scotland too, and Education.
Burns holds up his umbrella for the nation.

Sooner (1948) or later (1998) I bring together my thoughts pertaining to
the songs of Robert Bums in response to my reading up and down the bibliography. What of Love and Liberty? This book contains more than enough of
the usual insufficiency arising from one's separation of words and music. For
such a one, the words of a Bums song are the song. Today, however, one must
first look closely at the tune, if he/she anticipates moving onto the field of the
most promising subject for future research. Simultaneously the scholar will be
obligated to answer such questions as: How much did Robert Bums know
about music? Could he read it? Did he playa fiddle, the pipe, the lyre? Could
he finger a tune on the harpsichord? What exactly preceded his humming over
the music again and again? Today who knows? Yesterday who has ever said?
or even attempted to say?
Of the thirty-two contributors, eleven make more than a passing reference
to the songs; of these eleven, only two (Douglas and Purser) are musicians;
and, as one might expect, they have entered the Bums field apologetically, just
as Serge Hovey did. "It is important," wrote Hovey, "to note that the present
author is a composer, not a scholar." What can a reader take from Love and
Liberty that will move him forward in his knowledge of Robert Bums by recognizing that the music is just as important as the words?
To ensure that we are not chasing an ignis fatuus, let us have Crawford
start us off with this affirmation that Bums could not be considered "a major
poet" if his song-writing were omitted from the judgment. MacDougall, gracefully and quietly, with not a trace of the scholarly tone, states the case more
succinctly and accurately:
Burns's songs until recently lacked proper critical assessment as integrated works of
art. The assumption still appears to be that the music is a minor factor, something
we have to accept, but which is endorsed reluctantly. This is especially sad since
most of the songs I can think of would never have existed were it not for the tunes.
It is therefore absurd to see them as poetry, to be read or spoken aloud. That was
certainly not the way Burns saw them.

In Love and Liberty no voice is better trained, no voice is more persuasive,
no voice is more clear in pointing out tomorrow's direction for fruitful Bums
scholarship than the voice of Purser: musicologist, composer, and poet. His
unfootnoted essay '''The Wee Apollo': Bums and Oswald" stands at the head
of the line.
Bums, Purser tells us, feared the loss of the vernacular. His taste in music
was, as he himself admitted, "inelegant and vulgar," "I am cheaply pleased."
Would that Purser had chosen to describe exactly what he has in mind when he
claims that Bums is "a musician himself'; one hopes, however, that he or another musician will make up for this omission.
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Otherwise, Purser repeats Bums's contention that Scottish music is "unreducible to modem rules." He concludes that Bums like Oswald before him
considered Scottish music worthy of "Apollonian status"; that Bums chose
music on his own; that he composed his songs for the singing thereof; and that
he placed music first: " ... unless I be pleased with the tune, I never can make
verses to it."

D. THORNTON
SUNY. Emeritus

ROBERT

R. D. S. Jack, and P. A. T. Rozendaal, eds. The Merca! Anthology of Early
Scottish Literature. 1375-1707. Edinburgh: Mercat Press. 1997. xliii + 528 pp.

Our understanding of the history of Scottish literature continues to evolve.
In general, the paradigm applied to Scotland has reflected the development of
the English literary history with the same sharply defined historical periods:
Medieval, Renaissance, seventeenth-century, eighteenth-century, and the like.
The reasons for accepting this historical pattern of evaluation seem compelling: geographical proximity, historical interaction between England and
Scotland, and the cross-training and intellectual exchange of the writers and
literary scholars in both countries. As a result, there have been several useful
anthologies of Scottish literature up to or through the Renaissance, though
many are out of print and others reinforce the editors' sense that certain areas
of Scottish literature are undervalued. There have also been more comprehensive selections from Scottish literature spanning the period from the beginnings
through the twentieth century such as The Oxford Book of Scottish Verse, edited by John MacQueen and Tom Scott (1966), and The Poetry of Scotland,
edited by Roderick Watson (1995). The editors of this volume believe that the
scope of both the shorter collections and the more comprehensive anthologies
reflects the general confusion in dealing with sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Scottish literature.
R. D. S. Jack and P. A. T. Rozendaal contend these volumes have established a pattern which may not accurately reflect the unique development of
Scottish literature at all. Despite the fine work done on individual authors and
literary history up to the Renaissance, the editors insist that there has been a
general lack of understanding about the nature of Scottish literature from the
mid-sixteenth century until 1707. In Jack's introductory essay, "Where Stands
Scottish Literature Now," he suggests "that the period from 1560 until the
Union of the Crowns causes problems and that the Seventeenth Century is not
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well regarded at all" (p. vii). The selections in earlier comprehensive anthologies, such as The Oxford Book of Scottish Verse or The Poetry of Scotland he
asserts, make the situation all the more puzzling because it is clear that writers
from Barbour through David Lindsay are "highly valued," and no one has successfully argued their inferiority to contemporaneous literary figures in England.
Jack and Rozendaal attempt to set the situation aright while simultaneously refining the approach used in describing the history of Scottish literature.
At least part of the reason for undervaluing the period from 1560 through the
seventeenth century in Scottish writing appears to be linguistic. T. F.
Henderson, Hugh MacDiarmid, and Edwin Muir (odd bedfellows, indeed)
agree that the Union of the Crowns did much to eliminate a distinctive Scottish
language and the unique national voice. They contend that James VI emphasized unity when he assumed the throne of England, even at the expense of the
culture of his native Scotland. Jack counters the arguments by pointing out
that the "traitor," James VI, did indeed assert the values of humanism for Scots
in The Reulis and Cautelis (1584), but that there is no reason to assume a policy of assimilation led to the devaluation of Scottish culture. Yet, he concedes
that the notion that Court and Kirk had engaged in depleting Scottish culture
during this period has a broad ht)ld on the imagination (p. viii). Another part
of the argument seems to be an implicit sense of national shame that Scots had
so facilely collaborated with the English. The appraisal of Drummond of
Hawthomden provides an excellent example. Widely praised by Michael
Drayton and Ben Jonson, he has been sorely neglected in recent anthologies of
Scottish literature. His talents seem unquestioned. Yet there may be disputes
about how much he reflects the culture of "traitors" and how much he reflects
the Scottish experience.
Against these two arguments, Jack mounts powerful rebuttals. He notes
first that the notion of linguistic capitulation makes no sense. Languages, he
correctly observes, evolve, and it is not accurate to assert that one would
abruptly desert the "pure" forms of Middle Scots for the "bastardy" of sixteenth-century English forms. He also argues that even if such a shift were to
develop, it would not necessarily have influenced the linguistic forms used by
either group of native speakers. He goes on to explain that the nationalistic
arguments against such Scottish "traitors" make no sense. He asserts that in
literature the comprehensive study of rhetoric by early writers indicates that
"linguistic variety [italics mine] rather than homogeneity was the key to success" (p. xv). In asserting these two commonsensical and well-supported
premises, Jack lays the groundwork for the scope of this anthology. Thereafter, using James VI's The Reulis and Cautelis as a touchstone, he goes on to
evaluate the training of writers through 1707 in critical rhetorical principles,
including "Verses and Voices" and "Themes and Thoroughness," ail the while
asserting that their rhetorical training would have led earlier Scottish writers to
value both linguistic experimentation and effectiveness with their audiences.
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Jack's analysis is firmly grounded in principles of Classical, Medieval,
and Renaissance education and rhetorical practice. To cite only one case, his
approach helps the reader to understand how Robert Henryson's poetic corpus
could include such a wide range of verse as The Moral Fabillis, The Testament
of Cresseid, and the "Sum Practysis of Medecyne." He is especially effective
in redeeming the reputation of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century writers in
this analysis. He argues for extending the canon of Scottish poetry to include
works in Latin and English and his argument is hard to resist. This approach
was forcibly enunciated for Medieval English literature over twenty years ago
by D. W. Robertson, whose Literature of Medieval England included not only
Middle English texts but also selections originally written in Anglo-Norman,
Latin, and Gaelic, among other tongues. The benefits of the approach used by
Robertson and, now, Jack can be enormous for it allows students to see the
variety of rhetorical voices and literary devices used by those with at least a
somewhat common cultural, geographical, and temporal background. The
approach also places literature and literary rhetoric beyond the scope of more
narrowly-focused contemporary political concerns. Using all of this to analyze
expertly the teaching potential for the selections in the anthology, Jack closes
with an appeal to modem literary historians "to forsake insecurities over 'Scottish'-ness and open up that field unapologetically to the accepted methods of
'interpreting literature,' especially when the niceties of critical analysis restores [sic] linguistic virtuosity and literary continuity" (p. xxxix). His desire
to transcend nationalism reflecting current concerns and study the literature in
its broadly historical and rhetorical context should prove salutary for current
Scottish criticism of early writers.
If I have belabored the discussion of Jack's excellent Introduction, it is because the essay is critical to understanding the premise of the anthology. Let
me now tum in greater detail to the selection and presentation of texts in the
work. In the Introduction, the editors admit that because of their focus, the
anthology has been limited to "literary" work more than in Jack's earlier anthology, A Choice of Scottish Verse 1560-1600. While the approach might
prove problematic to those who like to use the literature to teach a broader approach to Scottish culture, the editors could hardly have done otherwise, given
the assumptions in Jack's introductory essay. Limiting though the focus might
seem, it preserves the integrity of their approach, and, in any event, there are
still sufficient texts for those who wish to examine all aspects of the Scottish
cultural heritage. Also in the Introduction, they struggle with the matter of
pronunciation. They give only brief guidelines and a selection of Faux Amis,
which might mislead students. Basically, however, they provide little help
with the pronunciation of earlier forms of Scottish. Most editors of Middle
Scots have similarly wrestled the beast since Jack Aitken's landmark article on
pronunciation in Bards and Makars (1977). While Jack and Rozendaal should
not be criticized for sidestepping some of the many complicated issues, it
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would have been worthwhile to refer students to Aitken's article and the helpful Scotsouns cassette in the Introduction where language is treated.
Nonetheless, readers and students will find that the book serves its purpose
admirably. The first thing to catch a reader's or teacher's eye is that the book
is not arranged strictly chronologically. It has a generally basic chronological
organization with sections reflecting both genres and time frames. Besides
being divided into chronological sections, the Early and Middle Scots period
includes selections under subheadings of Narrative Verse, Lyrical Verse, Dramatic Verse, Fictive Prose, and Rhetorical Theory. Henryson's Prologue to the
Moral Fabillis is, for instance, included under Rhetorical Theory. The section
on Early Scots Narrative Verse includes selections from John Barbour and
texts of The Kingis Quair, and Rauf Coilyear. The Middle Scots section also
includes selections and complete works. It has selections from Henryson's
Fabillis, but it includes the complete Testament of Cresseid, along with Dunbar's The Golden Targe. A similar organizational structure is found in the
general section entitled "Late Middle and Anglo Scots." Under Dramatic
Verse, the editors have included Philotus. They have used Urquhart'S The
Jewel as an example of "fictive prose." Finally, there is an appendix dealing
with "The Legacy of the Seventeenth Century" which provides representative
examples of "Scottish" literature in Latin, Scots, English, and Gaelic. It is
worth noting that each work is preceded by a helpful introduction establishing
its place in the history of Scottish literature and that all of the texts have been
edited afresh from manuscripts or printed sources.
Perhaps of most interest to readers and teachers is the judicious and generous selection of materials. As has previously been noted, entire works are included. This aspect of the volume is attributable to the generosity of the Mercat Press, for the book runs to 528 closely-printed pages. Whatever arts of
persuasion the editors exercised were all to the good. The use of complete
works affords a reader the opportunity to go beyond "bits and snippets." The
marginal glosses are extremely helpful and for the most part accurate. One can,
of course, quarrel with some of the glosses. To cite only one example, in line
1702 of "The Preaching of the Swallow""(stanza 12, line 4 in this text), one
could question the gloss of "wair" as "wary (of)" in comparison with G. Gregory Smith's well-attested "awful." Such discussions, however, may go on
without end among Scots philologists, and the editors clearly state that "the
prime aim of the glosses is to convey the sense accurately. On occasions this
may imply a departure form the strict grammatical sense .... " (p. xli). My single quibble with the format in this regard is the use of a symbol to denote a
marginal gloss. When I have used this kind of text in the past, my students
have found it intrusive and have indicated that it interrupts their train of
thought. The use of symbols to denote words or phrases which may be Faux
Amis or which may require further explanation is appropriate. I worry, however, that this practice used generally for all glosses will drive readers to deal
with literary texts the way they deal with nineteenth-century German scholar-
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ship, to interrupt their train of thought every few seconds to seek out a footnote
or a gloss. While that may be an appropriate approach for German literary
scholarship, it can be problematic for students dealing for the first time with a
literary text.
In a work this comprehensive, there is no possibility of providing a comprehensive glossary in addition to the line-by-line notes and glosses. Yet a
glossary for the most difficult words might still have been helpful. Still, if it
comes to a choice of a glossary or complete works, I would choose complete
works, as have the editors. The bibliography is extremely brief, focusing
largely on material since 1988. Much has been done in the last fifty years with
regard to Middle Scots scholarship alone. It is sad to see certain items not represented here, but there are interesting exceptions, such as Janet M. Smith's
The French Background of Middle Scots Literature (1934). Again, however, I
would still choose the text over a long bibliography, since the Sheps and Looney bibliography is readily available.
All in all, the text and apparatus serve their purposes nobly. My quibbles
with the book are few and, were they to be answered, would likely require a
volume of a thousand pages. Perhaps the most exciting thing about this volume is its approach and the fact that Jack and Rozendaal are attempting to recreate the landscape of literary analysis in Scottish literature. My last quibble
will perhaps cause Jack and Rozendaal to shudder slightly. Many of us outside
Scotland are confined to teaching Scottish literature as part of more general
courses in Medieval literature because of the structure of our curricula. While
understanding that my suggestion might destroy the continuity the editors seek,
I would only suggest that the publishers would do well to bring out the first
section of the book (pp. 1-283) as a separate volume. My suggestion is not a
result of doubt about Jack's thesis. It is instead intended as recognition of the
contribution that he and Rozendaal have made in the first section of the volume. While I believe that his argument is a good one and that the volume
should be used in its entirety in those institutions that have room for a course
in Scottish literary history in the curriculum, I also believe that the efforts of
the editors deserve the wider recognition that a separate volume on Early Scots
and Middle Scots would engender.

ROBERT L. KINDRICK

The University of Montana
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Muriel Spark. Open to the Public: New & Collected Stories. New York:
New Directions. 1997. 376 pp.
Open to the Public is Dame Muriel Spark's most recent collection of short
stories. In the title piece, deceased novelist Henry Castlemaine has become, in
different ways, an obsession for both his daughter Dora and her husband Ben
Donadieu, who is an admirer of his. They intended to open a museum to keep
alive his memory, but these alienated characters eventually make a bonfire
with the treasures of the prospective museum and then, liberated from their
obsession and the past, are able to start afresh. This is not the case with Muriel
Spark. In delivering her volume of new and collected stories, she has successfully managed to open her own literary exhibition to the public; and perhaps, in
the process, hide and burn haunting obsessions from the past.
Although the organization of the stories follows the sequence of previous
collections. those familiar with Spark's literary career will notice the indefinite
plan of the arrangement, and will be reminded of the cryptic vocation of her
fictional universe and style. In this way, the table of contents might resemble a
map of a large monumental space without touristic itineraries, so that readers
should find their own paths in mapping Muriel Spark.
It is certainly advisable to follow the proposed order up to the end. The
thirty-seven stories fully display Spark's much-renowned wit and elegance. As
is characteristic of her polished and economical prose, types are preferred to
characters; sharp observation to profuse description; weirdness and mystery
prevail over fantasy, naturalism and abstruse imagination. Although traditional
in design, formal experimentation springs organically from the very essence of
the Sparkian narrative by means of its unfolding plots and puzzling-yet controlled--endings.
Readers may also choose to attempt alternative, unexplored routes through
the contents. They might jump, loop, diverge and return to a crossroads, and
so pay closer attention to the aspects that constitute the Sparkian distinction.
"The Seraph and the Zambesi," for example, can be a good start. This story
tells how the performance of a Christmas masque during a hot African Christmas Eve is spoiled by the sudden interference of a Seraph. It was awarded the
£250 prize of The Observer Christmas literary competition in 1951. Thus,
Spark, originally a poet, began her career as a writer of fiction. Later on, recalling this moment, she declared "I do not know what gave me the idea for the
story, but certainly I believe in angels, and I had been up the Zambesi on a
boat." It is precisely the almost unconscious or spontaneous mixture of supernatural elements with ordinary experiences that turned out to be a permanent
feature in her writings. In fact, Needle, the narrator of the opening story of the
present volume, "The Portobello Road," is a sort of haunting ghost. She stands
in a supposedly timeless and spaceless existence, as if Spark were suggesting
the temporal and physical gaps between the narrations and the facts on which
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they are based, as in her novel A Far Cry from Kensington.
Indeed, Open to the Public mirrors many literary concerns in Spark's
longer works. The ambiguity resulting from the capacity of the novel to represent reality, and the startling oddity of reality imitating fiction has always been
one of her main literary interests. The interplay between realistic and incredible events, or rather the interaction of the probable and the impossible, is
achieved by the effectiveness of a subtly sustained Gothic ambience. Mental
disorders, disembodied souls, ghost housekeepers, flying Spode saucers, murderers, unpleasant children, enigmatic boyfriends and teeth-protruding redhaired women remind us of the powerful influence of ballads on her art. In
"The Fortune-Teller," for instance, Lucy claims to have developed a personal,
infallible method of telling fortunes by cards. On holiday in Provence with a
married couple, Raymond and Sylvia, she tells the fortune of Mme. Dessain, a
Melusina-like owner of a chateau now transformed into a hotel. Lucy was able
to detect Mme. Dessain's clairvoyance; years later Lucy will learn in amazement how her destiny was changed by the French lady when the latter seduced
Raymond.
The widely-acknowledged talent of Muriel Spark for undermining the
reader's expectancies and for experimenting with the conventions of fiction is
variously manifested in many of these short stories. Miracle tales is parodied
in "The Black Madonna," when the characters refuse to accept what they had
been praying for and were finally given. The role and transience of imagination itself become the theme of "Going up and Coming down." It tells how a
man and a woman meet on the lift on working days. As they try to guess each
other's identity, they fabricate one another's imaginary past. At last they begin
a relationship which is, strangely enough in Spark, apparently successful; then
the narrator explains that "in the fullness of plain real facts their speculations
disappear into immaterial nothingness, never once to be remembered in the
course of their future life together."
Metafictional issues are raised in "Harper and Wilton," when two suffragettes in a long-neglected story visit the author to demand full narrative existence. We note this again in "The Executor," when the narrator discovers that
the manuscript of a novel is being written by supernatural intervention, a device we find also in her first novel, The Comforters.
In Open to the Public, as in most of her writings, there are no signposts for
the roads to Scotland. "The Executor" and "'A Sad Tale's Best for Winter'"
are the only stories set in Edinburgh. The latter was written in the fifties and
bears no resemblance to the Morningside atmosphere of The Prime of Miss
Jean Brodie. However, the main character, Selwyn Macgregor, who lived by a
graveyard and enjoyed drinking whisky, seems to be another "constitutional
exile," as Sandy Stranger and Muriel Spark herself are. Scattered references to
Scotland are made in other stories; nevertheless the author's Scottishness
should be inferred not from explicit indications, but implicitly from the narrative elements themselves, such as characters, madness, incidents, gender, hu-
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mor, and morals.
Spark's own life and experiences have been the main source of her narrative. At least half of her novelistic production is immediately based on her
own life. Similarly the reader of Open to the Public might try the autobiographical itinerary. The starting point must be "The First Year of My Life."
Like Fleur Talbot in Loitering with Intent, the author places herself in history
with mathematical precision: "I was born on the first day of the second month
of the last year of the First World War." The next story 'The Gentile
Jewesses" is based on her holidays in Watford with her mother's family, especially with her much-beloved grandmother Adelaide Uezzell. It deals with the
uncommon identity of Muriel Spark, who, being the daughter of a Scottish
Jewish father and an English mother, embraced the Roman Catholic faith, a
topic discussed at large in its coeval novel The Mandelbaum Gate.
Colonial Africa is the subject matter of the longest stories "The Portobello
Road," "Bang-Bang You're Dead," and "The Go-Away Bird," as well as "The
Seraph and the Zambesi," "The Curtain Blown by the Breeze," and "The
Pawnbroker's Wife." Written in the fifties and based on real events, the focus
is centered on the tensions and violence in the colonial communities of South
Africa both amongst the English, and between them and the Boers. The lack
of white women for the white men often led to extreme confrontation, as was
the case of one of Spark's schoolday playmates who was killed by her husband, who then shot himself. Wildlife and hunting are signs of a non-British
menacing environment that also affects the behavior and moral codes of the
European settlers. By means of marital unfaithfulness, jealousy and revenge,
Spark explores the corrupting forces of a society detached from the metropolitan order.
From the African stories readers may move on to "The House of the Famous Poet," a sad tale about the Second World War; and then to "Come along,
Marjorie," which reflects the physical and mental disorders following Spark's
conversion to Catholicism. "The Dragon" introduces a continental Spark,
enjoying an uncanny Gothic environment by Lake Como.
"The House of the Famous Poet" is a remarkable story for scholars interested in the narrative art of Muriel Spark, or in the artistic transformation of
real facts into fictional events. This personal experience was recorded in her
essay "The Poet's House" (Encounter, 1968). A comparison of the texts
would reveal Spark's method of fictionalizing reality. To which extent facts
are made believable, or convincingly depicted, seems to be secondary to her
distinctive vision or to the perspectives she is willing to convey; but as to what
is really true or invented in her work we should never ask, nor will she ever
tell.
TOMAs MONTERREY

Universidad de La Laguna, Canary Islands
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Douglas Gifford and Dorothy McMillan, eds. A History of Scottish Women's
Writing. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press. 1997. xxiii + 716 pp.
The contributing editors of this big generous compilation of essays, in a
long, well-balanced Introduction worth careful consideration in its own right,
disclaim the notion that their work is revolutionary. They do, however, noteas some critics, and probably all Scottish women writers, have noted before
them-Hthe relative absence of women from the official histories of Scottish
writing," and "perhaps more alarming and more in need of protest. .. the regular
exclusion of Scottish women from general histories and anthologies of
women's writing." This book, in other words, is greatly needed, and has been
needed for years.
There can be objections, of course, to separatism, the treatment of women
writers on their own, as in some type of ghetto. Some are voiced by contributors to this volume, and it may be that on such grounds a few potential contributors have in fact declined to appear. There are equally cogent arguments in
favor of a separatist approach. Gifford and McMillan, for instance, offer the
justification that it "carves out more space to talk about women's writing."
Here, at last, that space is available. Readers will find that it has been fully and
enthusiastically used.
The book's coverage is wide-ranging. Its time span runs from the early
sixteenth century to almost the end of the millennium. It is equally hospitable
in its treatment of different literary forms, with essays on songs and the oral
tradition; on poetry, fiction and drama; on non-fiction; on children's books,
and more. The two bibliographies (pre- and post-1900) of Scottish women
writers which close the book are described as "select," but are considerably
more comprehensive than anything else to be found in a single-volume work.
There are forty-three essays in all. If, beyond its broadly chronological arrangement, the structure of the book is, as the editors suggest, "perhaps idiosyncratic," this is not only explained but excused by the freedom which-as
the present reviewer can testify-was allowed to the forty individual contributors.
These contributors are an interesting bunch, clearly chosen with care.
Most, as you would expect, are academics, but at least ten are poets, novelists
or musicians as well, or instead. Most are women, but there are eight men.
Nearly all are already well-known as critics in the field of women's writing,
and several have published, or are working on, full biographies or critical
studies of the writers they consider at essay length here. In both breadth and
depth, then, this volume commands respect.
The editors, as they must, also confront in their Introduction the question
of recognizing, or perhaps establishing, a Scottish tradition in this field. Is
there a canon of Scottish women's writing? Should there be? Should women
writers be slotted into that wonderful artifact "The Scottish Literary Tradition,"
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so commonly perceived, until very recently, to be quite overweeningly male?
The answer arrived at here is frank and exciting. There is no canon, and "this
astonishing lack of constraint [is] more of a cause for celebration than regret."
Still it has evidently been necessary to make some choices, even some
value judgments, in the planning of this book, owing to the practical necessity,
setting aside the desirability, of allotting some writers more space than others.
Accordingly there are individual chapters devoted to Joanna Baillie; Elizabeth
Grant of Rothiemurchus; Jane Welsh Carlyle; Margaret Oliphant; Jane and
Mary Findlater; Violet Jacob; Marion Angus; Catherine Carswell; Willa Muir;
Nan Shepherd; Jane Duncan; Jessie Kesson; Muriel Spark; Elspeth Davie; Liz
Lochhead; and of course Naomi Mitchison, that unique woman whose writing
life spanned at least seventy years. (Several others, like Susan Ferrier and
Mary Brunton, are almost as extensively treated as these.) Even if this isn't a
canon, nevertheless "it seems likely," the editors submit, "that the prevailing
eminence of our individually treated writers will survive for some time into the
future." At the very least they provide, separately and together, another intriguing group of people for discussion, debate, addition and subtraction to the
reader's taste.
Within each chapter the treatment of its featured writer is informed, incisive, robust, and as full as possible in the space allowed. Inevitably some subjects (such as Naomi Mitchison) have a place in the broader picture painted in
other chapters which are thematic or widely cultural in scope, but there is no
duplication of material here. Instead, co-operation among the contributors has
succeeded in supplying an almost stereoscopic view of these important figures:
the writer on her own, the writer among her peers.
So far, so very good, though from Edinburgh University Press the informed reader might expect no less. What this book offers in addition-the
source of its particular charm, if also of some of its idiosyncrasy-is a great
wealth of information about women writers rather less well-known that these.
Here the contributors have been free-given the non-canon situation-to mix
and match, to indulge themselves, one might almost say, except that justification for their selections is amply provided and illustrated on page after page.
Any attempt to supply examples is apt to end by dodging back and forth
among the centuries, as the reader is irresistibly drawn to do. Of course you
know that Mary Queen of Scots was a poet; you are aware of Mairi nighean
Alasdair Ruadh in the seventeenth century; of Alison Cockburn in the eighteenth; of Christian Isobel Johnstone, journalist and editor, early in the nineteenth. Are you acquainted with SHeas na Ceapaich? Elizabeth Melville? Flora
Annie Steel? Have you read the poem of a Highlandwoman whose husband
was killed on their wedding-day, so that she was a maiden, a wife and a widow
all within one hour? She wrote (or rather sang) of her plight in the early sixteenth century, but through the years and around the world there are echoes
and parallels to her lament.
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And this book does come right down the years, into the closing days of the
twentieth century. We have seen that the often-overlooked women of Hugh
MacDiarmid's Scottish Literary Renaissance-Jacob, Angus, Muir, Shepherd-receive their due here, and that the great Liz Lochhead is rightly allotted
a chapter of her own. Just as notable, in our current situation of many still
busily productive writers, are the long chapters which select, for instance, a
group of seven novelists ("Contemporary Fiction II") or nine poets ("Twentieth-Century Poetry II"). These point the reader in the direction of young writers who are, arguably, at least potentially great. Yet more general chapters
covering the contemporary period offer, again, the charm of serendipity and
the value of discovery. The writers they mention, briefly as they may be assessed, have been noticed. Unlike so many Scottish women writers of the past,
they won't be completely lost.
The editors gracefully offer a metaphor to describe this volume; it presents
some possible maps of a country, the country of Scottish women's writing.
The reader has a choice: to travel the main drag diligently from end to end, or
to make daring forays into unfamiliar territory. Contemporary poetry? Nineteenth-century theatre? Whatever route is taken, it is going to be an intriguing
journey, for this is a country so little explored to date that no one quite knows
what mysteries and treasures are to be found. One thing is sure: this is the
guidebook you need.

MOIRA BURGESS

Glasgow

William Dunbar: Selected Poems. Ed. Priscilla Bawcutt. New York and London: Addison Wesley Longman. 1996. xii + 464 pp. Longman Annotated
Texts.
This valuable annotated edition contains the best seventy poems by William Dunbar, Scotland's great poet who wrote during the lifetime of King
James IV and whose poems are so often associated with the court of that remarkable king. Available in both hard and soft cover, this volume most certainly will become the "classroom" text of Dunbar, a purpose for which it is
fully suited with its critical apparatus. However, it is far more than that.
This edition was prepared by Priscilla Bawcutt, author of Dunbar the Makar (Oxford, 1992), the most recent critical book on the poet and among the
best. Hence, it is hardly surprising that this is more than a collection of poems
"lifted" from earlier editions with a glossary and a few scholarly notes tacked
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on at the end. To be sure, there are notes and glosses, but nothing stale or trite.
Bawcutt has created an exciting and fresh edition, so fresh in fact, that the texts
of some of the poems differ considerably from how they appear in the most
recently scholarly edition by James Kinsley (Oxford, 1979). While Bawcutt
graciously acknowledges a debt to Kinsley, she also indicates that she takes all
her texts of the poems directly from manuscripts and early prints. Accounting
for changes in the poetic texts, she notes that she "value[s] the Asloan and
Maitland manuscripts more highly than he [Kinsley] does." While she lists
important textual variants and emendations, Bawcutt states that she plans to
discuss them more fully in her forthcoming complete edition of Dunbar for the
Association for Scottish Literary Studies.
While the methodology she employs is clearly that of the scholar, Bawcutt
has made the poems as accessible to modem readers as one possibly can. She
indicates that while she follows the spelling of the original texts, she also modemizes it slightly, as for example, replacing 3 by y. To further assist readers
with little knowledge of Middle Scots, she concludes her introductory section
with a brief analysis of Dunbar's language, orthography, grammar, vocabulary,
and then provides a "Glossary of common words" (containing approximately
two hundred words). In addition, she glosses less common Middle Scots
words and phrases on the page of the text where they occur.
The critical apparatus Bawcutt provides throughout the book is of value to
anyone interested in Dunbar scholarship. She begins with a Chronology table
that blends what is known of Dunbar's life with facts about the Scottish monarchy. Hence, she begins with the date of 1460 (the death of James II and a
probable birth date for Dunbar) and concludes with the inclusive dates, 15131528 (the minority of James V). While she also lists 1513 separately as the
year of the Battle of Flodden and the death of King James IV who died there,
the additional "minority" entry allows for the strong possibility of Dunbar's
having outlived the battle that took the life of his king and patron.
The fresh approach to Dunbar's poetry offered throughout the volume becomes apparent as soon as one consults the Contents page. Here Bawcutt simplifies by listing all seventy poems contained by their first lines which she has
arranged in alphabetical order. Gone are such familiar titles as "The Thrissill
and the Rois," for, as she explains in the introductory "Note on Editorial Procedure," most of those titles "were invented by editors from the eighteenth
century onwards." She does make an exception for several poems, including
"The Goldyn Targe," which have original titles; in these special cases, she
places the original title in italics at the end of the first-line entry for the appropriate poem. Bawcutt realizes that many readers will be familiar with particular poems by their editorial titles and/or refrains, so she provides a special Index of Titles and Refrains near the end of the book; however, these refer the
reader to the appropriate first line. One benefit of the way Bawcutt has organized her Contents page is that she eliminates artificial and often awkward classifications of poems, such as those created by Kinsley and the earlier editor,
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W. Mackay Mackenzie (London, 1932; rev. 1960). In the edition prepared by
the latter, for example, the poem "Of Luve Erdly and Divine" is placed under
the unlikely heading "Of Women."
Especially valuable to both new and old readers of Dunbar is Bawcutt's
succinct but substantial essay about the poet in her Introduction. Her rich essay is divided into the following sections: "Life and Milieu," "Literary inheritance:' "'Ballatis under the byrkis.'" Afterwards, in a section labeled Texts,
Bawcutt provides a list of all known early prints and manuscripts of Dunbar's
poems and indicates where they are currently housed. This is followed by sections on language, grammar, orthography, and the glossary already mentioned.
Bawcutt introduces each of the seventy poems with a brief but highly informative headnote, which contains a description of the poem, its genre and
stanzaic form, a brief comment about the medieval literary tradition to which it
belongs, and frequently some critical insights that aid the reader. In the case of
"The Goldyn Targe," for example, the headnote mentions that the poem "contains themes and motifs that had been popular in medieval courtly verse for
centuries ... " and then directs the reader's attention to the "network of metaphor and verbal echoes" which implies "a world full of symbolic analogies
between nature, love and poetry." In addition to such valuable headnotes,
Bawcutt includes a set of informative notes (almost ninety pages) in a section
following the poems, and these are cross-referenced with a substantial selective
bibliography.
Of the seventy poems included, all are complete and represent the best of
Dunbar. Only about fifteen poems found in the Kinsley edition have been excluded. Yet, in spite of the vast selection of poems offered, the perversity of
human nature causes one to wish that additional poems had been included. In
my case, I would vote for the inclusion of some verses not written by Dunbar-namely the second section of "The Flyting." Earlier editors have included it,
partly because it was once believed that Dunbar may have been the author. By
excluding it, Bawcutt endorses the opinion that Kennedy did author that portion of "The Flyting" assigned to him. While I concur with Bawcutt about
Kennedy's authorship, I would like to have had his verses included, in an appendix perhaps, so that "The Flyting" could be read in its entirety. I believe
this would enable readers to have a better understanding and appreciation of
the poem without having to seek the Kennedy text elsewhere. Another poem I
would have liked to have seen included is that beginning "Sen that I am a
presoneir" (Kinsley 9). While hardly a great poem, it is useful when teaching
"The Goldyn Targe" because the two may be compared. I realize, of course,
that selecting a set of poems for an edition is a difficult task. Clearly Priscilla
Bawcutt has ruled in favor of quality, and happily we can look forward to her
forthcoming complete edition of Dunbar's poetry. Will she include the Kennedy portion of "The Flyting" there?
While recognizing that no edition will ever satisfy everyone, this edition
surely will please a great number of readers. Only an editor as well acquainted
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with Dunbar's work as Priscilla Bawcutt could have succeeded so well. This
annotated volume is the product of thorough scholarship and careful editing.
By having returned to primary sources for the poetic texts, Bawcutt undertook
a difficult task. But her effort has been rewarded. She has succeeded in
breathing new life into the poetry of Scotland's great "makar."

DEANNAD. EVANS

Bemidji State University

The Letters of Robert Louis Stevenson. Ed. Bradford A. Booth and Ernest Mehew. New Haven and London: Yale University Press. 1995. Vols. V-VIII.
July 1884-December 1894.
On 1 July 1884, Stevenson returned to England from France too ill to attend the performance of Deacon Brodie, the first of the plays he wrote with W.
E. Henley. That following winter would be one of almost constant sickness
which was further complicated by the contradictory diagnoses of the doctors he
consulted. On the advice of one doctor, RLS decided to settle in the south of
England, at Bournemouth, where his father, Thomas Stevenson, bought Fanny
a house renamed Skerryvore after the famous lighthouse, and where the RLS
family would remain until August 1887.
RLS was not short of company at Skerryvore, quite the opposite. His parents were frequent visitors, as was his cousin Bob. John Singer Sargent came
to paint his portrait, he met William Archer, and Henry James paid calls. The
visits of his other London friends, particularly Henley, were less frequent.
Understandably, Fanny was very protective of her husband as she tried to nurse
him back to health, but even so, there were tensions between her and Henley
which would erupt later when he charged her with plagiarism over her short
story, "The Nixie." The letters of the Henley-Stevenson quarrel which ensued
are now fully presented and well-documented in these volumes, and while this
helps to clarify what took place, it does not soften the bitterness of the exchanges which led to the permanent estrangement of the two men.
But in these years at Bournemouth, RLS and Henley were still friends and
continued their collaboration, chiefly through correspondence. Admiral
Guinea, Beau Austin and Macaire all saw performance, but did not lead to the
steady flow of cash the two men wanted and needed. After some thought, RLS
wrote to Henley, "I come unhesitatingly to the opinion that the stage is only a
lottery, must not be regarded as a trade, and must never be preferred to drudgery. If money comes from any play, let us regard it as a legacy, but never
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count upon it in our income for the year" (V, 105). RLS's decision may have
been influenced by Fanny's dislike of Henley, or, more probably, was
prompted by his start on a new novel, for the month before he had written excitedly to Henley, "I have a great story on hand; boy's story: crackler: very
picturesque I think"-it was to be called Kidnapped (V, 89-90).
The exchanges between RLS and Henry James which had started with "A
Humble Remonstrance" were continued in letters. James not only relished the
stimulation of RLS's criticisms, he was also charmed by the young man's personality, particularly his boldness, for RLS (in a letter thick with qualifying
clauses that reads like a parody of the older man's writing) did not hesitate to
suggest to James that he needed to make some stylistic changes:
Where we differ, both as to the design of stories and the delineation of character, I
begin to lament. Of course, I am not so dull as to ask you to desert your walk; but
could you not, in one novel, to oblige a sincere admirer, and to enrich his shelves
with a beloved volume, could you not, and might you not, cast your characters in a
mould a little more abstract and academic ... and pitch the incidents, I do not say, in
any stronger, but in a slightly more emphatic key-as it were an episode from one
of the old (so-called) novels of adventure? I fear you will not, and I suppose I must
sighingly admit you to be right (Y, 42-3).

James, of course, did not oblige, but the two became lifelong friends, their relationship captured in the volume of their correspondence and critical exchanges collected and published by Janet Adam Smith in 1948.
The stylistic differences between James and RLS were rooted in their psychologies, and that difference is marked in these letters by their respective responses to the Russian writer whose work would influence the emergence of
modernism. Dostoevsky'S Crime and Punishment and The Insulted and the
Injured were published in French in 1884. In November 1885, RLS wrote to
Henley that he had been reading "Dostoieffsky" in French, although "reading"
did not begin to describe the experience, it was like "having a brain fever" (V,
150-1). Written in 1884 but revised for publication in Unwin's Annual in
December 1885, the title character of the short story "Markheim" was based on
Raskolnikoff, and was written in the same period as Jekyll and Hyde, September-October 1885. Following the publication of Jekyll and Hyde in 1886, RLS
replied to a letter from John Addington Symonds who, while he praised the
new work, was disturbed by its "moral callousness, a want of sympathy, a
shutting out of hope" (V, 220, n.1). But the two did agree about Dostoevsky'S
power as a novelist:
Raskolnikoff is the greatest book I have read easily in ten years; I am glad you took
to it. Many find it dull; Henry James could not finish it; all I can say is, it nearly
finished me. It was like having an illness. James did not care for it because the
character of Raskolnikoff was not objective; and at that I divined a great gulf between us and, on further reflection, the existence of a certain impotence in many
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minds of today, which prevents them from living in a book or character, and keeps
them standing afar off, spectators of a puppet show. To such I supposed the book
may seem empty in the centre; to the others it is a room, a house of life, into which
they themselves enter, and are tortured and purified .... [the] protoplasmic humanity
of Raskolnikoff...filled me with wonder (V, 220-1).

In the complexity of Raskolnikoff s character RLS discovered a representation of evil which led, not to a simplistic satanism, but to an enlarged understanding of the human psyche, of the dual energies, divided selves and doubles
of Jekyll and Hyde, The Master of Ballantrae, and more. James's aesthetic of
organicism would have blinded him to the freshness of RLS's dark view, as
well as to the innovativeness of a fragmented narrative which continues to
generate multiple meanings. But then the two men were from different traditions. James's work derives from an Anglo-American and English tradition,
but RLS's work-his primary influences-were from the tradition and language of Fergusson and Burns and Scott and Hogg and the old tales of the
Covenanters and their chroniclers and stories and songs-all rich in dualities,
darkness, fragmentation and contradiction.
This is an element in RLS's writing which the editors don't always take
sufficient account of in their annotations and prefaces. It is admirable that almost every minor character in RLS' s life is identified in these volumes, but
this seems often at the expense of missing the Scottish contexts, particularly
Scottish literary references (for example, Anne Hunter's poem, "My mother
bids me bind my hair" (V, 3) and the nuances of Scots words and phrases. To
miss such fundamental influences in this particular writer's life is to fail to do
justice to the cultural forces which first animated his imagination.
In the Bournemouth years, RLS's correspondents were chiefly male:
Henley, Sidney Colvin, James, Andrew Lang, Edmund Gosse, William Low,
William Archer, John Addington Symonds, Charles Baxter. With the exception of Baxter, all the others were writers andlor critics and artists, most of
whom knew each other, either personally, or through their work. RLS's exchanges with them suggest an almost exclusively male, class-defined, cultural
milieu with which he was not always comfortable. Certainly, the letters to
Baxter, particularly the Thomson-Johnston letters, are full of an energy, spontaneity and self-satire which tend to be absent or subdued in his other correspondence.
While the editors do provide some potted biographies of these writers,
some contextualization of the London literary scene in these years, particularly
of those who are not among the chief correspondents, is needed here. A commentary on the cultural and social contexts in which these writers moved
would have added greatly to an understanding of this literati, and of their
varying relations with RLS.
During the Bournemouth years RLS had to cope not only with his own ill
health but also the slow physical and mental deterioration of his father. Tho-
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mas Stevenson's last years must have been extremely painful for his son and
during a short stay at Matlock Bridge in April 1886, where both men had gone
for hydrotherapy, RLS wrote to his mother:
my father, I am sorry to say, gave me a full dose of Hyde this morning. He began
about breakfast as usual; and then to prove himself in the right and that he did well
to be angry, carried on a long time (obviously on purpose) about the moon. I was
very severe with him, and refused to speak again till he was quiet; after which he
admitted he had been very silly; and yet when I, to let him down gently, took the
thing a little humorously, he began to start it again. He is certainly hard to manage.
I half thought he was looking worse ... my father has one form of attack, that of accusing me of being down myself, for which I have found no answer, as it instantly
justifies itself and sends me down to zero (V, 245).

Thomas Stevenson died on 8 May 1887 at the family home at 17 Heriot
Row, in Edinburgh. RLS was at his bedside but was too ill to attend the funeral. At the end, Thomas could not even recognize his own son, and, as RLS
confided to Colvin, the death was a release:
If we could have had my father, that would have been a different thing. But to keep

that changeling-suffering changeling, any longer, could better none and nothing.
Now he rests; it is more significant, it is more like himself; he will begin to return to
us in the course of time as he was and as we loved him (V,411).

His father's death opened up new freedoms for RLS. Bournemouth had
only made his health worse and he was eager to leave. Thanks to his father's
will, he now had the financial means to do so and on 21 August 1887 the family, which now included his mother Margaret, sailed on the Ludgate Hill for
New York. Although at the time RLS was unaware of it, he would never return to Britain.
When the ship docked at New York, a stage version of Jekyll and Hyde
was about to open. RLS was unprepared for the international recognition his
little shilling shocker had brought him, or for the harassment by journalists and
admirers which was the price of fame. To Henry James he wrote, "America
is ... a fine place to eat in, and a great place for kindness, but Lord, what a silly
thing is popularity" (VI, 7).
After brief stays in New York and Newport, the family escaped to spend
the winter at Lake Saranac in the Adirondacks, near the Canadian border of
New York State, where it was hoped the cold climate would restore RLS to
health, as indeed it did, for by November RLS was writing to Colvin:
... the place is very bleak and wintry ... but it is a place where men eat and where
the ... catarrh ... appears to be unknown. I walk in my verandy in the snaw, sir,
looking down over one of those dabbled wintry landscapes that are (to be frank) so
chilly to the human bosom, and up at a gray, English-nay, mehercle, Scottishheaven; and I think it pretty bleak; and the wind swoops at me round the corner, like
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a lion and fluffs the snow in my face; and I could aspire to be elsewhere; but yet I
do not catch cold, and yet, when I come in, I eat (VI, 59).

Saranac may not have been as attractive as Davos, but it brought back memories of bleak Scottish landscapes and proved a perfect setting for that "winter's
tale," The Master of Ballantrae. The ending of Ballantrae came to RLS from
an account by his uncle John Balfour of "a singular case of a buried and resuscitated fakir" ("The Genesis of the Master of Ballantrae"), and from that he
saw "the circumstance transplanted from India and the tropics to the Adirondack wilderness and the stringent cold of the Canadian border" (VI, 80n.). But
the novel was also, of course, a further step in his exploration of duality, for he
wrote to Colvin:
... the Master is all I know of the devil; I have known hints of him, in the world, but
always cowards; he is as bold as a lion, but with the same deadly, causeless duplicity I have watched with so much surprise in my two cowards. 'Tis true, I saw a hint
of the same nature in another man who was not a coward; but he had other things to
attend to; the Master has nothing else but his devilry (VI, 87).

By the spring of 1888, with his health improved but not completely restored, RLS and Fanny began to plan the first of their three voyages in the
South Seas. After a brutal winter in the Adirondacks, the warm climate of the
South Pacific was more than appealing, but what they did not foresee was how
their lives would be changed dramatically by this sea-voyage. It was Fanny
who chartered the yacht, Casco, and on 15 June the family, again accompanied
by Margaret Stevenson, regaled in the widow's weeds and white lace caps
which would become her habitual dress in the South Seas, sailed out of San
Francisco for a seven-month voyage to the Marquesas, Paumotus and Tahiti.
The date marks a significant change in the letters' contents because from this
point on RLS's correspondence is filled with his perceptions of a part of the
globe where "men might be whose fathers had never studied Virgil, had never
been conquered by Caesar, and never been ruled by the wisdom of Gaius and
Papinian" ("An Island Landfall," In the South Seas).
The South Pacific in the late nineteenth century was still terra incognita
and often the yacht sailed through uncharted waters. But the danger was part
of the romance, for this was RLS's great adventure, a grown-up quest for his
Treasure Island. On the first part of the voyage they traveled three thousand
miles reaching in twenty-two days Nuka-Hiva in the Marquesas, the setting of
Melville's Typee. To an earlier fellow-traveler, Walter Simpson, RLS wrote of
his first impressions:
This cruise is deeply interesting; questions of race and civilisation at every step; I
wish you had been here to discuss as we went. In some ways, our civilisation shows
in very bright colours; in others of course it looks black enough; but on the whole
civilisation has it. It is interesting to see a race (Marquesas) formed by sexual se-
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lection, beautiful, cowardly, idle and useless; close by (Low Archipelago) a race,
supposed to be the same in blood, certainly very close in language and superstitions,
but selected by a life of considerable hardship and perpetual danger and toil upon
the seas; and these are (by comparison) plain looking-nearly as plain-looking as
we are, but industrious, hard, capable and even virtuous (VI,213-4).

In these letters home RLS often plays the amateur anthropologist, applying
large Darwinian perspectives to "primitive" cultures, but he also unfailingly
responds to those he meets in his travels with warmth and delight, always reacting to the individual, never to the stereotype:
I know one old chief K-6-amua, a great cannibal in his day, who ate his enemies
raw as he walked home from killing 'em, and he is a perfect gentleman and exceedingly amiable and simple minded; no fool, though (to Sidney Colvin, VI, 206).

During the voyage RLS's health seemed to improve for a time, but the
passage had been rough and he became ill again. At Fakarava in the Paumotus
the family decided to cut short their stay and sail for Tahiti. By the time the
Casco reached Tahiti RLS was hemorrhaging. When he had recovered from
yet another near-death incident, the family traveled to Hawaii where, at Honolulu in December 1888, they met up with the rest of the now extended family:
Joe and Belle Strong and their son, Austin. It was here RLS would complete
The Master of Ballantrae and The Wrong Box, the first of his adult collaborations with his stepson Lloyd. Here, too, he visited the leper colony on Molokai
and heard of Father Damien, the Catholic priest who lived with the lepers for
sixteen years:
I have seen sights that cannot be told, and heard stories that cannot be repeated: yet
I never admired my poor race so much, nor (strange as it may seem) loved life
more, than in the settlement.. .. Of old Damien, whose weaknesses and worse perhaps I heard fully, I think only the more. It was a European peasant: dirty, bigoted,
untruthful, unwise, tricky, but superb with generosity, residual candour and fundamental good humour .... A man, with all the grime and paltriness of mankind; but a
saint and hero all the more for that (to Colvin, VI, 311).

On the first voyage RLS had kept a journal, "The Cruise of the Casco," with
the intent of reworking his notes for a series of letters commissioned by the
publisher Samuel McClure for newspaper syndication. These were meant to
be traveler's tales in the manner of Inland Voyage and Travels with a Donkey
which would give some idea of the local color of RLS's exotic destinations.
But as he traveled, he became increasingly interested in the culture, history and
politics of the Pacific so that by the end of the second voyage, on the Equator
to the Gilbert Islands and Samoa, he was writing to Colvin that not only was he
collecting material for a book on the Samoan war, but also was now planning a
"big" book on the Pacific:
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I am minded to stay not very long in Samoa and confine my studies there (so far as
anyone can forecast) to the history of the late war. My book is now practically
modelled: if I can execute what is designed, there are few better books now extant
on this globe; bar the epics, and the big tragedies, and histories, and the choice lyric
poetics, and a novel or so-none .... At least, nobody has had such stuff; such wild
stories, such beautiful scenes, such singular intimacies, such manners and traditions,
so incredible a mixture of the beautiful and horrible, the savage and civilised .... I
propose to call the book-The South Seas; it is rather a large title, but not many
people have seen more of them than I; perhaps no one: certainly no one capable of
using the material (VI, 335).

The book was never finished but RLS did produce letters for McClure which,
although the publisher found them disappointing, were printed in newspapers
in America, Britain and Australia. These letters, together with RLS's accounts
of his visits to Butaritari and Apemama, were published in 1800 as Tn the South
Seas.
Despite telling Colvin that he did not plan to stay long in Samoa, by the
time the Equator returned there, RLS had become increasingly attracted to the
place. He wrote to Baxter that the Samoan rivers reminded him of Scotland:
Samoa, Apia at least, is far less beautiful than the Marquesas or Tahiti; a more
gentle scene, gentler acclivities, a tamer face of nature .... The island has beautiful
rivers, of about the bigness of our waters in the Lothians, with pleasant fords and
waterfalls and overhanging verdure, and often a great volume of sound. so that once
I thought I was passing near a mill. and it was only the voice of the river (VI, 347).

By July 1890 he had bought the land at Vailima where he planned to build
a house and, on 15 September of the same year, the Stevensons settled permanently in Samoa. While some of the land had been cleared, there was much
work to do before they could even begin to think about establishing a house
and a plantation. In the long, almost daily, letters to Colvin which would later
be edited by him and published as Vailima Letters (1895), RLS described his
labors in his self-selected Eden:
.. .I know pleasure still; pleasure with a thousand faces. and none perfect, a thousand tongues all broken, a thousand hands and all of them with scratching nails.
High among these I place this delight of weeding out here alone by the garrulous
water, under the silence of the high wood, broken by the incongruous sounds of
birds. And take my life all through, look at it fore and back, and upside down,-though I would very fain change myself, I would not change my circumstancesunless it were to bring you here (VII. 93).

But RLS did not spend all his time weeding. One of the most compelling
aspects of these letters is witnessing RLS's growing awareness of the shift in
his literary interests: "I have a whole world in my head, a whole new society
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to work," he wrote to Colvin (VII, 154) and confessed he had been writing the
first part of what would be The Beach of Falesa:
The story is so wilful, so steep, so silly-it's a hallucination I have outlived, and yet
I never did a better piece of work, horrid, and pleasing, and extraordinarily true: it's
sixteen pages of the South Seas: their essence. What am I to do? Lose this little
gem-for I'll be bold, and that's what I think it--or go on with the rest which I
don't believe in, and don't like, and which can never make aught but a silly yarn?
(VII, 155).

The "essence" of the story, the relationship between a white man and a native
girl with a marriage certificate for "one night," would create problems for
RLS's Victorian editors and publishers, in particular, Colvin, who was disturbed by the frankness of what he clearly felt was a vulgar tale. Colvin had a
similar reaction to The Ebb-Tide for he wrote to RLS that he disliked the work
and thought it unworthy of his talents. Like James, Colvin could not grasp the
innovativeness of these new works.
In RLS's South Seas fiction it is not simply the topography which is important. RLS was right when he told Colvin he had captured the "real" South
Seas, its "colour and movement," but he did this by recreating the sounds of
the Pacific. RLS makes an important distinction between his own and Melville's writings: "Herman Melville ... had no ear for languages whatever" (to
Edward L Burlingame, VI, 367). The difference is that RLS heard the Pacific:
he captured the cacophony of its dialects, not only Polynesian and sailor slang,
but "traders' talk, which is a strange conglomerate of literary expressions and
English and American slang, and Beach de mar, or native English" (to Colvin,
VII, 161). He realized his characters, not through detailed physical or psychological description, but through their speech, and was convinced that with
Falesd he was telling the first realistic South Sea story:
I mean with real South Sea character and details of life; everybody else who has
tried, that I have seen, got carried away by the romance and ended in a kind of sugar
candy sham epic, and the whole effect was lost-there was not etching, no human
grin, consequently no conviction. Now I have got the smell and look of the thing a
good deal. You will know more about the South Seas after you have read my little
tale, than if you had read a library (to Colvin, VII, 161).

Unlike his earlier romance novels, RLS's South Seas fiction is non-historical. RLS was now writing novels of contemporary life. The first of these
was The Wrecker (again with Lloyd), which is to some degree a transitional
work. As in The Master of Ballantrae there is a fair amount of globetrotting
and experimenting with narrative structure. The mystery of the storm-tossed
Flying Scud and the opium trade is exciting and engaging but where the novel
really sings is in its descriptions of the teeming life of that Pacific capital, San
Francisco-a description which has never been surpassed. RLS himself felt
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The Wrecker was an attempt to bring together the tradition of romance adventure and the manners of the modern world, and to some degree it succeeds.
But contrast that work with Falesa and The Ebb-Tide and the difference is
striking: The Wrecker could have been set anywhere, but the other two works
could only have been set in the South Seas.
But RLS did not confine himself to fiction in these years, he was still
working on a history of the Samoan war and clearly saw this as an important
book which would tell the world of the social injustices the Samoans had suffered under the competing colonial isms of Germany, Britain and America. A
Footnote to History covered the period of Samoan history from 1884 to 1892
(the year of publication) and included the letters RLS had sent to the Times
over the years. But even as he completed the book, he was already aware that
the troubles in Samoa were far from over. His letters to Colvin were now
filled with rumors of war until finally on 9 July 1893:
Well, the war has at last begun. For four or five days, Apia has been filled by these
poor children with their faces blacked, and the red handkerchief about their brows,
that makes the Malietoa uniform; and the boats have been coming in from the
windward, some of them fifty strong, with a drum and a bugle on board ... and a sort
of jester leaping and capering on the sparred nose of the boat, and the whole crew
uttering from time to time a kind of menacing ululation (VIII, 123-4),

The Stevensons knew they were now in great danger and hoped for an early
end to the war. Instead they were embroiled in tribal warfare with all its brutality and ritual:
All seems to indicate a long and bloody war-and German annexation, Funk's
house in Mulinuu was likewise filled with wounded; many dead bodies were
brought in, I hear with certainty of five, wrapped in mats; and a pastor goes tomorrow to the field to bury others. The Laupepas brought in eleven heads to Mulinuu,
and to the great horror and consternation of the native mind, one proved to be a
girl's, and was identified as that of a Taupo-or Maid of the Village-from SavaiL
I hear this morning, with great relief, that it has been returned to Malie, wrapped in
the most costly silk handkerchiefs and with an apologetic embassy (to Colvin, VIII,
125).

The war was to last for three weeks and at the end, Mataafa, the native chief
RLS had supported, was taken prisoner and exiled. RLS was predictably despondent but did what he could to relieve the chief's suffering.
These letters to Colvin give an important eye-witness account of what
happened in Samoa in those years and are supplemented by Belle Strong's
sketches of the war which now hang in the recently-restored Vailima. The
changes and omissions Colvin made to the Vailima Letters have been restored
in the new volumes and the material is well annotated with extracts from
Fanny's diary, published as Our Samoan Adventure (1956), Margaret Steven-
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son's diary and letters to her sister Jane, Lettersfrom Samoa (1906), Belle and
Lloyds' Vailima Memories (1903), and Graham Balfour's biography of RLS,
all of which contribute to a fuller understanding of these years.
To this substantial material on Samoa the editors have also drawn on the
works of historians, scholars, public records and official correspondence, and
have done a great service in providing the dates and detailed information
needed to understand the Samoan context, albeit one which draws heavily on
Kenneth S. Mackenzie's "Robert Louis Stevenson and Samoa 1889-1894"
(Ph.D. Thesis, Dalhousie University, 1974).
In the final years of his life, RLS's thoughts seemed to tum often to Scotland. In October 1892 he hlld begun work on Weir of Hermiston and was
writing off for Scottish histories and trial records of the post-I 800 period. But
Weir would take its place as one of the great unfinished masterpieces, for after
working on it on the morning of 3 December 1894, RLS died later that day.
In September 1893, in what now reads like his epitaph, RLS had written to
Colvin urging him to visit Vailima:
... for it's beautiful and my home and tomb that is to be; though it's a wrench not to
be planted in Scotland-that I can never deny-if I could only be buried in the hills,
under the heather and a table tombstone like the martyrs, where the whaups and
plovers are crying! .... Singular that I should fulfil the Scots Destiny throughout, and
live a voluntary exile, and have my head filled with the blessed, beastly place all the
time! (VIII, 159).

These eight volumes of Robert Louis Stevenson's letters are rich reading, for
not only do they attest to his place as a writer and chronicler of his times and
places but also to an imagination and spirit all too rarely manifested in the
century since his death.
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Pat Rogers. Johnson and Boswell: The Transit of Caledonia. Oxford: The
Clarendon Press. 1995. 245 pp.
This is a study of the intellectual and cultural milieu of Johnson and Boswell's tour of the Hebrides in 1773. (Three chapters have appeared earlier.)
This is not about Johnson and travel-literature, but about the relevance of Johnson's Tour to contemporary interest in the Grand Tour, overseas exploration,
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emigration, primitivism, the Scottish Enlightenment's consideration of the origin of civil society, the lingering anti-Scottish prejudice in London, and Johnson and Boswell's motives for making this joumey. "The entire trip," Rogers
reminds us, "was overladen with cultural baggage, and almost every step was
dogged by some echo of the prevailing debates about the nature of civilization," citing Johnson's conversations with Monboddo and Lady Macleod about
the nature of man.
Johnson's interest in the Hebrides may be dated with this father's gift to
him as a child of Martin Martin's Description of the Western Isles of Scotland
(1703), but we remember that this journey was initially broached during the
first year of Boswell's friendship. There were several occasions thereafter
when they could have gone. Rogers suggests that 1773 was chosen because it
was the year of his "climacteric," his sixty-third birthday, the traditional
marker of the onset of old age. "It is surely obvious that his resolution to undertake the arduous and possibly dangerous Hebridean trip at the age of 63 can
be aligned with this fixed intention of not growing old, or at least in the conventional sense," and that "Johnson was purposefully seeking out a terrain appropriate to senility." As reinforcement of this point, Rogers reminds us how
typical it was of Johnson to mark certain dates in his life, e.g. the painful prayers on the anniversary of Tetty's death, the "penitential return to Uttoxeter."
But that, I think, is the point: nowhere in this journey does Johnson specifically mention his "climacteric," so while Rogers's point is most ingenious, it
remains no more than an interesting notion, especially since we know Johnson
contemplated making the trip the previous year.
Johnson's omission of any account of his conversations with the Edinburgh literati has been noted before. Rogers suggests that the slight was a deliberate attempt to emphasize how little he esteemed the efforts of authors like
Adam Ferguson to theorize about primitive society in light of what Johnson
observed in the western islands. The Scottish sociologists had not ventured
where Johnson had gone, and the "structure of the Journey makes an implicit
[and disparaging] comment on the nature of the Scottish enquiry into the state
of man," and implies that Henry Thomas Buckle's infamous critique of the
Scottish enquiry might not be off base. Johnson wished to counter the "optimistic views" of the Lowland authors. His opinions of the primitive society he
saw are "by means of fieldwork and first-hand observation. The theorists are
left to sit at their desks in Edinburgh, and the text of the Journey consigns them
to a peripheral role." Nor does Johnson express any appreciation of the
splendor of New Town. A put-down indeed!
While Johnson was never able to execute the traditional Grand Tour in the
footsteps of young men of rank and fashion, Rogers suggests that in touring the
Highlands and islands he turned the whole idea of the Grand Tour upside
down, heading north a<; an older man-not to view the monuments of our older
civilizations but to verify the lack of civilization's remains whatever. Whereas
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"tourists went south to see the home of civilization in its pristine purity, Johnson
went north to see savage culture in its clearest expression, and though he believed
that he had arrived too late to see ancient 'manners' in spontaneous action, he did
encounter what he thought was the inevitable cultural legacy of preliterate societies."

Another reason why Johnson played down the urban areas of Scotland, Rogers
believes, was to emphasize the unfamiliar venues of his itinerary.
Rogers finds a reference to Cook's voyages in the South Seas where Johnson in Ullinish declares, "Savages, in all countries, have patience proportionate
to their unskilfulness, and are content to attain their end by very tedious methods." Rogers insists "it was the epic, physical quest of travellers like Cook
which made Johnson's intellectual exploration of Scotland ... into something
fully conceivable." But where Rogers tries to show that Johnson, like Omai,
the native brought to England from the South Seas, is the "uncomprehending
primitive" in the Western Isles, one feels that Rogers is straining harder for
analogy than his readers will accept.
Just as Johnson suppressed his discourse with the Scottish literati, so Boswell rid his original manuscript of distinctly Scottish sentiments so as to mollify any possible anti-Scottish reader-response to his journal. But in his motives for the trip Rogers suspects "a desire to re-create as much as was possible
of Prince Charles's flight after Culloden." On this tour Boswell was still a
rebel, Rogers's reasoning goes, as was the prince, so Boswell arranged this
tour so that Johnson and he could cross a<; much as possible the paths of the
unlucky invader. "It is as though Boswell wishes to inhabit the youth, physical
prowess, and romantic ardour of the Wanderer, as he travels those historic
routes with the aged, lame English Rambler." And yet as Rogers frequently
remarks, Johnson handled the rigors of this journey with surprising aplomb.
He was variously daring, tenacious, energetic, and on certain occasions, unconventional. He "entered into the experiences of the Highlanders with extraordinary powers of sympathy-something of which most elderly English
notabilities would have been totally incapable. And yet, wherever he went, he
was always Johnson.
Some of Rogers's approaches seem more apt or more convincing than others. Nevertheless, in every instance the book is provocative and deepens our
appreciation of this famous jaunt considerably. The journey is no longer simply something extraordinary that Johnson and Boswell performed but, with
Johnson's text in particular, the event joins the discourse on the themes of the
Scottish Enlightenment and the greater discussion about the nature of civilization debated in Great Britain and France.
My major reservation about this collection of essays is the lack of attention to Montesquieu. The Frenchman is mentioned only once-and in passing.
Yet here is Johnson writing to Mrs. Thrale en route to the north:
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One town, one country is very like another. Civilized nations have the same customs, and barbarous nations have the same nature. There are indeed minute discriminations both of places and of manners, which perhaps not unworthy of curiosity, but which a traveller seldom stays long enough to investigate and compare.

Not everyone, especially after the publication of L 'Esprit des Lois (1748), felt
quite this way; indeed much of the travel-literature from the second half of the
century hoped to challenge that complacent view. The comparative interest in
contemporary societies that Johnson's tour reflects can be said to date from
Montesquieu's work, so it seems that, given the Enlightenment debate Johnson's Journey is shown to have commented upon, the neglect of Montesquieu's formative role in the discussion seems unwarranted in this otherwise
absorbing book.
HENRY L. FULTON

Central Michigan University

J. Derrick McClure. Scots and its Literature. Amsterdam and Philadelphia:
John Benjamin. 1995. 218 pp. Varieties of English Around the World, General Series, 14.
The articles in this volume were published in various books and journals
between 1979 and 1988. many of which circulate mainly in Scotland. The
present volume therefore gives a welcome opportunity to the wider academic
world to learn more about the Scots language and its literature. The articles
have all been revised where necessary, frequently with the addition of notes on
the present-day situation. Some of the articles are literature-oriented, others
more language-oriented, but even the latter mostly draw their material from
literature. For instance the article entitled "Scots in Dialogue: Some Uses and
Implications" concentrates on dialogue in prose writing. The original years of
publication are given in the list of contents after each title, which many readers
will no doubt find handy.
There is a useful discussion in "The Concept of Standard Scots" of the
concepts of language and dialect~oncepts basic to this volume. This article
also discusses language planning. McClure refers to his maximalist position
on spelling reform: "the existing conventions of Scots spelling require not to
be improved in detail, but to be fundamentally reformed" (p. 28). I was therefore surprised to find in the latter part of the article that he partly backs out of
this statement, apparently accepting most of the suggestions made in the Scots
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Style Sheet (a set of recommendations concerning the spelling of written Scots,
devised by the Makars' Club in 1947). An example of McClure's purportedly
maximalist system is given for the first twelve lines of Tam 0' Shanter. The
author remarks in a footnote that the system "is not, even in intention, entirely
phonemic" (p. 29). It cannot therefore, in my opinion, be called maximalist.
Otherwise we ought to write for instance "Iii the striit," or "druuthy" (if not
something even more drastically phonemic). Instead, we are still following a
semi-Anglicized spelling in which we have to learn, inter alia, that <ei> represents li:l, <ou> represents lu:!, and so on. Why not go further and, as in many
languages, double the letter to represent a long vowel or consonant? Then
there would be no danger of confusion with English. This would be logical
also in view of the fact that McClure's Tam o· Shanter example already uses
some single consonants, e.g. "hapy" for a short sound, and a double <a> in
"whaar" (assuming this is to be understood as a long sound). Admittedly, there
are arguments in favor of certain spellings: <ei> for instance. as McClure
points out in p. 32 in the detailed discussion of his proposed system, is wellestablished in Scots to represent Ii:!. In a phonemic system, the long !e:1 as at
the end of lines 3 and 4 in the sample would be represented with a double letter: "leet" and "geet" (for Burns's <late> and <gate». This, it is to be admitted, would take some time for people to learn and not confuse with 1i:1, but
would it really be much more difficult than any of the other changes? The
biggest remaining problems would then be certain consonants: the voiced and
voiceless final s-a problem pointed out by McClure in the note-as well as
the difference between the voiced and voiceless sounds for <th>. Even if these
problems remain unsolved, at least there will be no confusion for non-Scottish
readers.
Another article, 'The Debate on Scots Orthography," gives us a varied
view of the difficulties as well as the possibilities of a spelling reform. It is not
always clear what sound a particular spelling would represent; this fact is explicitly mentioned by McClure in the article on the concept of Standard Scots.
This may be a blessing when native speakers of Scots want to interpret the
pronunciation each in their own way, but the uncertainty adds to the difficulties
faced by a non-native. For instance in Alexander Scott's poem "Great
Eneuch" the word "naukit," presumably standing for English "naked" (p. 40),
contains the diphthong <au>, which is not mentioned in the Makars' Style
Sheet quoted on pp. 39-40 or in McClure's suggested spelling reform on pp.
31-35. I suspect it would have two or three different realizations for speakers
of different dialects. But which one should a non-native adopt when, say,
teaching the poem to a class of university undergraduates?
On p. 42 the author states that "the task of editing all existing Scots literature would be a daunting one" (McClure's italics), if the plan for a standardized spelling were to be realized. But why would one need to edit "all" existing Scots literature (if by editing McClure means standardizing)? After all, we
do not standardize Shakespeare or any other author, unless for the purposes of
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school children whose understanding of the text would be seriously hampered
by the lack of a modem standard spelling. This problem of course sounds very
much like the problem of English spelling reform. It is true that if a standard
spelling was adopted and systematically taught, the old authors would become
unreadable after a couple of generations, but this would not be such a rapid
process; by that time one would have had time to standardize at least the most
important authors, and the rest would keep a few academically trained scholars
busy for years to come. So go ahead and dither no longer-otherwise you only
give writers more time to produce even more literature without a standard!
I am sure McClure is right when he points out (p. 43) that a standard Scots
radically unlike anything to which readers are now accustomed would be received with hostility. He mentions the case of Germany, where "a uniform
written standard language coexists with striking diversity among the spoken
dialects" (p. 42). Unfortunately, the Scots are late-perhaps too late. In Germany, to my knowledge (and this is also true of Finland), the written standard
was created at a time when the majority of the population was illiterate and
thus had no expectations as to spelling. When they were taught to read, their
reading material mostly consisted of the Bible and the Shorter Catechism.
Learning to write came later: not everybody who could read could also write.
And in the case of both German and Finnish, the spelling was so consistent
and-particularly in the case of the latter, so phonemic-that it must have been
fairly easy to acquire on the basis of pronunciation. Moreover, the creation of
a standard orthography needs time, even if in Finland it was largely achieved
in the lifetime of a single man; this would not work in a country with a large
body of educated people who all want to have their say in the matter. So, is the
only solution for Scots to wait until we have a whole generation who have
become illiterate through watching too much television?
The chapter entitled "The Pinkerton Syndrome" refers to the attitude that
the language of writers long gone is referred to as "old Scots dialect" and is a
respectable object of study, while the same language spoken by our contemporaries gets labeled as vulgar or bad grammar. In this chapter McClure suggests
that one ought to "teach it [a codified orthography for Scots] alongside English
from the beginning of each child's education" (p. 66). This may not be as wise
as it sounds. Experts on bilingualism suggest nowadays that children ought
not receive instruction in reading and writing their two languages simultaneously as this is likely to lead to the s~elling system of the stronger language
interfering with that of the weaker one.
Several of the articles in the volume deal with the use of Scots in poetry
and prose, ranging from the dialogue in Walter Scott's novels to experiments
by twentieth-century authors. These are useful articles from which teachers of

ISee Bernd Kielhofer and Sylvie Jonekeit. Zweisprachige Kindererzichung (Tilbingen.
1983), p. 59.
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Scottish literature abroad will benefit, but some of them tend to become long
lists of vocabulary items and may therefore not interest a reader whose main
purpose is to get an overall view. I shall comment here on a few points only.
In the article "What Scots Owes to Gaelic," the author mentions the
popularity of the word ingle for fireplace and assumes that this may be due to
music-hall songs. Another explanation which springs to a female reader's
mind is the popularity of the Nova Scotian L. M. Montgomery's books about
Anne of Green Gables, who in adult life with her beloved Gilbert called her
house Ingleside; these books have been read by generations of young girls and
their nostalgic mothers.
On p. 73 McClure mentions the word cammock (crooked stick) as used by
Bums, as well as the form crummock (p. 72). I have, however, not found
cammock in James Kinsley's edition, whereas cummock does appear.
In "Linguistic Characterisation in Rob Roy," one of the features discussed
is Bailie Nicol Jarvie's habit of repeating words and phrases. I was reminded
here of Neil Munro's character Para Handy, who shares this feature with the
Bailie, even if to a smaller extent. A random example from Munro's story "A
Desperate Character" yields the following repetitions: "and it iss aal right, och
aye! It iss aal right"; "Kind, kind he'rts in Tarbert"; "but, man! He's tumid,
tumid!"; "But Dougie does not like that trup at aal, at aal"; and "there wa'>S no
more herm in Dougie than a fly. Chust fond of high jeenks and recreation ...
There's no herm in Dougie, not at aal, chust a love of sport and recreation." I
wonder if anyone has ever made a systematic study of this feature in Scottish
literature?
In "Scots and English in Annals and The Provost" McClure claims that the
phrase "I have my doubts" (p. 131) is a Scottish idiom. However, two colleagues of mine from the MidlandslNorth of England found the phrase perfectlyacceptable. Likewise, on the same page, we learn that the word "glebe"
(plot assigned to the minister) is a Scottish legal term, but again my English
informants found this term familiar, though not necessarily current any longer.
In "The Language of The Entail," the phrase "a hundred pound" (p. 149) without the plural marker is labeled as Scots, but it certainly crops up here and
there in dialects of English.
McClure's discussion in the Annals articles on Galt's techniques of dialect-switching is thoroughly enjoyable in spite of these small points on which I
disagree with him. McClure analyzes Scots and its literature not by expounding on literary theories and applying them to texts, but by his own careful observations of the text, based on his knowledge of the language. Most of the
time the discussion (here as elsewhere) can be easily followed by a non-Scotsspeaking reader. The only place where I had difficulties was in "Scottis,
Inglis, Suddroun," since the two meanings of "by" (p. 54) elude me in Winzet's remark that it does not mean the same thing in Scots and English-should
not McClure have clarified it for the benefit of readers who are not native
Scots speakers?
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The book abounds in interesting information and arguments: for instance,
the fact that the association of the Habble stanza with Scots is not self-evident
in "Language and Genre in Ramsay's 1721 Poems" (p. 163). This article, incidentally, contains one of the rare errors in the volume, viz. the first name of
Bums's friend Lapraik was not James but John-an error which is repeated in
the Index. Likewise I was interested in the discussion of Ramsay's Scots Augustan register in the same article. Would this be a fruitful topic for further
research? In "ScoUis, Inglis, Suddroun" the use of alternative names for the
language are discussed, which also throws light on the present-day situation.
The bibliography is very reader-friendly, and there is a clear and logical
general index as well as one of names. It is very pleasant to read a book which
has been so carefully vetted for printing errors and slip-ups, and only one or
two which I found were of any significance. The phonetic symbol is missing
on p. 146 in the rendering of "confort." On p. 186 the word "grievous" in
"grievous bodily harm" is misspelled.
The concluding chapter, "The Synthesisers of Scots," is also a conclusion
of the theme(s) of the book. A thread which runs throughout the volume is the
Scottish language question and the inadequacy of the writing system, as well as
the reluctance of people to accept reforms. Whilst McClure takes an overtly
political stance in several of the articles, he is also very realistic about the
limitations of what can be done and perhaps even what ought to be attempted.
He admits that Scots in our century is a low-prestige speech form not very well
suited for discourse on abstract or intellectual topics; the success of twentiethcentury Scots poets has left these areas of weakness untouched (p. 197). But
there have been events immediately before and after the publication of the
book which may be symptomatic of a new mode of thinking. Firstly, a doctoral dissertation in Scots has been allowed to be submitted at Glasgow University (unfortunately, my source-an electronic discussion list--did not state
the topic of the thesis, but the implication seemed to be that it was not in the
literary field). Secondly, the Booker Prize for 1994 was awarded to a novel by
James Kelman, How Late it Was, How Late, which, whilst not exactly in Scots,
was certainly not wholly in Standard English. These two events may be only
drops in the ocean, and I am not even sure whether they are the kind of drops
that McClure would like to see more of; they will perhaps be discussed in a
paper ten years from now, when they have taken their place in the history of
Scots.
OUTI PICKERING
University of Turku
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The Drawings of Sydney Goodsir Smith Poet. Collected by Ian Begg; edited
by Joy Hendry. Edinburgh: New Auk Societyrruckwell Press. 1998. 128 pp.

Nearly everyone, I imagine, can look back over life and recall one or two
people who somehow illuminated the remembered years. Certainly, from the
vantage point of four score years, I can; and one of my most pleasurable recollections is of Sydney Goodsir Smith. He had charm, innate good nature, the
wit of a ready raconteur and an infectious gaiety.
Being a denizen of the West, I rarely saw him late of an evening, as some
of his Edinburgh friends did, the nearest approach being when, once, after an
Edinburgh broadcast, he invited the actor lain Stewart, the producer Robert
Kemp and myself back to his house in the South side of Edinburgh for a drink.
As Sydney bustled about finding glasses, down the stairs swept Marion, his
first wife, wrapped in a wrathful dressing-gown, roundly berating us for
"leading Sydney astray."
As a poet, his masterpiece undoubtedly is Under the Eildon Tree, included
in this wholly delightful volume with his own illustrations.
He made a European trip shortly before the 1939 War, and his talent for
caricature found expression in his drawings of Nazi German scenes. There are
witty drawings from nearer home, such as "Scotsman facing Prostitute with
Cat"; drawings of Edinburgh scenes and particularly fine drawings from Orkney and Shetland, as well as an illustration to accompany probably his most
famous short poem, "Largo."
The drawings have been selected, for the most part, from twelve notebooks in the National Library of Scotland, augmented by some from private
collections. Cordelia Oliver's brief essay traces the influence which contemporary artists had on Sydney-"Echoes of everyone from Modigliani to
Aubrey Beardsley"-but she is much too sensible a critic to think that ultimately they matter. "Enjoyment of life's pleasures, sensual and emotional
alike, shine through much of Sydney's graphic work," she declares, rightly
pointing out that it was only in his more formal studies of heads that his lack of
training as an artist was sometimes evident.
Ian Begg's personal memoir, too, is both wide-ranging and affectionate;
he spent much time in the poet's company, both in Edinburgh and at the holiday haunt of Plockton, so had ample opportunity to observe the poet.
Sydney's nickname, "the Auk"--or, more frequently, "The Great Auk"no doubt derived partly from his uniqueness, resembling the vanished bird, and
partly from the fact that he was born in Auckland, New Zealand. His Scots
was therefore very much an acquired language, to which he brought his own
individual slant-as compared with, say, the colloquial usage of his friend
Robert Garioch. This may be why since his too-early death in 1975, his work
has not always received the degree of recognition it most certainly deserves.
But his reputation is ultimately secure-as the poet of Under the Eildon Tree
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(along with A Drunk Man Looks at the Thistle, one of the few large-scale Scots
literary masterpieces of the twentieth century); as the skillful water-color artist
represented in many private and public collections, and as the witty caricaturist, now made available to a wider public through this beautifully-produced
volume; and, of course, as long as any of his many friends remain alive, as a
man who knew neither anger nor rancor and had, indeed, a uniquely lovable
personality.

MAURICE LINDSAY

Milton, Dumbarton

James Hogg. A Series of Lay Sermons on Good Principles and Good Breeding. Ed. Gillian Hughes, with a note on the text by Douglas S. Mack. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press. 1997. xxxiii + 141 pp. No.5 in the Stirling/South Carolina Research Edition of the Collected Works of James Hogg.
The Lay Sermons were originally published late in Hogg's career. It may
have been that there was some influence from Coleridge's Lay Sermons, two
of a projected three of which were published in 1816 and 1817. Another influence perhaps also, according to the Introduction, is the essay-periodical tradition, as shown in Johnson and others. The themes in the sermons, which have
each a Biblical text often repeated, are Old Age, Young Women, Soldiers,
Young Men, Reason and Instinct, Parents, Reviewers, and so on.
At the beginning of the book Hogg has a note in which he says, "I hereby
profess that a great number of the most valuable maxims and observations in
the following work are taken from a MS translation of the works of an old
French monk of the last century whose name .. .1 have never been able to find
out in any history or biography." There seems no particular reason for this
mystification and it is hardly likely that a French monk would have been writing about both Young Women and Reviewing, for instance.
The reception of the Lay Sermons was apparently very flattering but the
ambivalent response to Hogg as a writer and man was shown in the Monthly
Magazine:
Those who looked forward to the publication of these 'sermons' with the hope of
enjoying 'much damnable laughter' at the Shepherd's expense-and they form a not
inconsiderable portion of your reading public-will find themselves, doubtless,
much disappointed.
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In other words some had thought that Hogg expatiating on "good breeding"
would be a paradox of the first order like a sheepdog in a drawing room.
The book significantly is written completely in English. There is nothing
of the "Hogg" genius in it though in one of the sermons (No. X-Reviewers)
he talks about genius which he says should be unfettered by rules. There is an
authentic religious note running through the sermons though at one point in
"Soldiers" (Sermon IV) Hogg writes:
Of all the sanguinary nations who ever inhabited the face of the globe, there were
never any like the chosen people of God, the Turks and Tartars not excepted; and
yet their most ruthless murders of men, women, and children, seem to have been
done mostly by God's express commands.

However he pulls away rapidly from this and does not confront the issue.
These sermons, which read like essays, have no great depth: there is
nothing of the order of Bacon's epigram that revenge is a sort of wild justice.
They are indeed the product of a mind of sound common sense. This mind
thinks metaphysics and logic to be a waste of time as he says in his sermon
"To Parents" (Sermon VII). It thinks that animals have a soul ("Reason and
Instinct"-Sermon VI). But in general what we have is open brisk uncomplicated thoughts. Old men for instance shouldn't give away their possessions
(Sermon I-"Good Principles"); in other words Hogg would disapprove of
King Lear.
Young women should learn to think and not read romances. He adds:
I can never help being pleased when I see one of my own volumes in a young lady's
hand whom I like, and yet I cannot say very much for them either; only thus much I
can say, that these dreamy stories about ghosts and apparitions and persecutions are
not half so apt to poison the mind as those of another class which I shall describe.

Young ladies should also "indulge in reading history" (Sermon II-"Young
Women").
The impression that we get is of an aging kind man relaxedly passing on
advice. His attitude to women and children is very liberal. Women whose
power in society is "omnipotent" should take the lead in reforming it. The best
society he has ever seen is in London and he preferred their ladies to the "bluestockings of Edinburgh" (Sermon III-"Good Breeding"). Children should
never be punished except for really serious offences such as cruelty. Parents
should not have one law for themselves and another for their children. If kept
in fear children will grow up hypocrites (Sermon VII-"To Parents"). In marriage gentleness is important.
We get a very pleasant picture of Hogg from these sermons. However.
they are fairly abstract. Once or twice. though not much oftener, Hogg introduces a little story. as of a lamb being puzzled by its newly shorn mother. But
he is really on his best behavior in these sermons which are clear and humane.
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One misses I think his indigenous language. One misses the twilight world
which he often inhabits in his novels and stories. This is broad daylight. It
adds to our picture of Hogg but in no way illustrates his genius. Maybe he
should have gone on to discuss more fully why God had encouraged slaughter.
This book of course is beautifully presented with a good Introduction and
notes, and continues the high quality of this major edition of Hogg.

lAIN CRICHTON SMITH

Taynuilt, Argyll

Robert Burns. 50 Poemas. Trans. Luiza Lobo. Rio de Janeiro: Relume-Dumara. 1994. 335 pp. Bilingual edn.
This first translation of Burns into Portuguese has been a great success in
Brazil. It is attractively printed and packaged and includes a mini-bottle of
Teacher's Scotch Whisky; out of a first edition of 3,000 copies, 1,500 were
sold within the first year. This might be considered unusual in a country where
collections of poetry normally are published in editions of 1,000 or fewer.
Burns of course is known through anthologies of English poetry to students in
Brazil. And many people actually sing a Portuguese version (the words quite
different from the original) of the tune of "Auld Lang Syne." But he hasn't
been made accessible to the Brazilian literary public in the way that poets as
different as D. H. Lawrence, Emily Dickinson, and even Hopkins have been.
(I mention three outstanding works of translation that I am familiar with; all
have appeared during the last decade or so.) So the volume under review is a
welcome addition to the translations of Burns that have existed long before
now, especially in the northern European languages.
The translator, Luiza Lobo, is a professor of comparative literature at the
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro. She took her doctorate at the University
of South Carolina, where she studied with G. Ross Roy, among others. It was
Professor Roy who suggested that she undertake this translation, which is the
result of at least ten years of research and travel, including a trip to Scotland
sponsored by the Royal British Academy. She is an experienced translator
whose previous work includes Portuguese versions of Jane Austen, Virginia
Woolf, William Golding, and Confessions of a Justified Sinner by James
Hogg. I believe this is her first extended work in poetry. It includes a seventeen-page introduction on "Robert Burns and Pre-Romanticism" that is very
useful for locating the Brazilian reader within European (not just Scottish) literary history. There are a bibliography and notes, sometimes detailed, to
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accompany the fifty poems, which were selected in collaboration with Professor Roy, They represent the best of Bums-the satirist as well as the song
writer-and the book is spacious enough to include such relatively long poems
as "The Holy Fair." The layout of the poems on the pages is also spacious.
The translation is lined up with Bums's text en face with plenty of space for
the translator's explanatory notes. In short, the book is a pleasure to read with
or without the Teacher's Scotch.
In one respect Brazilian Portuguese would seem to be well suited to Bums
in translation. It has a large store of diminutives, and people often compose
them from common nouns: for example, cafezinho (a small cup of coffee)
from cafe. I tum to Luiza Lobo's version of these familiar lines:
Wee, sleekit, cowrin, tim'rous beastie,
O. what a panic's in thy breastie!

And sure enough, she supplies the diminutives where one could expect them:
Suave, encolhido, timido animalzinho,
Oh, que terror se aperta em teu peitinho!

What she can't do here is to reproduce the number of syllables in Bums's
lines; instead of his nine syllables she has thirteen or fourteen, really inevitable
in a language much closer to Latin. On the other hand, her lines probably
wouldn't take any longer to pronounce than Bums's, because the consonants in
the original are more emphatic. Tim'rous in two syllables might take as long
as timido in three syllables. The translator also has the advantage of the intimate form of the second-person pronoun in Portuguese: teu nicely renders thy.
The sense of Bums's lines comes over well in the translation. The only thing
that I miss is the repetition of the long e in Wee, sleekit, impossible to reproduce. The translator's que terror is an excellent equivalent for what a panic's;
the tone is just right.
"To a Mouse" is based on the voice of a speaker, perhaps an actor. The
songs have a different basis, of course, and if the English-speaking reader
knows the tune for what he or she is reading, then the words should line up
with the music. But if one doesn't know the tune or even the fact that the work
could be sung, then perhaps nothing is missed by a reader in Brazil. After all,
we commonly use the term "lyrical" to describe many English poems that
would be difficult to set to music, for example Keats's Odes. Ms. Lobo's
rendition of this passage does well enough without the sense of the music:
Ye banks and braes 0' bonie Doon,
How can ye bloom sae fresh and fair;
How can ye chant, ye little birds,
And I sae weary, fu' 0' care!
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Oh vos, margens e mOfIOS do bela Doon,
Como podeis florir, com tanto frescor?
E como podeis cantar, oh passarinhos,
Enquanto eu pade~o de tao funda dor!

As usual it is impossible to reproduce the number of Bums's syllables; where
he has eight to the line, Ms. Lobo has eleven or twelve. But she manages to
use a rhyme scheme that corresponds to Bums's-xaxa-throughout the poem.
I am impressed. Passarinhos is another exact diminutive, not much longer
than little birds. And if Ms. Lobo has to give up the alliteration of banks and
braes, she has another pair in margens e morros. The result is a felicitous
poem in Portuguese, even without the tune; it has a rhythm and music of its
own.
Perhaps the most difficult problem in translating these poems comes with
what is sometimes called the Bums stanza-probably descended from Proven~al poems of the eleventh century by way of medieval English. It is a six-line
stanza rhyming aaabab, lines I, 2, 3, and 5 being tetrameter and lines 4 and 6
dimeter. Bums uses it in "To a Louse" and "Holy Willie's Prayer" among
other poems. Here is the third stanza of "Holy Willie's Prayer":
What was I, or my generation,
That I should get such exaltation?
I, wha deserv'd most just damnation
For broken laws
Sax thousand years ere my creation,
Thro' Adam's cause!
Que fui eu, ou minha gera~ao,
Para merecer tal eleva~ao?
Eu, que mais merecia a dana~ao
Por desobedecer Teus mandamentos
Seis mil anos antes da minha cria~ao,
Pela causa de Adao!

Ms. Lobo tries to reproduce the rhyme scheme of this stanza and almost succeeds, because she deftly uses the lio diphthong that occurs so frequently at the
end of nouns in Portuguese; she almost manages to rhyme in lines 4 and 6.
But in order to bring across the full sense of line 4, she has to make it clear that
the speaker is referring to God's laws being broken, and the line thus comes
out with eleven syllables-rather longer than Bums's dimeter. Line 4 in Portuguese does have a kind of resounding mock-oratorical quality about it, but it
isn't quite the same. In reading Bums's poems for such technical details as
rhyme, one admires his command of such things. The fact is that English, despite its great resources as a poetic language, including a very large vocabulary, has a curious paucity of rhyming words. Little wonder that so many
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poems have been written without rhymes. Burns, a master of technique, is
well worth studying in this matter.
This translation is a stunning achievement. The many years that Luiza
Lobo spent on it have, one assumes, been a labor of love. Brazilian friends
who have read it are impressed and delighted. The translator's notes are helpful, to say the least, and she is to be commended for the scholarship that went
into their composition. Altogether, this is a masterpiece of its kind; a great
national poet has been well served.

ASHLEY BROWN

University of South Carolina

David McCordick, ed. Scottish Literature: An Anthology. New York, Washington, DClBaltimore, Bern, Frankfurt am Main, Berlin, Vienna, Paris: Peter
Lang. 1996. Vols. I & II.
Volume I
This is the first of three massive Anthologies designed to arouse the enthusiasm of the general reader (especially the American general reader) for Scottish Literature. I am reviewing it in a relatively brief space for a journal directed primarily at scholars. It is important, therefore, to establish parameters.
I am, first of all, assessing it on its own terms as a work of popular proselytism. Secondly, I am considering its possible value as a teaching text. The
need for brevity has led me to focus on three major areas-selection, supporting material and editing. The dual focus has led me to cite Professor
McCordick's own assessment of his aims and methodology at each stage, as it
is no part of my purpose to criticize him for things he never intended to do.
In terms of selection, he has succeeded admirably on any grounds.
Chronologically, we move through almost four hundred years from the later
fourteenth until the mid-eighteenth century. A broad modal range is represented. The definition of "literature" is also wide, allowing valuable political
documents such as "The Declaration of Arbroath" to appear. Even in an anthology of 1,256 pages, however, something has to g~so Gaelic and Latin
works are regretfully sacrificed. That still leaves 113 authors and 432 works in
Scots and English.
Given the lightness of our dramatic tradition, I rather regret the exclusion
of any selection from Lindsay'S Ane Satyre of the Thrie Estaitis. That said,
wide and careful reading could alone have produced such a fair overview and it
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is especially nice to see space made for lesser known works such as The Buke
of the How/at. Nor does the editor's wish to highlight "the Scots-dialect" (p.
xxi) prevent the appearance of full and intelligent selections from the anglicized verse and prose of the seventeenth century. The poetry of Drummond,
Ayton and the virtuosic prose of Thomas Urquhart are properly given due
space. This is the book's major achievement.
To aid understanding, McCordick provides an adequate historical and not
so adequate linguistic Introduction. For the volume, which covers the language at its fullest, a description of the broad features of post-eighteenth-century Scots (pp. 5-6) is not enough. Only two of the many features distinguishing Middle Scots from Middle English are mentioned. Of these, the "-and"
form was not, as claimed, irregular at that time. This leaves the "-is" plural for
nouns as the only accurately noted difference between the language of the makars and the comparatively impoverished dialect inherited by writers at the end
of the book's chronological scale. Brief biographical-critical assessments
introduce periods and authors. They do not claim to be anything other than
simplified accounts and, on those terms, will prove helpful in contextualizing
the naIve reader. They do exist in a critical vacuum, however, and I did feel
that a short bibliography of up-to-date research might have provided a convenient gateway into more refined understanding for those wishing to travel
that path.
Textually, Professor McCordick decides that too much apparatus will deter beginners. He also believes that "practice [in] surmising .. . some meaning"
will enable them to interpret Scots comfortably (p. xxi; italics mine). This
does mean that the most vulnerable of all readers, in a volume dominated by
the subtleties of verse, will almost always be offered one word "answers" to
poetry's open and associative use of language. While such calls, ultimately,
belong to the swings and roundabouts of anthological decision-making, the fact
remains that Medieval and Renaissance Scots is not easy to translate. Even
experts will find their surface assumptions regularly upset when seeking to
gloss precisely.
The first two stanzas of The Kingis Quair may be taken as a fair (i.e., not
linguistically complex) example of what I mean. With no glossing at alI, how
does the unaided linguistic innocent translate "rody" or react to "Aquary" and
"Cinthia"? Will he or she realize that the word "figure" works wittily at literal
and figurative levels? More worryingly, no warnings are given in the four instances where Middle Scots looks like but does not mean the same as modern
English. These "faux amis" ("late" = shortly; Halite" = a brief time; "Bot" =
Without; "might" = could) are passed over in silence.
Editorially, this is not a book for the purist. The chosen copy text is
sometimes named, sometimes not; the most reliable copy texts, as established
by modern editorial consensus, are sometimes followed, sometimes not. Even
at the more obvious level of form and layout, there are oddities. Montgomerie's Solsequium, for example, is granted a new, irregular stanzaic pattern
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of two 18-line stanzas, followed by one of 28 and another of 8. This will surprise only the idealist. It would take one editor more than three lifetimes to
provide full scholarly editions for the 3,000 pages proposed by Professor
McCordick for his trilogy, although Vol. III (20 th century) is not published at
this writing. The proselytizing cause and its defined audience may, in broad
terms, be better served by a wider range of texts which enter the spaces thus
cleared. A teacher attracted by the same wide range may well, at this stage,
have cause to hesitate.
It is. however, the modernization and radical normalization with which I
have most trouble. Here are the opening lines of Dunbar's "Tretis of the Tua
MarHt Wemen and the Wedo" as they appear in the Anthology. They have
been chosen as a nice illustration of problems which permeate the entire book.
The italics represent words whose form differs from a conservatively normalized edition.
Upon the Midsummer Even, merriest of nichts,
I movit furth allane, near as midnicht was past,
Beside ane goodly green garth, full of gay flours
Hedgeit, of ane huge hicht, with hawthorn trees;
Whereon ane bird, on ane branch, so burst out her notes
That never ane blithfullar bird was on the beush hard.
What through the sugarat sound of her sang glaid,
And through the savor sanative of the sweet flours,
I drew in dem to the dike to dirkin after mirths.

How can Professor McCordick claim that "modernization of spelling" originates from "the desire to acquaint the readers with the many variant spellings
of Scots words" and will only "appear somewhat arbitrary" (p. xxi), when
these nine lines alone argue the contrary so eloquently.
After all there are twenty-seven modernized or normalized changes here.
By definition, a radical normalization policy diminishes spelling variants. Nor
is modernization linguistically neutral in this case. As modern English derives
form the South-eastern dialect of Middle English, the more a Scots text is
modernized. the closer it will harmonize with Chaucerean English rather than
preserving the distinctive characteristics of Middle Scots.
A whole range of characteristic Scots forms (we are not concerned with
spelling alone) disappear. Even when one confines oneself to three of the major features distinguishing Middle Scots from Middle English, consistency
within texts or form author to author is difficult to trace. In this example "quh"
for "wh" is modernized but "-and" as participle/gerund for "-ing" is retained.
The "is"/ "ys" plural/genitive is usually (but not always) modernized in the
Dunbar selection. But in The Kings [sic] Quair, Rauf Coilyear and the Henryson selection, it is usually (but not always) retained. Nor is the distinguishing
criterion here preservation of the rhythm (p. xxi). Often "-is" becomes "-s"
even when rhythmic demands dictate its full syllabic force.
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In all of the samples I chose for analysis these problems emerged. Even
the title of the Tretis itself might give one pause for thought. The usually favored Maitland Folio form is passed over for "The Twa Mariit Women and the
Widow." The older Scots form for "two" remains but "Wemen" and "Wedo"
are modernized in a manner which draws them closer to standard Middle English. "Mariit," for its part, is in its third variant form-having been "Marriit"
in the Index and "Marriet" in the Critical Introduction.
Broadly, however, the book achieves the aims it sets itself for the audience
it proposes for itself. From an academic viewpoint, the power-in-vastness of
its canvas is of value, even if the quality of the brushwork leaves something to
be desired.
R. D. S. JACK
University 0/ Edinburgh

Volume II
Both the compilers and the readers of anthologies are liable to experience
a certain frustration-the compiler at what has to be omitted, the reader at
some of the material which has been included at the expense of what has been
left out. David McCordick appears to have been given a pretty free rein with
his selection, which contains 1,232 pages of quite dense text in this volume.
Nevertheless he has had to weight his collection heavily in favor of poetry in
order to work in the 188 authors he has chosen. It was fortunate for the editor
that some of the best-known prose writers of the time (I think of Walter Scott,
James Hogg and Robert Louis Stevenson) were also major poets. Thus while
all we have of Scott's prose is "Wandering Willie's Tale" from Redgauntlet,
we also have "Lochinvar," "Proud Maisie" and "Border March"; while we
have to do without Hogg's Justified Sinner, we have "Kilmeny," "The Village
of Balmaquhapple" and "A Boy's Song"; even RLS, whose fictional "Thrawn
Janet" and Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde appear in McCordick's selection, is shown
to be a consummately skilled weaver of verse in selections from his Child's
Garden a/Verse.
Volume IT is divided into three unequal sections: "The Pre-Romantic
Age," "The Romantic Age" and "The Victorian Age" (which accounts for well
over half the volume), with a one-page overview of each of them. I've always
felt uneasy artificially forcing Scottish literature into a mold designed for its
English counterpart. It appears to me that the problem is compounded by
McCordick's decision to include authors in strictly chronological order by
birth. Thus McCordick is obliged to push Burns into the earliest of the three
periods. He points out that Burns's work contains elements of the "Age of
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Reason" (McCordick's term) and the new Romanticism, but after all when he
was learning about poetry the only examples Bums had were productions of
the earlier age. An exception was Michael Bruce's "Ode to the Cuckoo" of
1770, a poem which Burns knew well. It took him some time to settle into his
mature style (look also at early Wordsworth and Coleridge), but Burns the
song writer was not a Pre-Romantic.
Having enumerated the differences between the Pre-Romantic and the Romantic Ages, McCordick leans heavily on selections which look forward rather
than those which carryon the tradition of the Enlightenment, although the tradition lingered on well into the nineteenth century. The very briefness of the
Romantic Period meant that there were both English and Scottish writers producing works in the style of the Enlightenment throughout the Romantic Age.
All the more reason to have treated Burns as a Scottish Romantic.
Recently there has been a radical reassessment of the part women have
played in the writing of Scottish literature, especially since the publication of
Catherine Kerrigan's Anthology of Scottish Women Poets (1991), and particularly since Douglas Gifford and Dorothy McMillan's ground-breaking History
of Scottish Women's Writing of 1997, a work not available to McCordick. In
comparison, his Scottish Literature comes off well in its inclusion of women.
Scottish women writers of the period concentrated on the short poem and especially songs, choosing not to attempt to create another Marmion or even a
"Tam o'Shanter," so that their productions fit the format of an anthology well.
In the terse Introduction to the Romantic Age McCordick rather downplays the Scottish poets of the period; even Scott is claimed to have borrowed
only "dressing" from Romanticism: "the natural settings and romantic personae, the love of the unusual, the picturesque, the appeal to emotion." But
aren't these attributes the essence of Romanticism? Wouldn't these characteristics apply equally to Schiller?
There are several well-known writers in this section: Alexander Wilson,
whose Watty and Meg (of 1795) was for a number of years and by several
critics attributed to Burns; Caroline Oliphant, Lady Nairne; James Hogg and
Walter Scott, who need no introduction; and Thomas Campbell, whose Pleasures of Hope (1799) was a runaway bestseller throughout the nineteenth century. Joanna Baillie appears in her guise as poet, with no mention of her
equally solid achievement as dramatist.
One may be grateful at finding the literature of Scotland, as distinct from
that of England, during the nineteenth century. It is worth noting that when the
New Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature was compiled there were
separate Scottish sections for Vols. I (to 1660) and II (1660-1800), but Vols.
III (19 th century) and IV lumped everything together, as though to complete the
work begun with the union of the crowns in 1603 and the union of parliaments
in 1707 by creating a single literature after 1800. But as Sydney Goodsir
Smith pointed out in an important 1964 essay, Scots had been writing since
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Bums's time, "a fair deal of poetry and prose that cannot be matched, in its
kind, in any other literature."
The Victorian Age is also introduced summarily. At this time, McCordick
says, "many Scots either lived in England or wrote for the international market." This may be true, but the hemorrhage certainly did not commence with
the nineteenth century-think of James Thomson (of The Seasons) near the
beginning and James Macpherson near the end of the eighteenth century, with,
of course, Johnson's snide remark about the high road from Scotland to London in the mid-century. The Victorian Age brought enormous change to the
book trade so that it was much easier for authors resident in Scotland to deal
with publishers in London, and the rise of Blackwood in Edinburgh and
Blackie in Glasgow, both with London offices, opened new possibilities for
Scottish writers. And too the Leipzig firm of Tauchniz made English-language
texts readily available throughout Europe. Byron (who, because of McCordick's chronological arrangement of authors, is unaccountably listed as a Victorian), Thomas Carlyle, and RLS at the end of the century all had major followings in Europe.
One of the best-loved children's poems of the century, William Miller's
"Wee Willie Winkle" is compared to the like poetry of RLS (here called Louis
Stevenson), and that of William Soutar in this century. The two last-named
poets possessed the uncanny ability to address children directly without any
hint of condescension on the part of the persona. A short poem by Stevenson
makes the point:
When I am grown to man's estate
I shall be very proud and great.
And tell the other girls and boys
Not to meddle with my toys.

RLS comes out particularly well in this anthology because the compiler is able
to include examples of four types of his writing: children's poetry, adult poetry, the essay ("Aes Triplex"), and fiction ("Thrawn Janet" and Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde), leaving only juvenile fiction out of the selection.
Robert Buchanan is mostly remembered for firing the first salvo of the
fiyting around his attack on the Pre-Raphaelites with the essay (printed here)
"The Fleshly School of Poetry: Mr. D. G. Rossetti," complaining about the
group's unhealthy sensuality. There were replies by Rossetti, Swinburne and
others, but while the essays have little more than historical interest today, objections to the kind of poetry these writers were producing, as well as that of
their French confreres Baudelaire and Rimbaud, lingered on until Max Nordau
branded them sub-human in his book Degeneration in the 1890s.
An editor's taste is likely to be idiosyncratic, but so too is a reviewer's, so
I shall not dwell on what McCordick has included in this volume, but shall
permit myself to mention some works which were omitted. We may begin, I
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believe, with Janet Little, "The Scottish Milkmaid" (1759-1813), whose poems
were published in 1792, and who was the protegee, like Bums, of Mrs. Frances
Dunlop. If Susan Blamire, why not Janet Little also?
Lady Nairne, the last of the Jacobites (although born twenty years after
Culloden) is represented by some well-known and haunting songs-"The Land
0' the Leal" (attributed to Bums well into the nineteenth century), "Charlie is
My Darling"-but surely there was a place for "Will Ye no Come Back
Again?"---<me of the most frequently sung Scottish songs of parting. There is
no proof of who was the author of "Canadian Boat Song" (not to be confused
with Thomas Moore's song of 1806 with the same title), but given the celebrity
of the song and of the authors to whom it has been attributed, McCordick
should have noted some of them: John Wilson, John Gibson Lockhart, James
Hogg, even Walter Seott.
Finally William McGonagall ("Poet and Tragedian") was so bad that I regret McCordick didn't search harder through some of his verse. Instead of the
doggerel of MeGonagall's poem to the new "Railway Bridge of the Silvery
Tay" why not its sequel, the even worse "Tay Bridge Disaster"? But if he
wanted to include really bad verse, why didn't McCordick go for broke and
print "The Funeral of the German Emperor" which contains what I think are
among the worst four lines of poetry I have ever read:
The authorities of Berlin, in honour of the Emperor, considered it no sin
To decorate with crape the beautiful city of Berlin;
Therefore Berlin, I declare, was a city of crape,
Because few buildings crape decorations did escape.

Obviously the authorities in London erred when they failed to appoint McGonagall Poet Laureate on the death of Tennyson, as the Scottish poet believed
they should!
David McCordick's collection spreads its net afar, and readers will find a
wide-ranging selection of Scottish literature, most of it poetry, in this gathering. There are old friends and new acquaintances to be found here. This anthology, the only one of its kind in print, deserves a place in every university
and public library.
GRR
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The Poems of Robert Henryson. Ed. Robert L. Kindrick, with the assistance of
Kristie A. Bixby. Published for TEAMS (the Consortium for the Teaching of
the Middle Ages), in Association with the University of Rochester, by Medieval Institution Publications. Kalamazoo: Western Michigan University. 1997.
ix+313pp.
T. W. Machan has made admirably clear the need of publications such as
Robert Kendrick's' new edition of the poems of Robert Henryson. As Machan
points out, in literary studies, "Since the advent of the New Criticism, Old and
Middle English have been increasingly marginalized, ... and this marginalization, in tum, has been exacerbated by rising printing costS.',2 Pressure of the
increasing popularity of the kind of writing once considered only tangential to
literature, coupled with the increasing cost of school texts, has resulted in a
situation wherein only editions of Chaucer, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,
and occasional selections of medieval lyrics and/or plays are still in print for
the study of medieval literature, and reasonably enough priced for students to
afford them. The TEAMS series, of which Kindrick's edition is a part, is specifically designed, "to make available to teachers and students texts which occupy an important place in the literary and cultural canon but which have not
been readily available in student editions.,,3
Henryson is one of the "Scots Chaucerians," a group of medieval poets
whose unfortunate sobriquet, forcing them as it does into inevitable comparison with the greatest English poet before Shakespeare, has contributed greatly
to their neglect-which by now in most English-literature curriculums is almost complete. Of that group, James I, Henryson, William Dunbar, and Gavin
Douglas, Henryson is the most likely to appeal to present-day students, not
only because of his range, irony, wit, and striking ability as a story teller, but
particularly because of his concern with questions of justice, whether socioeconomic or divine, and with issues surprisingly in tune with the tastes of
modem feminist critics.
Kindrick follows the format of other TEAMS editors. In a preliminary
introduction he discusses details of Henryson's life, the relation of his Middle
Scots to Chaucer's Middle English, his structure, words or unusual spellings
which might give a student difficulty, then provides a brief general bibliography. The texts of Henryson's major poems follow, each with an introduction
touching on relevant critical issues, sources, early manuscripts and prints; a
select bibliography; and notes. The shorter poems are grouped together with
similar editorial apparatus; "The Laste Epistle of Creseyd to Troyalus," edited

2Studies in the Age a/Chaucer, 16 (1994),183.
3The goal of TEAMS is defined on the back cover of Kindrick's edition.
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by Anne McKim, is included as an appendix and followed by a glossary applicable to the volume as a whole.
The value of an edition intended for classroom use depends upon the degree to which it fills certain specific needs. In appraising Kindrick's edition it
is necessary, therefore, to consider these questions: is the text in a form readily
accessible for today's student; does it accurately represent the best choice of
wording from the best available sources; are the glossings and notes accurate
and adequate; is the commentary relevant, informative, and enlightening.
Kindrick gives the poetry a less formidable aspect, and certainly makes it
more accessible, by normalizing Henryson's Middle Scots, omitting the yogh,
thorne, and edh, regularizing u/v/w and j1i spellings, and adding modern capitalization, punctuation and word division. This is in keeping with TEAMS'
policy of maintaining "the linguistic integrity of the original work but within
the parameters of modern reading conventions." In preparing his text he has
relied on previous editors, particularly G. Gregory Smith, H. Harvey Wood,
and Denton Fox,4 and with their aid provided a sufficiently accurate representation of extant sources.
Thus a hasty, admittedly somewhat superficial, comparison between his
edition and others, as well as a number of the early manuscript and printed
texts,S turned up only such minor slips as the following: In "The Morall Fabillis" l. 1595, apparently inadvertently omitting a preposition, he gives vertew
pitie instead of vertew of pitie; in "The Testament of Cresseid" t. 413, he gi ves
ball, instead of baill. In notes, on "The Abbey Walk" l. 43, he reports (p. 260),
"Maitland Folio: Cowdis nowdir," although the MS actually gives Cwmis

4G. Gregory Smith, ed., the Poems of Robert Henryson, STS, 55, 58, 64 (1906, 1908,
1914); H. Harvey Wood, ed., The Poems and Fables of Robert Henryson (Edinburgh, 1933;
rvsd. 1958); Denton Fox, ed., The Poems of Robert Henryson (Oxford, 1981).
SIn addition to Smith, Wood, and Fox I have consulted David Laing, ed., The Poems of
Robert Henryson (Edinburgh, 1865); W. A. Craigie's editions of the Asloan and Maitland
Folio Manuscripts, respectively, STS, 2nd Series, 16 (1925), vol. II, and 2nd Series, 7 (1919);
facsimiles of the Charteris print of Henryson's "Fables," published as Aesop the Moral! Fabillis of Esope the Phrygian Edinburgh 1570, The English Experience, Its Record in Early
Printed Books Published in Facsimile, no. 282 (Amsterdam and New York, 19709); of the
Charteris print of Henryson's "Testament of Cresseid," published as Robert Henrysone The
Testament of Cresseid Edinburgh 1593, The English Experience, Its Record in Early Printed
Books Published in Facsimile, no. 92 (Amsterdam and New York, 1969); of the Chepman and
Myllar prints, William Beattie, ed., The Chepman and Myllar Prints, Edinburgh bibliographical Society (Edinburgh, 1959); of the Bannatyne Manuscript, Denton Fox and William A.
Ringler, eds" The Bannatyne Manuscript National Library of Scotland Advocates' MS 1.1.6
(London, 19809); and Denton Fox, "The 1661 Anderson Edition of Henryson's Testament of
Cresseid," SSL 8 (1970-71), 75-96, a transcription of the Anderson print followed by a list of
variants from Charteris and Thynne.
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nowdir; on "Testament of Cresseid" I. 549, he reports (p. IS5), "Fox emends
the Charteris elevated with the Anderson effated," though the reading, effated,
is that of Thynne's 1532 print, not the Anderson, which gives efflated followed
by Fox; and on "Orpheus and Eurydice" l. 65, reports (p. 211), "Asloan reads
and between gud and full. Fox emends to: Gentill and full of liberalite," although Asloan's reading is the same as that of Fox, who here follows rather
than emends his copy-test. Kindrick's transcription of various sources is, then,
if not perfect certainly acceptable. But his choice of wording from among
those sources is a number of times at least questionable.
For example, he emends the Bassandyne print, copy-text for his "Fabillis,"
often, he says, "without comment since the reason for the change is usually
self-evident in the meter or sense of the line" (p. 14). But the reason for several of those unexplained changes is anything but self-evident, and it is doubtful that they reflect Henryson's original intent. For example change in "Fabillis" I. 1164 produces a paradox, within twa dayis thre and in I. 1270 turns
Bassandyne's smooth Thoch he wer trew as euir wes Sanct John into the
bumpy, Thocht he were als trew as evir wes Sanct John.
He emends the 1593 Charteris print, copy-text for "The Testament of
Cresseid," with wording from Thynne, Anderson, and once from Fox (in t. 6
cf. note). Most of the emendations he makes seem reasonable; but he fails to
emend such unusually rough lines as these:
t.216

ef.
1.374
ef.
l.40S
ef.

The feird was blak, callit Philogie,
TheJeird was blak, and callit Philogie (Anderson).
Wringand his handis, oftymes he said allace,
Wringand his handis, oftymes said allace (Thynne)
o cative Cresseid, for now and ever mair,
o cative Cresseid, now and euer mair (Thynne).

He chooses to base his "Orpheus and Eurydice" on the Bannatyne MS,
although Fox considered Bannatyne to be "considerably more corrupt...piainiy
more corrupt than Cm [Chepman and Myllar, which he preferred] or A [Asloan
MS]" (pp. cx, cxii). Kindrick does correct a number of the manuscript's errors,
for example changing full to Joule, l. 14; anseane to ancient, t. 19; knawledge
to tarage ("flavor" or "quality"), l. 25; electone to Elecone, l. 29; weipand to
weipit, l. IS3; pelfull to peinfull, I. 167. Yet despite these and other corrections
his "Orpheus and Eurydice" too often reflects the weaknesses of its Bannatyne
copy-text: suspect spellings or word divisions: sadwyse for sad wyse, I. 19;
unwisible for invisible, l. 113; hate for hat, l. 159; Wedlingis for Wadlyng, l.
ISS; nedirmare for neithir mare, l. 210; gole for gule, I. 13S. And occasionally
there are insertions or omissions which disrupt the characteristic rhythm of
Henryson's lines:
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1.20
cf.
l. 293
cf.
l. 318
cf.

War tendouris to yung and insolent,
War tendouris to the yong and insolent (Cm, A).
As he blenkit besyd hym on the bent,
As he blent besyde hym on the bent (Cm, A).
With craun on heid with brass full bimand,
Wyth craun on hed of brasse full hate birnand (Cm, A).

as well as a disastrous flattening of one of Henryson's best couplets, ll. 287-88,
Tuke out his harp and fast on it can blink;/ The water stude, and Tantalus gat
drink, with the rendering taken from Bannatyne, The wattir stud, and Tantalus
gat a drink.
Neither Smith, Wood, Fox, nor Charles Elliot, who edited a selection of
Henryson's poems,6 provide glossings adjacent to the text, invaluable aids for
present-day students attempting to comprehend a Middle Scots poem. Kindrick does provide them, as well as an occasional full translation of idiomatic
or complicated constructions, and a final brief glossary. His definitions and
explanations of unfamiliar terms and concepts are usually accurate enough,
though at times inadequate, too imprecise to convey the full effect of Henryson's statement, or a bit off the mark.
For example, in glossing "Morall Fabillis," I. 65, cant (brisk, lively,
smart),? Kindrick gives "bright"; I. 93, mow (dust), gives "offal"; I. 111, midding (dung heap), gives "filth." In glossing ''Testament of Cresseid," I. 18,
sched (drove away), he gives "dissipated"; l. 192, bullar (bubble), gives
"glob"; and I. 445, rawk (raucous, hoarse), gives "raw."
In a number of passages he loses the force and flavor of the Middle Scots
idiom, for example by glossing "Orpheus and Eurydice," tramped, l. 105, and
stramped, I. 124, as "stepped"; "Morall Fabillis," l. 249, dische likingis, as
"scraps," instead of "dish lickings," which is not only more exact, but obviously more colorful. Similarly, he glosses "The Testament of Cresseid," l.
162, Iyart (gray) as "hoary," then paraphrases the following line, Felterit unfair, ovirfret ... as "In ugly mats overlaid." Thus he not only mistranslates
Iyart, felterit (tangled), and ovirfret (adorned with gold, flowers, etc.), but negates the irony of ovirfret, a term customarily reserved for ornamenting a
lady's locks with a net of jewels or flowers, being used here to describe Saturn's rough tangled hair, covered with hoar frost.

6 Robert

Henryson Poems (Oxford, 1963).

7Definitions of Henryson's terms cited in parenthesis are principally from A Dictionary of
the Older Scottish Tongue, William A. Craigies, ed., (Chicago, London, New York, 1937); A.
J. Aitken, ed. (Chicago, London, 1963, 1971); A. J. Aitken, James A. C. Stevenson, Janet
Templeton, eds. (Aberdeen, Oxford, New York, 1983); A. J. Aitken, James A. C. Stevenson,
eds. (Aberdeen, Oxford, New York, 1990); Margaret G. Dareau, James A. C. Stevenson, Harry
D. Watson, eds. (Oxford, New York, 1996).
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At times Kindrick neglects to define or explain words which while not
technically obsolete might well puzzle or mislead a modern student: "Testament of Cresseid," I. 187,jachion, and I. 142, Ravischit, here used in the sense
of "transported with the force of feeling"; "Against Hasty Credence," t. I,
rank, here in the sense of "abundant," "copious"; and "MoraU Fabillis," I. 86,
grit vertew, which as Fox explains (pp. 19-97) is often used, as here, of precious stones, perhaps with the implication of "occult or supernatural power," or
"great worth."
Yet most of these textual and linguistic lapses are minor; and Kindrick's
edition does serve the needs of the students quite well in a number of ways.
The introductions to each of the major poems and to the shorter ones as a
group identify some of the issues which have been discussed in relation to
them; the bibliographies, though limited,8 direct students to relevant MSS, editions, and a sampling of the critical commentary they have engendered. The
editor's notes could have been much fuller-he passes over without comment a
wealth of material. Nevertheless the notes may, as Kindrick says they are
designed to do (p. 112), stimulate a certain amount of class discussion by explaining some social and literary influences. "The Laste Epistle of Creseyd to
Troyalus," as edited with introduction and notes by Anne McKim, will serve
that purpose admirably by providing useful information for those interested in
the background of Henryson's poems and various treatments of his heroine.
This does not purport to be a critical study. And neither in his introductory comments or notes does Kindrick offer any new insights into Henryson's
poetry, or do anything to enhance appreciation of the poet's lyrical talent,
unique blend of wit, satire, and sense of cosmic irony. He does, however, provide talented teachers the basic tools they need to do just that for and with their
students. In keeping with the pedagogical purpose of TEAMS, Kindrick's
edition provides affordable access to one of Britain's most deserving, and most
neglected, early poets; and as such it is a very welcome addition to that series.

FLORENCE RIDLEY

UCLA

8There is, for example, no mention of the facsimiles of the Charteris or Chepman and
Myllar prints and Thynne edition, or of Fox's transcription of the Anderson print, all cited in
note 4 above, or of the comprehensive commentary on and bibliography of Henryson's work
contained in "Middle Scots Writers," in A Manual of the Writings in Middle English, vol. 4
(New Haven, 1973).
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Sir Walter Scott. Tales of a Grandfather: The History of France. Second
Series. Ed. William Baker and J. H. Alexander. De KaIb: Northern Ulinois
University Press. 1996. xxxiii + 251 pp.
William Baker of Northern Illinois University and J. H. Alexander of the
University of Aberdeen have furnished an excellent scholarly edition of the
hitherto unavailable last part of Scott's Tales of a Grandfather, which Scott
left unpublished at his death. Ironically this interesting fragment is the only
part of the Tales currently in print. The first four parts, three dealing with the
history of Scotland until 1745 and one dealing with that of France through the
end of the fourteenth century, were addressed to Scott's grandson John Hugh
Lockhart (called "Hugh Littlejohn") and were published between 1828 (when
the boy was six) and 1831. Obviously meant to be read by the general public
also, the Tales sold well and received mostly favorable reviews from contemporary critics.
The layout of this first edition leaves little to be desired. In their Introduction, Baker and Alexander fully and lucidly describe the conception, content, and style of the Tales; the public and critical reaction; Scott's stated and
implied objectives; his use of his sources; and the editorial challenges in preparing this edition from Scott's manuscript found at the King's School, Canterbury. A bonus in this fully annotated Introduction is a helpful, detailed synopsis of each chapter, similar to chapter synopses Scott had provided for the
earlier Tales. After the text of The History of France (which occupies 206
pages), the editors give us extensive emendations explaining variations from
the manuscript, a list of Scott's principal sources, conveniently arranged explanatory notes, and two indices. Scott's own notes appear at the bottom of
pages in the text. In sum, Baker and Alexander make it very easy for the
reader to know where Scott obtained all his material, where and how he may
have erred, and what his meaning may have been when his writing is unclear.
Although in the first paragraph of the Introduction I did notice 1928 as the date
of the first edition when 1828 was clearly meant, I find the scholarship of the
edition above reproach.
Concerning Scott's book itself, from a literary or historical perspective,
the reaction of the Scott lover may be more favorable than that of the general
reader. Scott covers the fifteenth and very early sixteenth centuries, a period
which will seem remote in our time when medievalism is not as much in favor
as when he was writing. The emphasis is different from modern historical or
historicist approaches in that Scott centers on the lives and actions of monarchs
and nobles, on battles, uprisings, and treaties, without much attention to cultural or ideological influences. With the exception of Joan of Arc (whose phenomenon Scott analyzes with kind shrewdness) and possibly Louis XI and
Charles of Burgundy (the latter two being prominent in Quentin Durward),
most of the figures and events will be unfamiliar even to today's students of
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history, whose interest in France usually begins with the Enlightenment and
the French Revolution. And many readers will be put off by some unwieldy
sentences that Scott all too often allows. For example, in discussing Charles
VII's choice of ministers, Scott writes,
It was neither in favour of the most worthy persons that the king exercised his
predilection, nor does it seem to have been accompanied with much personal liking
to those preferred, whom he saw driven from his counsels and put to death though
possessed of his full confidence, and that without manifesting the slightest regret,
the only apparent sentiment of the prince appearing to be that if the support or
safety of a favourite would cost him an effort on his behalf it was best and easiest to
part with him without making any attempt to prevent his fall (p. 43).

Such passages would be hard going for many readers older than the probably
precocious ten-year-old grandson for whom this book was purportedly intended. As Baker and Alexander point out, "The incomplete fifth series did
not undergo the normal editorial tidying up by intermediaries or even by Scott
himself' (p. xviii), and Scott might have simplified sentences like the one
quoted. Although readers adjust to the pace, those accustomed to both the Augustan ease and dramatic power of Scott's prose as found in his novels may be
perplexed and disappointed here.
This being said, most of the book confirms the high opinion that Scott admirers usually have of his learning, wisdom, honesty, and imagination. Some
of the moral observations seem more suitable for a grandfather than for a
grandson, as when Scott contrasts the strokes of Edward IV and Louis XI:
As early as 1481 [Louis] had sustained two shocks of this disorder, supposed to be
brought on by too much thought and application to business, as the same disorder in
the case of Edward IV had undoubtedly its rise in a voluptuous life and too great indulgence in what is deemed the pleasures of the world. So many and so various are
the paths which lead men to the same general termination, the grave (p. 163).

But the restrained poignancy of this passage is all the greater when one remembers the approach and cause of Scott's own death as he was writing. The
reader of the novels is not surprised here at the calm, judicious balancing of
good and bad which Scott employs in assessing characters and events; his quietly emphatic disapproval of cruelty and hypocrisy; his sympathetic understanding of human motives. It is informative to compare the historical writing
of this novelist with that of Dickens in the similarly designed Child's History
of England: in Dickens the wording is simpler, the emotion more open, the
indignation more sweeping. Both writers are equally humane and highminded.
His last chapter begins to deal with the Renaissance and Reformation, and
Scott significantly observes "that both in religion and politics some great
changes were about to take place" (p. 104). Two pages later the narrative
abruptly ends. One senses what Scott might have done with these two epochs
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and the Age of Reason, how he would have handled Catherine de Medici, the
St. Bartholomew Massacre, Richelieu, Louis the Sun King, and the French
Revolution, and laments the loss. A historian who had written a life of Napoleon would not have been overwhelmed.
If nothing else, this book will remind the readers of Scott of his versatility
and depth. This reminder will be necessary, especially in academic circles, as
long as curriculum planners tend to exclude Scott from the company of Joyce,
Conrad, or (closer to home) Austen and Dickens. As long as serious editorial
projects like this are undertaken, even the unconverted will have to recognize
that there is something permanent about Scott which inspires unflagging work
and devotion. May Baker and Alexander soon produce the remaining Tales of
a Grandfather.
LIONEL LACKEY

Charleston, SC

Joe Fisher, ed. Catalogue of Robert Burns Collection: The Mitchell Library
Glasgow. Glasgow: City Libraries and Archives. 1996. 350 pp.
Since 1882, when a large collection of books by and about Robert Bums
was purchased from one James Gibson of Liverpool, Glasgow's Mitchell Library has housed what is known as its Robert Bums Collection. Though the
Mitchell Collection is dedicated to "Bums and Scottish Poetry," its concentration is primarily on material pertaining to Robert Bums, and it is presumed to
be unrivaled among Bums collections throughout the world. Coinciding with
the bicentennial of the Poet's birth celebrated in 1959, a catalogue was published which has been a major tool for Bums scholars and researchers ever
since. The Mitchell Bums Catalogue has enabled many people to make use of
the Mitchell Bums Collection for research and study even when unable to do
so in person. Owing to the high degree of use of the 1959 Catalogue and to
commemorate the Bums bicentennial observed in 1996, the Mitchell fittingly
decided to issue an updated catalogue of its Bums Collection. The current
holdings of the Bums Collection are estimated at over 4,000 items, which is an
addition of approximately 500 items since 1959. Those estimates and the
contents of both Catalogues include only the Bums-related materials-the
"Scottish Poetry" portion of the Mitchell Collection has not been catalogued
outside the Library's system.
The Robert Bums Collection boasts two copies of the Kilmarnock Edition,
all significant early editions of Bums's works and in the neighborhood of nine
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hundred editions up through the present time. In addition to popular and
scholarly books, the Collection's holdings include holograph material (some of
which could be classified as 'relic' such as Gilbert Burns's rent book from
Mossgiel Farm), a few sound recordings, sheet music, illustrations, magazines
and periodicals (including a complete set of The Burns Chronicle) and quite a
bit of ephemera. Curious donations have been made over the last 115 years
which add to the Collection's uniqueness. For example, a nineteenth-century
postman named James Gould donated newspaper clippings, pressed flowers
from Burns Nights, postcards, souvenirs and other scraps which he had transferred into eight sizable scrapbooks. Nearly everything of any import ever in
print concerning Robert Burns is in the Mitchell. As for the little that is not
there, occasional omissions from the Collection are notable such as James
Mackay's 1987 Burnsiana; the 1962 edition of The Merry Muses of Caledonia
published by City Lights Books, San Francisco; Luiza Lobo's 1995 translation
of Burns's poems and songs into Portuguese; the 1927 play by Edward Winslow Gilliam entitled Robert Burns; and The Essential Burns selected by Robert
Creeley, published by the Ecco Press in 1989.
The 1996 Catalogue is a much more sturdy, tightly glued paperback than
the 1959 Catalogue. The new edition has a black-and-white cover duplication
of the standing Nasmyth portrait of Burns, trimmed in lavender, whereas the
earlier Catalogue had a pale blue paper cover and contained a color frontispiece of the Nasmyth from the Scottish National Portrait gallery.
The new Catalogue is broken down into four major sections: Works, Life,
Analysis, and Memorabilia, each of which has anywhere from five to nine subdivisions which are then further subdivided as necessary. These delineations
are a fine abridgment of the 1959 edition which was broken down into two
major sections, The Works of Robert Burns and Burnsiana, then subdivided
into nine and thirty sections, respectively. The changes make sense: i.e.,
"Other Books" has become "Miscellany," "Correspondence with 'Clarinda'" is
now a sub-category under the "Correspondence" section, and "The Merry
Muses" is a new section. The placement of certain texts in particular categories, however, does not make sense. Why, for example, is John Cairney's
memoir The Man Who Played Robert Burns placed under "Imaginative Literature; Plays" while Robert McLellan's radio play Rab Mossgiel falls under
"Celebrations & Festivals," and Tam 0' Shanter. a Musical Farce in Two Acts
by Henry Addison has ended up in "Miscellany"? Perhaps there are details left
out about the latter two items which would explain their inclusion in those apparently inappropriate categories. Unfortunately, there are enough instances of
such illogical categorizing to make the matter worth noting.
It must be mentioned that proofreading and typography were apparently
not considered when it came to matters of production for the new Catalogue.
Somewhere along the line staff or money was perhaps insufficient to make
sure that the manuscript was properly proofread; even a cursory reading reveals that there are typographical errors or format problems on most of the 352
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pages. Throughout the Catalogue, section and sub-section headings are left
hanging by themselves at the bottoms of pages. The book's margins are not
determined consistent with left and right facing pages; rather, it appears, margins for the left side have sufficed for the right side also, making the book
seem thrown together. These are not elements a reader would normally notice
except when they are as visually askew as they are in this case. The Catalogue
has been typeset in much too large a font giving the material a sprawling quality, not easy on the eye. To give some idea of the difference the font can
make, the dimensions of the 1959 edition are 9%" x 6" vs. the 1996 edition
which is 9" x 5%" and, while the latter has 154 more pages, it has only 40 or so
more pages of new entries and indexes. The overall user-friendliness of the
1959 Catalogue is superior to the new edition and, except for the obvious removal of archaic categories such as "phrenology," the publishers of the 1996
Catalogue would have done well to refer more strictly to the original as a guide
for typesetting and page layout. In both cases, separating monographs from
periodicals within sections would have been preferable.
In his Introduction to the new Catalogue Joe Fisher, former Curator of the
Collection, closes by saying: "As this catalogue has been updated and arranged under the Procrustean constraints of a computer program; the pagination, and the order of words in the index accordingly follow the rules set by the
computer." To tell the truth, the "rules" of a computer are set by the user, not
to mention the fact that most of the errors in typesetting could have been corrected by simply adding a hard return, removing an extra hard return, or setting
up default tabs which can all be done on a typewriter, let alone on any computer. The failure to carefully proofread has lent the book a sloppy appearance
that is disappointing; indeed, cosmetic aspects can be significant in a scholarly
resource. Spelling errors in the 1996 edition are generally absent from the
1959 edition. The most winning spelling error (if an error can be said to be
so), worthy of Burns's own sense of ribaldry and satire, is found on page 100
where an entry begins: "The twa dugs [In Gaelic] ... "-a Burnsian dialogue to
which the world is not yet privy.
As Joe Fisher points out in his Introduction, Bums was an author whose
prolific publication history can be traced to essentially two editions of one
book, Poems, Chiefly in The Scottish Dialect. Hence, the bibliographer, librarian or scholar is faced with the question of how to categorize the different
editions of Burns's works. The choice made for the Mitchell Catalogue, taken
from the solution settled on by the editors of the Memorial Catalogue of the
Bums Exhibition (Glasgow, 1898), was to categorize the general editions in the
following order: country, city, publisher, year. Following each entry is a code
number identifying the item within the Mitchell Library. Adding to this system, Mr. Fisher made good advantage of William Egerer's detailed 1964 Bibliography of Robert Bums (which gives the order of books chronologically and
then by city and publisher) by placing an "E" and the Egerer identification
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number at the end of all appropriate entries, thereby doubling the potential usefulness of those entries.
Both of the Catalogues were edited with an index. The main index
couldn't be a more helpful or thorough breakdown of the Catalogue's contents
and includes cross-references. There is a second index, updated from the earlier edition, which is a chronological listing of the editions of Burns's work.
Between the general index, the chronological index and the Egerer notations
on individual entries, attempting to identify or place a particular edition is a
much simpler task than it might be otherwise. In addition, the 1996 edition
includes a third index which is an alphabetical listing of publishers corresponding to the editions on the chronological list. There can never be too
many indexes for bibliographical research and the indexes in the Mitchell
Catalogue of the Robert Burns Collection are exhaustive.
Besides the obvious research, reference and archival answers to be found
in the Mitchell Catalogue, there is plenty of potential inspiration as well as
amazement and amusement. For the latter two, consider the following essay
titles listed in the Mitchell Catalogue: Observations of the Skull of Robert
Burns, "The Land of the Leal" Irrefutably Proved to be the Deathbed Valediction of Robert Bums, Robert Burns - Kym Moria nevyschU vyber z lyriky
[Burns translated into Slovak], Robert Burns Was He a Christian?, Reminiscences of the Poet by His Herd-Boy, Burns in Limbo, and Robert Bums of Borneo.
Any faults and limitations noted herein do not diminish the fact that the
new Catalogue is an essential aid to research for any Burns scholar. There
should be no debate as to the ultimate value of the Mitchell Burns Collection
(or of its Catalogues) as it is a remarkable repository of material, unusual in its
commitment to a single author while still being open to the general public.

THoMAsKErrn
New York City

Julian Meldon D' Arcy. Scottish Skalds and Sagamen: Old Norse Influence on
Modem Scottish Literature. East Lothian: Tuckwell Press. 1996. 311 pp.
The Norse vs. the Celtic dialectic has since the late eighteenth century
played a pivotal role in the construction of national identities in Britain. When
Thomas Percy, later Bishop of Dromore, translator of Five Pieces of Runic
Poetry and editor of the Reliques of Ancient English Poetry, made the decisive
cut between the Celtic and the Nordic and appropriated the Norse "scalds" as
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the forerunners of his minstrels, he was consciously reacting against the explosive elevation of the Celtic heritage through the work of James Macpherson. 9 The dialectic has gone through several phases on many levels of discourse in the time that has passed, but it is still alive and well, especially in
Scotland, where it has greater relevance than south of the border. A growing
number of publications on the subject verify this and some of them unfortunately also show a tendency to retain some of the stereotypical constructs that
have been part and parcel of the discourse from the beginning. It is therefore
refreshing to come across a book on the subject of this Norse influence written
by an author whose knowledge of it is obviously comprehensive and unbiased.
Julian M. D' Arcy's Scottish Skalds and Sagamen is primarily aimed at examining the Norse intertextualities in modem Scottish literature and as such
makes no pretence of discussing the ideological development in detail. The
book opens with three introductory chapters, on Scotland and the Vikings,
Scotland and Old Norse literature, and finally an important chapter on the racial "Norseman vs. Celt" debate in Scotland 1880-1940. The latter date is particularly significant, because it marks the partial demise of Old Norse influence
and research in Britain as a whole, due to the Nazi appropriation of this heritage. The racial debate in the decades before World War II was indeed, as
D' Arcy shows with several examples, dangerously naIve, regardless of whose
racial superiority was being expressed, be it Grassic Gibbon with his Picts,
Gunn with his Celts or Buchan and Lindsay with their Norsemen. His study
shows also, however, that the Norse influence did not disappear from Scottish
creative writing, although it did undergo a distinct change with less stress on
"racial consciousness" and in the case of Linklater and Mitchison a long pause
from Norse material. Gunn, on the other hand, discarded it completely after
1941, whereas the last author discussed in the book, George Mackay Brown,
approached this material from a completely different angle.
Each of the nine chapters that make up the bulk of the book deals with one
writer; Lewis Grassic Gibbon (or rather 1. L. Mitchell), Neil Gunn, Hugh
MacDiarmid, John Buchan, David Lindsay, Naomi Mitchison, writers from the
northern isles (and Edwin Muir), Eric Linklater and George Mackay Brown.
Apart from Muir all of these writers used Norse material to some or even to a
considerable extent, a fact often noted but seldom taken any further. This may
be due to the fact that the source material has become even more obscure, and
simply the problem of getting to the sources in English is difficult, in addition
to the fact that many translations and rewritings are faulty. Thus the authors
themselves may have a garbled understanding of what they are using for their
texts. Furthermore, some of the more dubious ideas in their work may have

9See Nick Groom, "Celts, Goths and Literary Source," Tradition in Transition: Women
Writers, Marginal Texts and the Eighteenth-Century Canon, ed. Alvaro Ribeiro and James G.
Basker (Oxford, 1996), pp. 275-96.
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been created through such ideological filters. D' Arcy, being a fluent speaker
of Icelandic, has examined the sources and the translations thoroughly and
shows effectively the metamorphosis the sources are subject to through translation or rewriting and, finally, creative manipulation.
This methodical process, which D' Arcy applies to the texts, opens up new
perspectives in the ideological and creative development of many of the
authors he discusses. Gibbon's racial notions were, of course, well known to
the readers of his essays, but D' Arcy shows very clearly how he manipulated
his material to fit his diffusionist ideas and Romantic atavism. The close
reading of Gunn's major novels also shows how he adapted his material, Celtic
and Nordic, to his ideas of racial consciousness. Gunn did, however, make an
honest attempt to come to terms with both "isms" in his pre-war work, going as
far as trying to "absorb the Norse ethos into the Celtic consciousness" (p. 88).
His ideas were, however, overtaken by history.
The practical Hegelian of the Scottish Renaissance, Hugh MacDiarmid,
was not one to be bothered by practical reason in his wide-ranging synthesis of
everything even remotely Scottish. His fusion of the Norse and Celtic is thus
characteristic and the fact that he even went in another direction to Gunn and
leant even more on Norse sources after they had become besmirched may also
be a typical reaction. MacDiarmid's mythological and linguistic amalgamation
can also be seen as his contribution to Modernism in the Joycean tradition, and
here D' Arcy might have opened a discussion on the dialectic between World
vs. National literature and Modernism and Nationalism. MacDiarmid may
have been a nationalist, but his scope went far beyond that, as D' Arcy's discussion of his "Pan-Northern ideal" implies (p. 104). D' Arcy's conclusion that
it is perhaps "fitting that it is MacDiarmid ... who suggests the most intriguing
and idiosyncratic synthesis as a possible compromise in the divisive feuding
over the Nordic and Celtic origins of the Scottish people" is apt, but it is also
obvious that this approach remains almost as idiosyncratic now as it was then
(p. 105).
John Buchan is not one of the most important writers D' Arcy discusses,
but the chapter on Buchan is one of the most important ones in the book, because it shows the application of an ideal or rather ideology that has been
termed the "Norse ethos" in the hands of a popular writer who reached a high
position in the crumbling British Empire. D' Arcy focuses on the problem
critics have had with "the apparent dichotomy of Christian values and the pagan Norse ethos" (p. 117). Apparently the problem lies in Buchan's fusion of
the two diametrically opposed world views in this characters. This argumentation takes it for granted that "Christian teachings" are incommensurable with
"eagerness for and acceptance of physical action and violence" (p. 117). In
theory this may be true, but the practice leaves a little to be desired. The way
Europe was Christianized, to say nothing of the Americas, the Crusades and
the Reformation wars, does not exactly indicate that Christian values were a
hindrance to violence. It is actually one of the ironies of the pagan Viking age
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that it resulted in the (sometimes brutal) Christianization of the Nordic countries, which indicates that there must have been some communication between
the blood curdling plunderers and the peaceful monks.1O D' Arcy quotes two
modem scholars on the subject, both of whom seem to be taken by this fixed
idea of pagan Norse ethos vs. Christian values, which indeed is one of the basic differentiaters of the Celtic and Nordic:
R. D. Fulk has commented that 'real Christian virtues are not simply absent from
the saga world, but are actually inimical to it', and Christa Kamenetsky has pointed
out that 'what Christian ethics and Roman laws would have condemned, the Nordic
Germanic laws seemed to support and even sanction' (p. 117).

The latter statement seems a little strong when one considers the fact that
writing was introduced to the Nordic countries through Christianity and that in
Iceland these law texts were first written or commissioned by bishops. The
former also does not take into account who wrote (and rewrote) the sagas,
namely Christians, often monks. Heimskringla, Snorri Sturluson's account of
the lives of the Norwegian kings, has even been shown to include mythological
motifs that derive straight from Christian mythology, in an attempt to glorify
the two Olafs responsible for the Christianization of Norway and Iceland. I I
D' Arcy underlines the apparent contradiction in Buchan's application of
the "Norse ethos" by referring also to the famous critic and scholar "W. P. Ker
(a personal friend of Buchan's)" who claimed that "the Norse 'intensity of
courage' is an 'assertion of the individual freedom against all the terrors and
temptations of the world. It is absolute resistance, perfect because without
hope'" (D' Arcy's emphasis; pp. 117-18). Ker's attempt at drawing a clear line
between the pagan Germanic and the Roman Christian worlds is a matter for
another article, but this quote could just as easily be applied to a Catholic saint,
or in fact any religious martyr. Buchan's fusion of the Norse ethos and Christian values is thus not as contradictory as it appears, however questionable the
outcome of such a morality may be.
The next author, David Lindsay, certainly had some questionable ideas
about the Northern races as D' Arcy perhaps too gently demonstrates. Ingredients such as distorted Norse myth, a nai've eschatology, a bathetic notion of the
sublime, racial destiny, and the will of genius correspond exactly to the myths
that were constructed in Nazi Germany. Lindsay was of course no Nazi, and,
as D' Arcy points out several times when discussing pre-war racial theories, he
and his contemporaries did not have the benefit of hindsight. He did, however,

IOSee Barbara E. Crawford, Scandinavian Scotland (Leicester, 1987), pp. 164-9.
llSee GuOrdn Asa Grfmsd6ttir's Introduction to Snorri Sturluson, Heimskringla, ed.
Berglj6t Kristjansd6ttir, et al. (Reykjavik, 1991), pp. xviii-xxv and xxxiv-xxxviii. These sagas
are related to the genre of saints' lives; King Olaf Haraldsson is a Catholic saint.
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fish in the same muddy waters and presents one example of how widely and
how uncritically such ideas were circulating.
Naomi Mitchison and Eric Linklater were children of their time as
0' Arcy's analysis shows and their works were also colored with racial elements. They both took a pause for thought, but the results of their silent musings were different: Mitchison's development could be described as becoming
multicultural; whereas Linklater did retain some of the racial elements in his
thinking, notably within the Norseman vs. Celt paradigm. 0' Arcy notes, however, the ambivalence towards the Nordic myth in Linklater's The Dark of
Summer (1956), but puts this down to a device for characterization, perhaps a
logical conclusion, but in the light of Linklater's anti-Nazi politics and thorough knowledge of the Norse heritage, open to debate (pp. 235-6).
The final chapter of the book on the Orcadian George Mackay Brown presents the author who tried to overcome the oppositions in the Scottish heritage
through his religion and his creative study of the Norse and Celtic elements
within it. Ideas of racial consciousness are absent from his work, as are attempts towards glorification or damnation. Mackay Brown took Linklater's
work on the style and diction of the Norse sources further and shaped them in
poetry, plays and prose into a deeply personal ceuvre. That he tended to become overtly didactic on occasion may be due to the difficulty presented by the
opposites in the source material, the previous reception and, most of all, his
own creative pessimism. Mackay Brown's success must, on the other hand, be
seen in his ability to avoid the pitfalls of stereotyping without closing his eyes
to the harsher realities inherent in the sources and the ideological reception.
D' Arcy's conclusion and the final sentence of the book sums it up: "in this
respect it is probably fair to say that Mackay Brown's attempts to 'see the Vikings plain' ... must be considered as having provided modern Scottish literature with its most convincing and effective realisation and interpretation of
Scotland's Old Norse heritage" (p. 280).
As a critical work Scottish Skalds and Sagamen could be described in
similar terms and it is no coincidence that it is dedicated to Mackay Brown,
whose work may have made such a study possible. It would have been useful
for the reader to get some sort of conclusion and summary at the end, but
D' Arcy has certainly managed in a comprehensive survey to clear up a considerable number of preconceptions and prejudices and at the same time, to blow
the dust off a neglected subject, continually present in modern Scottish literature. Students of the authors discussed, of national identity and modern Scottish literature, will neglect Scottish Skalds and Sagamen at their peril.

GAUTI KRIsTMANNSSON

Johannes Gutenberg-Universitiit Mainz
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Susanne Hagemann, ed. Studies in Scottish Fiction:
Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1996. 281 pp.

1945 to the Present.

This is the latest volume in the commendably varied series produced by
the Scottish Studies Centre of the Johannes Gutenberg Universitat Mainz in
Germersheim. The first thing to say is that it continues the tradition of the
Germersheim conferences and publications in pointing to some of those areas
demanding urgent attention in Scottish literary studies. This is true in that the
essays in this book deal with some of the most crucial Scottish fictional developments of recent years; it is true also, it seems to me, in that the book confirms a shift in the Scottish critical climate that is extremely noteworthy. If
one were to point to a hallmark in a majority of the essays in this collection it
should lie in the cheerful certainty by the contributors of a literary Scotland in
the face of the recurrent uncertainly over "the real" or "the ideal" Scotland.
Indeed, under the post-modernist dispensation of the 1990s, the awkwardness
or bagginess of Scottish literary culture in refusing to conform IO any easily
traceable profile is something that all of the contributors are much more comfortable with than in any similar collection of essays prior to 1990. One can
see a critical sea-change when one considers the lack of such anxiety in this
volume, in its sister-volume edited by Joachim Schwend and Horst Drescher,
Studies in Scottish Literature: Twentieth Century (1990), and in The Scottish
Novel Since the Seventies (1993), edited by Gavin Wallace and Randall Stevenson, and compares the more worried concerns of the contributors to, say, the
four-volume Aberdeen University Press History of Scottish Literature under
the general editorship of Cairns Craig (1987-88). More often than not in the
Aberdeen History contributors are thirled to the traditional historicist concerns
of the Scottish cultural nationalist in attempting to see Scottish literary texts in
relation to a coherent sense of national reality and grappling with the problems
that this insistence on national and literary co-ordination brings in the light of a
manifestly impaired culture and nationhood.
If it is time to move away from a critical agenda dominated by the essentialist attitudes of the Scottish "renaissance" of the 1920s and '30s, where
Hugh MacDiarmid, in spite of all his gesturing toward plurality, was actually
in more or less continuous search for the singular cocktail-elixir of the "real"
Scotland and the "pure" Scottish literature, it might be argued that critics of
Scottish literature ought, at the same time, to be wary of glib alternative generalizations that amount to the claim that Scotland in literature only really exists
in the mind of the writer. Not that many of the contributors to this volume
could be accused of such a total generalization, but the tendency of many of
the essays here is toward treating the Scottish condition under the general and
normative state of post-industrial and post-modem western culture. In such a
maneuver Scottish literature can be freed from parochial paradigmatic discussion, but the danger is that the notion of Scottish texts responding to particular
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local realities, can be set too facilely aside in the rush to present Scotland and
Scottish writing in a wider, international context. This collection of essays
now usefully highlights Scottish criticism at the crossroads where all of us involved in studying and teaching Scottish literature must deal with the difficult
question of whether that literature is more helpfully explained by distinctive
configurations in Scottish national culture and history (the traditional bias), or
whether Scottish literary studies is a discipline that relies on the Scottish aspect
for little more than the provision of local materials and color to an overriding
supranational or global literary and cultural reality. In its collective bias towards the latter position, Hagemann's collection, I believe, confirms that this
difficult debate is now the crucial issue affecting the critical discussion of the
particular Scottish literary text and the curricular design of courses in Scottish
literature as we prepare to enter the new century.
In a sometime helpful, often infuriating introduction (where she is overscrupulously earnest in disentangling herself from the reader's suspicion that
she might actually believe in any traditional conceptualization of a national
literature, or in the category of literature itself), Susanne Hagemann, in line
with the most modish theoretical predilections, suggests that Scotland might
most profitably be seen as a construct. In other words, Scotland is a set of assumptions and ideas that can be fruitfully arranged and rearranged by the
writer for pleasing artistic and, indeed, thoughtfully human purposes; the
writer, however, should not feel, nor should be made to feel, that there is a
"real" Scotland for him or her to define once and for all. Hagemann, then,
usefully summarizes the overarching critical approach of many of her contributors in treating literary depictions of Scottish reality as provisional and
relativized. Scottish writers-like writers of any other nationality throughout
western culture-have often resisted definitiveness and critics have always
spotted this, but what Hagemann is gesturing toward more than anything is the
post-modern state of mind where such relativization is infinite and ultimately
unresolvable since attempted resolution would represent a species of classicrealist, God-playing arrogance. Again, a large and difficult question is raised:
does such an approach to Scottish literature-where no one version of Scottish
experience is privileged-represent an accommodation of plurality and a
healthy foregrounding of Scottish literature as literature, or does it represent an
abrogation of discrimination among the wide variety of realities presented in
Scottish writing and the castration of the traditionally-posited function of
Scottish literature to represent in coherent and solid ways the real state of
Scottish culture and society? Put another way, is Scottish literature merely at
play (albeit, sometimes serious play) when it invokes the notion of Scotland, or
is it any kind of mirror to national reality?
The strong tendency toward seeing the Scottish-centered text as a literary
construct drawing on partial Scottish realities-which never transcend the level
of partial realities-instead of as a mechanism for drawing together and summing up a clear, central and singular Scottish reality is evident throughout this
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book. We see this tendency in the contribution of one of the great modem pioneers of Scottish literary studies, Douglas Gifford. Writing of "The Return to
Mythology in Modem Scottish Fiction," Gifford suggests that the old mythological symbols beloved by the Scottish renaissance of the 1920s and '30sthe sacred standing stones of Gibbon's fiction, the ancient dwelling houses in
the work of Gunn, the ubiquitous pastoral symbolism-are no longer looked to
in modem Scottish writing to provide seriously practical pointers to the ideal
spirit of life in Scotland. He charts the dissolution of this mythological capacity in more skeptical writers following the renaissance such as Crichton Smith
and Jenkins and, employing a myriad of evidence, shows that Scottish writers
are again picking up the mythological bricolage of Scotland. As he expresses
it, " ... contemporary Scottish writing is deciding that, if the ancient traditions
and hidden powers of Scotland are dead, then its necessary to reinvent them"
(p. 49). If such an important and venerable critic as Gifford is saying this, then
this shows precisely the critical sea-change I have referred to already. No one
has read more twentieth-century Scottish fiction than Gifford, and, as this essay demonstrates, he would be well qualified to write the authoritative critical
history of Scottish fiction in this century. Like many who know his work I
hope he might actually soon do this and with it chart how it has come about
that there has been a reformation of artistic predilections in Scottish fiction so
that the more traditional practice of applying fictional enquiry to the subject of
Scotland has seemingly been reversed with the resulting situation where the
notion of Scotland is now largely subsumed under literary experimentation and
enquiry.
Alan Riach's essay, "Nobody's Children: Orphans and their Ancestors in
Popular Scottish Fiction after 1945," is a hugely entertaining piece encompassing Bud Neill's popular cartoon character, Lobey Dosser, James Bond, the
fiction of lain Banks and the cult comic-book creation, The Bogie Man. This
essay shows criticism mimicking creativity (and of course this is not entirely a
surprise since Riach is a very fine poet in his own right). It is an imaginative,
eclectic working through of a strand of connection that often looks as though it
is about to illuminate something about Scottish culture as a real and tangible
formation, but which in the end points simply to a range of artistic strategies
around a similar theme. For some people this kind of talented and serendipitous critical writing will be enough; other might wish to see the connection
between the orphan and Scotland grounded more firmly in sociological conclusion. More socially rooted, the treatment of a range of texts in relation to
"North Sea Oil and Scottish Culture" shows Christopher Harvie at his customary best. Fine historian and literary critic both, Harvie provides a range of
well-connected musing on the clash of commerce and culture, the global market and indigenous Scottish traditions which might cue a hundred points of
discussion relating to formal cultural policy and the social affectiveness of
Scottish writing.
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The application of post-colonial theory to Scottish literature can amount to
plain silliness in the hands of nai've critics, but Andrew Monnickendam in his
"Beauty or Beast? Landscape in the Fiction of Jessie Kesson" provides an extremely lucid and well-written treatment cued by such a theoretical approach.
This is a seriously important essay in pointing out the complex engagement
with cultural power in Kesson's still underrated work. Similarly, Keith
Dixon's '''No Fairies. No Monsters. Just People': Resituating the Work of
William McIlvanney" is a long overdue defense of McIlvanney from the
charges of sexism and romanticizing Scottish machismo. This is an essay that
can-and hopefully will-provoke furious debate in the future when most previous criticism and reviews of McIlvanney's work have too often failed to
reach any very profound standard. Two fine essays by Manfred Malzahn and
Bernard Sellin on Robin Jenkins make the book look a little imbalanced, but
the dearth of criticism on the prolific Jenkins justifies this mini-glut completely. Particularly fascinating is Sellin's analysis of the way in which Scotland has been both able and unable to feed Jenkins' imaginative scope. In a
piece that is admirably clear in its delineation of the tricky technique of Muriel
Spark, Christopher MacLachlan foregrounds the profoundly gothic textures of
Spark's work where paranoia and the apprehension of the numinous become
deeply entangled. I do not believe, however, that MacLachlan is right in his
claim that criticism of Spark elsewhere pays inadequate attention to this duplicitous, demonic texture in Spark's fiction.
Sandra Carola-Brozy and Susanne Hagemann cast a welcome eye over the
neglected work of Margaret Laurence. However, although this essay is often
thought-provoking about the wider depiction of Scottish culture and landscape,
it is sometimes also over-ponderous and baggy, especially in relation to its
main component, a treatment of The Diviners, with long footnotes of further
plot explanation to support points being made in the main narrative. Marie
Odile Pittin's "Alasdair Gray: A Strategy of Ambiguity" is, on the other hand,
a very neat exploration of the relationship between Gray's themes and the presumed critical reception of his work encompassed in Gray's texts. Pittin highlights better than most commentators the sheer boundless energy of Gray's
fiction. Like the essay by Harvie, Ian A. Bell's "Imagine Living There: Form
and Ideology in Contemporary Scottish Fiction" is a very pregnant piece with
many insights which could be followed through in much more detail. It also
confirms the current trend in Scottish criticism of seeing Scotland as very
deeply a matter to be dealt with a<; a subspecies of the literary imagination
rather than seeing Scottish writing as a subset of Scottish reality. Alan Freeman's essay on Irvine Welsh is the best to have appeared so far on this writer
with its measured, sensitive, unhysterical, unhyped treatment of language and
popular culture in Trainspotting. Simon Baker provides new insights on reading James Kelman as part of the wider tradition of European fiction and draws
out a particularly fruitful counterpointing of Kelman with the Welsh writer of
the 1930s, Lewis Jones. Ian Campbell, like Gifford another long-standing
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stalwart of Scottish literary studies, finishes the collection, in a strange piece of
placement, with an essay on George Mackay Brown's Beside the Ocean of
Time. It seems to me that Campbell has never written better with this deeply
moving and simultaneously critically-sensitive reading.
There is not a bad essay in this collection. They are all stimulating in
various ways and in their sum effect they provide an interesting insight into the
modem bias of Scottish criticism (in collective silence, they also highlight aspects of modem Scottish fiction which remain lamentably overlooked; for instance, the stylistically superb but politically unfashionable fiction of Allan
Massie). To reiterate, the challenge is now clear to Scottish literary studies: as
it studies texts, is it to be more concerned with the notion of Scotland as a vivid
artistic palette, a moveable feast fuelling the unbounded imagination of writers,
or does the traditional focus of seeing Scottish literature as a window on "real
people in a real place," to quote lain Crichton Smith, have any chance of enduring?

GERARD CARRUTHERS

University of Strathclyde

Robert Henryson. Il Testamento di Cresseida [The Testament of Cresseid].
Introduction by Anna Torti. Translation and notes by Elena Cenci. MilanoTrento: Luni Editrice. 1998. 97 pp.
A pocket edition that contains all the encyclopedic knowledge to be found
in the great tomes of a library, this is an invaluable little book that you can slip
into your pocket as you do with your house keys, knowing that you can easily
open the door into a world which is cozy yet fulfilling. This is the treasure
chest which immediately opens for the reader of this edition of Robert Henryson's masterpiece. It is the eleventh volume in a medieval series of rare beauty
both in its format and its well-researched bibliographical notes.
The Introduction, by Anna Torti, is a wide-ranging excursus on the passage of this love story through literary history from its first appearance in
Guido delle Colonne's Historia destruction is Troiae to Chaucer's Troilus and
Criseyde, Lydgate's Troy Book and, finally, in Henryson's rewriting of it.
Torti rightly makes the point that every reworking of the myth implies fidelity
to and betrayal of the various auctoritates, a dialectic that involves both acceptance and insubordination. Taking up a comment she made in an earlier
article entitled "Henryson's Testament of Cresseid: Deconstructing the Auctoritas," Torti makes the point that "Henryson's profound awareness of his
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own authority is expressed by the changes he makes in the Troilus and
Criseyde story, where he flouts tradition to the point of having Cresseid as the
central character instead of Troilus." Henryson's work, then, avoids recounting Troilus' death by introducing a theme that Chaucer left suspended, namely
the punishment of the young girl. Instead of being at the mercy of events and
the wills of others, here Cresseid is stained with the guilt of betrayal and so is
punished by Time and Change. Thus, unlike Chaucer, who puts off the tragic
ending as long as possible, the opening of the Testament is set in winter as a
prelude to a much greater desolation. The rigors of the climate, then, point up
the advanced age of the narrator who is now removed in years from the love
and passion of youth, consoled only by the fire and drink: "And armit me
weill fra the cauld thairout."
When we read the first lines, the narrator invites us not only to cross the
threshold into a warm place where we can learn of the tragic beauty of his
readings-"ane quair ... writtin be worthie Chaucer glorious," and of that mysterious "vther quair"-but, at the same time, to traverse five centuries of history and be flung right into the medieval Scottish universe, for which the Italian reader has had few resources in translation. The only complete text of the
Testament with translation to have come out in Italy was by Sergio Rossi;
published in 1964, it was based on The Poems and Fables of Robert Henryson,
edited by H. Harvey Wood in 1933. This new translation of the Testament
with a parallel text is based on Denton Fox's critical edition, The Poems of
Robert Henryson (Oxford, 1981). It comes furnished with up-to-date and detailed bibliographical notes, which as well as listing the principal editions of
Henryson's Testament, also include the titles of more than seventy critical
studies which act as points of departure and motives for discussion in the Introduction to the volume. The hub of Torti's argument is the inherent challenge facing Henryson in rewriting and concluding the story of Cresseid, taking it up from where Chaucer left off in Book V of his Troilus and Crysede.
As Torti observes, Henryson's aim is "to cure the unfortunate Cresseid like a
doctor with the comfort of immortality." Torti goes on to note that by privileging the single narrative voice, which is a moral one, and reducing the war
scenes, the events involving Cresseid's public and private life are dealt with
according to an evident medieval logic, such as the association of illness with
guilt, the fatal role played by Fortune, the acknowledgment of error and purification through repentance. By conceding Cresseid only a glimmer of redemption, Henryson reserves the last word on these unhappy events for himself, thus
privileging yet again his function as auctor and the creative role of his poetic
composition:
Beir in zour mynd this sore conclusioun
Of fair Cresseid. as I haue said befoir,
Sen scho is deid I speik of hir no moir (11.614-6).
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The Italian edition of this work is also provided with very ample notes by
Elena Cenci. In the first part she gives a brief survey of middle Scots and she
rightly makes reference to the far-reaching Introduction written from a historical and interlinguistic standpoint by Ermanno Barisone to his edition of William Dunbar's The Tretis of the Tua Mariit Wemen and the Wedo (Genoa,
1989). With the aid of these notes the reader is guided step by step through the
linguistic complexities and cultural contexts of the time. The borrowings from
Chaucer are explained as are the innovations resulting from Henryson's deconstruction of the Auctoritas. Unfortunately Cenci does not comment specifically on the tricky decisions she had to make in her translation, such as the
technical difficulties of the text and the problem inherent in rendering in Italian
the technique and content of a foreign language which is so removed from us
in both form and time.
Cenci's decision not to use a definite meter can perhaps have some advantages, but it also presents weaknesses. For example, she has opted to ignore
the rhyme royal stanza and chosen to weave a thin web of almost accidental
imperfect rhymes into each stanza. Then in order to capture the pleasurable
effect of Henryson' s archaic language, she has sometimes placed verbs at the
end of sentences and put the adjectives before their respective nouns, with the
result that her translation sounds like a certain type of late eighteenth- or early
nineteenth-century Italian poetry. This means that she is unable to do justice to
the parts of the text in which we find the aureate diction typical of Henryson,
where the author wanted to elevate the tone of the narration, as in the pageant
of the gods and Cresseid's complaint. In these parts Cenci's translation is not
able to reproduce the richness of the language, the latinisms and the strong
alliterations which mark the rhythm of stanza form, unusual as it is, yet so
suited to Cresseid's noble and resigned desperation. Other parts, however,
work much better, as we can see in these lines:
Rattizzai il fuoco e rni scaldai al tepore,
E presi una bevanda per guadagnar vigore,
E rni parai con cura dal freddo d' intorno.
Per spezzare e far breve la notte d'inverno
Lasciati gli altri svaghi presi un libretto.
Seritto dal nobile Chaucer glorioso,
Della dolce Cresseida e del nobile Troilo (II. 36-42).

But, of course, a parallel text tends to put the translator in a weak position owing to the powerful and authoritative presence of the original. The Italian text
here seems to fill the gap between a poetic translation on the one side and the
classical literal translation on the other. A straightforward prose translation
would not have done justice to Henryson, nor would a pseudopoetic one, even
if it happened to be done by the most conscientious of scholars. So Cenci
should be given credit for having accepted the challenge which has ended in a
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draw. She has neither won nor lost against a poet who has no need of duels,
but of honest alliances.

MARCO FAZZINI

Universita degli studt dt Macerata

Serge Hovey. The Robert Burns Song Book. Ed. Esther Hovey.
Pacific, MO: Mel Bay Publications. 1997. 232 pp.

Vol. I.

When I was asked to review the first volume of Serge Hovey's Robert
Burns Song Book my heart lightened. An accessible edition of his arrangements has been a gaping hole in Bums bibliography for some years now. His
settings have been made famous during the last twcnty years only through the
recordings of Jean Redpath and a documentary about Hovey and Bums, but the
songs have remained unpublished. Although the two standard editions of
Bums's songs-by James C. Dick and, more reccntly, Donald Low-have
appeared in this century, Hovey's collection stands apart. Johnson's Scots
Musical Museum and Thomson's Select Collection of Original Scotish Airs
dating from the 1780s through to the 1840s contained songs by numerous different poets and musicians. The volumes edited by Dick and Low, not to
mention Kinsley's edition of the works, contain Bums lyrics and melodies
alone. But Hovey's collection comprises some 324 Bums songs with his own
arrangements of thc melodies. They form a life-long "hobby" set aside from
the rest of his work as a composer. Suffice it to say, this new edition, due to
appear ultimately in four volumes, should be most warmly welcomed by everyone interested in Bums song.
The Hovey family chose Mel Bay Publications Inc.-an American publisher with a "hot list" of Celtic and Irish music, and an impressive list of other
song books spanning traditional folk songs of several nations to popular editions of national songs and Christmas carols. It is not perhaps the kind of publisher one would have expected, but the presentation is refreshing. This is no
stiff, academic edition. It is a practical paperback, very decently priced, peppered with illustrations and facsimiles and intended very much for performance. There is an informative Foreword by Hovey's widow, and a detailed
Preface by Hovey himself, covering the background to Bums's songs in some
detail, and commenting on Bums's American connections and the posthumous
restoration of his songs. While the volume may appear to lack an academic
appearance, Hovey does annotate each arrangement with facts about the creation of the songs (like those found in Kinsley, Dick and Low), and he often
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comments on the melodies and his arrangements. Although detailed references
are not always given, it is possible to find out more by cross-referencing to one
of the other editions. The index lists the sources Hovey used for the lyrics and
tunes for each of the 85 songs in this first volume, with detailed information of
editions he has worked with. Indices of titles of tunes and first lines are also
given--essential to any such volume. The only disappointing element is an
Introduction by Hovey's great friend Robert D. Thornton. An account of his
long friendship with the composer and their relationship with Bums would
have been much more interesting than a rather introverted piece on Bums and
his songs at the end of the twentieth century, with no mention of Hovey's contribution. It doesn't sit comfortably in such a practical volume.
Hovey states in his Introduction that he has used music as the starting
point of his work with Bums song-this explains the 324 songs rather than
nearer 370. Bums often created numerous lyrics to match one tune! Hovey
also writes in some detail about the influence of editions of the tunes which
have inspired him-Johnson's Scots Musical Museum or Oswald's Caledonian
Pocket Companion, and in particular that by James C. Dick (published 1903).
One arrangement-Willie Wastle-stands out from the rest, most probably
because Hovey has chosen to "realize" the accompaniment suggested in Johnson's Museum. It is thus strikingly simple and effective. Clearly his fascination with the songs is more than melody-deep though. Examples highlighted
in Esther Hovey's Foreword-the histories of My father was afarmer and Tam
Glen-prove that Hovey's was an academic approach. In the former case he
found the chorus in Bums's Commonplace Book and worked his arrangement
around it. "With Tam Glen he identified the original tune in the Caledonian
Pocket Companion-not the one eventually published in the Museum-and set
it instead, as this was Bums's first choice. This approach has also encouraged
his inclusion of Man was made to mourn, not known to any of the song editors
as a Bums song. But Hovey explains that Bums developed the "scheme of his
lyrics" from an old broadside ballad his mother used to sing, and he has
consequently set it to the tune Peggy Bawn. Above all Hovey encourages a
broad approach and notes that there is "ample room for a multiplicity of
interpretations of the Bums songs."
Comment on the musical content of The Robert Burns Song Book should
really be left until all four volumes are complete and can be looked upon as a
body of work. But singing through the first volume of Hovey arrangements is
an interesting exercise. In many ways Hovey takes Johnson and Thomson as
his starting point. Several of the arrangements have directions for performance-Hovey will suggest playing through the accompaniment first as an introduction, or playing it through complete at the end of the last verse to act as a
coda (e.g. The Cardin o't, The Taylor fell thro' the bed, To Daunton me). As
with the Haydn, Pleyel and Kozeluch arrangements published by Thomson
some two hundred years ago, many of the settings are very similar in style.
Indeed the "feel" of each song is much the same, even though the songs
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brought together in this first volume entitled Country Life are wide ranginganything to do with "farmers, millers, colliers, coopers, tailors, excisemen"bawdy or not. This is unexpected when one considers Hovey's musical background. Born in 1920, he studied with Arnold Schoenberg and Hanns Eisler.
As the 1950s began he was arguably part of the American musical establishment, alongside Copland and Bernstein. But the lure of American folk tradition pulled him away from that path and led to a fascination with modes, tuning systems and traditions of other nations too. Such intimate knowledge of
the musical workings of melodies allied to his training would suggest much
more experimentation and innovation than the arrangements ultimately reveal.
Harmonically they are much more predictable than one would think, though
the vast majority have enigmatic endings. Rhythmically they often follow the
same idea-a feeling of perpetual motion providing a cushion for the melody
to sit on. This volume includes piano arrangements only-the instrumental
parts we hear on the Redpath recordings (now available on Greentrax) are
sadly missing.
In general the music is well presented. However, there are some examples
where a different time-signature would be more helpful to the pianist (0,
Merry hae I been), or where clearer right and left-hand groups would ease performance (My collier laddie). A few of the songs are arranged for four hands
(e.g. The Gallant Weaver and Robin shure in hairst) and in these cases it is not
possible to perform them without both pianists. The Song Book is clearly intended to encourage performance of the songs and while some settings are
beautifully simple, others can be quite tricky. Bums's melodies reflect that
age-old problem-huge ranges far better suited to any other instrument but the
voice! One or two of the arrangements will be well-nigh impossible for most
singers without some kind of alteration of the vocal line. It is also clear that
Hovey's collection has some songs set very much for the lower voice and others for a higher register, so, as with all song books, transposition of arrangements would be necessary for anyone voice (soprano or bass) to sing ail of
them.
Overall this first volume of Hovey's Robert Bums Song Book is surprising. It will take time to digest the content fully, and his work really has to be
seen in its entirety. But the bringing together of all the songs is a huge
achievement. The presentation deserves praise, and how nice to be able to
afford such a volume!
KIRSTEEN MCCUE

Glasgow
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Joachim Schwend. Kirk, Gesellschaft und Literatur: Die Kirche im Kontext
der literarischen Tradition Schottlands. Frankfurt am Main, Berlin, Bern,
New York, Paris, Wien: Peter Lang. 1996. 334 pp. Publications of the Scottish Studies Centre of the Johannes Gutenberg Universitat Mainz in Germersheim, 20.
The subject of the book is an ambitious one. As suggested by the title,
Kirk, Gesellschaft und Literature, Joachim Schwend proposes to discuss
church, society, and literature in Scotland from the Middle Ages to the present
day. The subtitle, "Die Kirche im Kontext der literarischen Tradition
Schottlands," narrows the subject somewhat. The church is presented within
the context of the Scottish literary tradition. As justification for his choice of
subject he points to the exceptionally strong link in Scotland between politics,
religion and literature, as well as the prominent role the church has traditionally played in Scottish literature. Schwend's aim, as he states in the Preface to
his book, is to show how the church is portrayed in Scottish literature. The
main focus is on the literary work and its socio-cultural context. This context
also functions as framework for his study in the sense that Schwend follows
the chronology of events showing how they are reflected in the literary productions of the day. He distinguishes between lnnenkontext (the context of the
literary work itself) and Auj1enkontext, by which he means the historical background. By linking these two the mutual influences and dependencies between
the Scottish church and Scottish literature become apparent. Despite the wellstructured plan that Schwend lays out on the first few pages of the book the
question remains whether a book with a scope as broad as this---essentially
including every aspect of Scottish life-is not in danger of losing its focus.
Will Schwend be able to keep track of the multitude of influences between
church, society, and literature? Can he disentangle the web that is Scottish society?
Schwend cleverly begins his study with a comparison between religion
and literature. Both literature and religion invite a reaction from their respective audiences, both are essentially a dialogue between the sender and the recipient of a message. Moreover, the author becomes a creator in that he not
only describes the world around him, but creates something new. Unfortunately, Schwend does not follow this idea through. The author as creator of
alternative worlds is in direct competition to God, which is one reason for the
tension between literature and religion. Schwend talks about the poet as
prophet and the author as creator, pointing out the analogy to God, but he fails
to mention the potential conflict of this relationship. He emphasizes what
religion and literature have in common-they both require the recipients to
interpret a message within a specific socio-cultural context-while failing to
mention the differences. It is doubtful, for example, that literature can simply
be reduced to anyone "message."
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The chapters which follow are dedicated to the history of the church as
presented in literary works by Scottish authors throughout the centuries.
Schwend follows the chronology of historical events showing how they left
traces in the literature of the time, as well as later centuries, and the historical
context provides a backdrop against which he compares literary descriptions.
These comparisons show which aspects of the church Scottish authors are interested in, which image they present of the church throughout the centuries,
and whether a description represents opinions that are typical of a particular
period, or the attitude of the individual author. Schwend starts his historical
overview with the Middle Ages, which in Scotland were dominated by patriotism and a movement towards national identity. According to Schwend,
members of the church were generally presented in a positive light. Criticism
of the church-both pre-reformation Catholicism and post-reformation Presbyterianism-surfaced relatively late but was to become a prominent feature in
Scottish literature. With the Reformation came a change not only in the church
but in Scottish intellectual life in general. From the sixteenth century onwards
Scottish literature has shown a strong anticlerical tendency. Because of increasing democratization and the secularization of society during the eighteenth and following centuries, Scottish writers were highly critical of church
matters. Schwend demonstrates the relative continuity that Scottish literature
has displayed when presenting members of the church and provides many examples (fictional and non-fictional) to illustrate this point. There is a danger,
however, in the way Schwend uses literary works simply to illustrate historical
truths, because the individual work of art becomes absorbed in the overall historical picture.
Schwend presents a collage of images created by writers throughout the
centuries. He offers numerous facts, findings, and insights on the history of
the church and the relationships between clerical and secular powers in society.
His account of the history of the church as depicted in Scottish literature is
comprehensive, even including literary works in which-as Schwend himself
points out-the church plays only a marginal role. One wonders, however,
whether it would not have been preferable to focus on fewer works, those in
which the church played a central role, and give a more in-depth analysis.
The most successful chapter of the book is that on Calvinism. This is
partly because Calvinism had such a profound influence on all aspects of Scottish life. It runs like a leitmotif through Scottish literature up to the present day
(see for example Alasdair Gray's Lanark, in which John Knox's statue is described as a "symbol of the tyranny of the mind"). Calvinism seems to be an
ideal subject for a project such as Schwend's, because it provides a focal point
for his various areas of interest. In contrast to other chapters of the book, here
Schwend not only describes Scottish writers' reactions to Calvinism, but also
Calvin's attitude towards art and literature. On the basis of this he isolates
characteristics of Calvinism (utilitarian, conformist, intolerant) and art (nonutilitarian, non-conformist) to explain the antagonism between them. This
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chapter proves much more satisfying reading, because Schwend focuses more
on the relationship between facts rather than just the facts themselves. He not
only describes events and how they are mirrored in literature, but also explains
why they happened and why they are portrayed in a certain way. Perhaps it
would have been wiser to limit this study to just one period in Scottish history,
such as the time of the Reformation, and show how a particular event can
function as an interface between religion, politics, and culture.
The main problem with large parts of this book is that Schwend's presentation of the relationship between history and literature is one-dimensionaL He
initially states that he does not see literature as "mimetic" and echoes this
comment on the last page of the book, where he wams the reader against seeing literary depictions as mimetic representations of actual situations. However, sandwiched between these statements there are numerous examples of
Schwend's using literary works merely as illustrations for historical facts.
Schwend's attitude towards literature remains ambiguous throughout the
book. To define it, he quotes David Patterson that literature is "a polyphonic
voice that responds to a world of voices." This voice, then, is mainly reactive.
However, this contradicts his earlier statement that the book is concerned with
the mutual influences between literature and church. The question is whether
literature has a function in society beyond holding up a mirror to those who
make the decisions. Does it influence the decisions themselves? Can it actually initiate social change? Indeed, Schwend does mention literary works that
had an influence on historical events-David Lyndsay's Ane Pleasant Satyre
of the Thrie Estaitis, for example, which in 1541 caused James V to issue a law
reforming the church. But such examples are few, and in most cases Schwend
simply shows how literature reflects present and past events.
Context is an important aspect of Schwend's view of literature. The focus
of his study, as stated in the Introduction, is on the work of art in its socio-cultural contest-i.e. on literature as one aspect of society. According to
Schwend, literature is capable of revealing the state of a nation, provided the
literary text is not isolated from its context. Often enough Schwend's merging
of history and literature illuminates the historical backdrop against which the
narratives are set and increases the reader's understanding of Scottish literature
and history. He is in danger, however, of placing too much emphasis on what
he calls Auflenkontext while neglecting the Innenkontext. While he compares
literary accounts with actual events in order to determine if they are "historically correct," he does not discuss the functions that these accounts have within
the literary work itself. He comments on the fact that Galt's descriptions of
historical events are more "objective" than Scott's, without asking what the
purpose of Scott's one-sided descriptions may be. Literary works function on
different levels, of which their relationship with history is only one. A comment on a historical event within the framework of a novel, for example, not
only tells us something about history, but also about the way the author wants
us to perceive history. Schwend, however, in his search for "representative"
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statements, is only too willing to detect the voice of the author in the fictional
work. The grounds for this are often weak, such as when he identifies Scott
the author with judge James Middleburgh in The Heart of Midlothian on the
basis that the character-like Scott-studied law. Because Schwend over-emphasizes the historical context literature seems merely a reaction to historical
events, a symptom that can be used to diagnose the state of Scottish society.
At times Schwend's own distinction between Aufienkontext and Innenkontext becomes blurred. He quotes liberally from political pamphlets, historical studies and literary works, ignoring the fact that fictional texts function
quite differently from non-fictional texts. Schwend generally chooses a nonjudgmental approach-no doubt a virtue when dealing with a subject as delicate as religious beliefs; when he does pass judgement, it is usually on whether
a novel or play is "typical" in its representation of history rather than on its
literary value. He praises Lyndsay's Satyre of the Thrie Estaitis for its fair
judgement and constructive criticism. He compares Bums to Lyndsay in that
they are both Volksdichter, that is they became popular-according to
Schwend-because they represented the opinions of the common people. By
applying criteria not inherent to the literary work itself Schwend is in danger of
reducing it to a collection of statements, to be judged by the same standards as
non-fictional works such as political pamphlets.
The book does have its flaws, but Schwend succeeds in showing how
historical events leave traces in Scottish literature throughout the centuries, and
how they are transformed into literary motifs. One wishes, however, that he
had concentrated on fewer aspects and examined those in more detail. Calvinism has left the deepest traces of any event in Scottish history, which is partly
why the chapter on this subject is the most successful of the book. All in all,
however, Schwend provides valuable insights into why the church has played
such a prominent role in Scottish literature to the present day.
ANDREA HEILMANN

London

D. J. Trela and Rodger L. Tarr, eds., The Critical Response to Thomas
Carlyle's Major Works. Westport, CT and London: Greenwood Press. 1997.
xiv + 205 pp. Critical Responses in Arts and Letters, 27.
Thomas Carlyle's literary and personal reputation has not gone unscathed.
In "Herbert Spencer's Unpublished Reminiscences of Thomas Carlyle"
Spencer recalls his initial 1851 meeting with Carlyle and comments: "many
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were amused by Carlyle's astounding exaggerations and absurd one-sided
views; others, including myself, took them seriously." For Spencer, Carlyle
"had a passion for saying strong things; and to make a point, did not care how
much he diverged from strict truth." Carlyle's sympathies lay "with despots of
all kinds, ecclesiastical and political, from Abbot Samson to Cromwell and
Frederic the Great and his father. He sympathetically revelled in the thought
of the over-riding of men's wills, and forcing them to do what he liked."
Spencer finds Carlyle's "great merit...in his wonderful vigour of style; and his
power of painting vivid pictures and the way in which he suffused his writing
with passion" and concludes "Had he written only Sartor Resartus and the
French Revolution (which however is not to be trusted as more than a splendid
picture of a sensational kind) he would have done little else but service; but all
his later books were reactionary [and misguided rather than guided]". Furthermore Carlyle'S "deification of brute force has been demoralizing."
Spencer's assessment published in Neophilologus, 60 (January 1976) is
not found in D. J. Trela and Rodger L. Tarr's selections in The Critical Response to Thomas Carlyle's Major Works. It would have nicely fitted into the
rubric for the series; their volume belongs to Greenwood's Critical Responses
in Arts and Letters which "is designed to present a documentary history of
highlights in critical reception to the body of work of writers and artists and to
individual works that are generally considered to be of major importance."
Individual editors select "the best material to depict the critical response received by the author or the artist over hislher entire career" and subsequent
responses to their work (p. xiii). Whilst Trela and Tarr print some hostile criticism of Carlyle (see for instance "Anon" writing in The Sun, I April 1834:
"'Sartor Resartus' is what old Dennis used to call a 'heap of clotted nonsense"'), sympathetic reactions far outweigh others, especially in the twentieth
century.
In a well written ten-page Introduction the editors comment on their subject's "concern for and sensitivity to criticism" and an often forgotten aspect of
his personality and writings, "Carlyle'S own playfulness." For them Sartor
Resartus "remains the single essential work of Carlyle's, at once laying out the
major strands of his thought and doing so with seemingly inexhaustible wit,
energy, and artistry." The summary of the Victorian reception of his writings,
in America as well as in the United Kingdom, is excellent. They choose to
concentrate on articles rather than books "because books are more difficult to
excerpt effectively and are more readily accessible than periodicals." They
also "concentrated more on earlier reviews and criticism for much the same
reason: earlier material is likely too difficult to locate." Both, of course, cost
less to reprint than do passages from modem books and articles.
There is a plethora of materials to choose from. In the twentieth century,
Trela and Tarr "tried to search for the more unknown publication." Whilst
some of those found in their volume are first-rate, others are not and at times
do not seem worth reprinting. The Critical Response to Thomas Carlyle's
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Majors Works is divided into four sections: "Critical Response to Sartor Resartus" (pp. 13-45); "Critical Response to The French Revolution" (pp. 49-91);
"Critical Response to On Heroes, Hero- Worship, and The Heroic in History"
(pp. 95-] 30); and "Critical Response to Past and Present" (pp. 143-] 80). The
first section has nine extracts. Some of these are from contemporary reviews
of Sartor Resartus, two from 1886 and 1892, and one, a lengthy reprinting of
an essay by Colin N. Manlove, which was first published in the Swansea Review in 1986. The second section has twelve extracts. Eight are from contemporary reviews, two are dated 1892 and 1904. These are followed by a 1941
article in The Adelphi, and a 1982 essay on Carlyle's historical method reprinted from The Carlyle Society Occasional Papers. The third section has
only six extracts. Three of these are contemporary reviews. The fourth is a
welcome reprint of an essay by a now sadly forgotten great scholar of the first
half of the twentieth century, Sir Herbert Grierson. "His "The Hero and the
Fuhrer" from the Aberdeen University Review (March 1940) is full of wellwritten insights. Grierson is followed by the reprint'> of essays which first appeared in Studies in Scottish Literature (1969) and Texas Studies in Language
and Literature, also published in 1969. The final section contains six extracts.
Four are from contemporary reviews and two from an essay published in the
South Atlantic Quarterly in 1922 and one from an excellent compilation of
original articles published in 1976, Carlyle Past and Present, edited by K. J.
Fielding and Tarr.
The volume concludes with a useful unannotated "Bibliography of Suggested Readings" divided into "Nineteenth-Century Reviews" and "Contemporary Criticism" of Sartor Resartus, The French Revolution, Heroes and HeroWorship, and Past and Present. The Index is largely limited to authors,
although there is some attempt to broaden its terms under the heading "Carlyle,
Thomas." Sturdily bound for library use, The Critical Response to Thomas
Carlyle's Major Works is nicely designed. The margins are reasonable, the
type font is clear. In short, this is a worthwhile and useful contribution to
Carlyle studies, supplementing, not duplicating, material in Jules Paul Seigel's
largely inaccessible Thomas Carlyle: The Critical Heritage (1971) which only
reprints critical reactions to Carlyle up to Dean Stanley'S 1881 funeral sermon.

WILLIAM BAKER

Northern Illinois University
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National Library of Scotland CD-ROM Bibliography. Edinburgh: National
Library of Scotland. 1998.
The Bibliography of Scotland, the National Library of Scotland's guide to
publications relevant to Scottish life and culture is now on CD-ROM. Published annually since 1976 as a series of printed volumes the bibliography of
Scotland is currently available in paperback and microfiche. Now the bibliography will be published each year on CD-ROM a<; well. The new 1998 database covers books, pamphlets, serials, and major periodical articles mainly
published during the past ten years and makes the search and retrieval of any
of the 40,000 articles quick and easy.
Designed to run on IBM compatible computers-no Macintosh version is
available-by Libpac Computer Services, Ltd., the CD runs under all Windows environments. A computer with a CD-ROM drive, a minimum of 4
megabytes of RAM memory-8 are recommended for Windows 95-5 megabytes of free hard disk space, and an 800 x 600 resolution, 16 color monitor is
required.
For use on either a single computer or networked for use on several computers at one time, e.g., at a library'S reference station, two versions of the
search display are included on the CD. The "public access" version, designed,
the manufacturer says, "to walk up and use," combines a very clearly explained graphical display-each search term is on a large button icon-with
full search and retrieval options easily operated by a keyboard or a mouse. The
more subdued display of the advanced version offers identical search and retrieval options operated by the standard point-and-click icons, mouse, and text
windows.
In either version, entries can be retrieved according to 10 criteria; title,
author, subject, geographic entry, place of publication, date, language, or control number (ISBN or ISSN). Keyword searching-more of a "dictionary"
search, since all keywords are supplied by the database-is also available.
Represented by large, named, button icons in the public access version, search
terms in the advanced version are represented by pictorial/icons at the top of
the screen. Each icon opens a set of indexed names, places, subjects, etc.
Multiple indexes can be opened at once. Selecting the author icon opens an
index beginning with the "37 Club" (numerical entries precede alphabetical in
numerical order) and ending with "Zyw, Aleksander, 1905-1995." On the
right of each name are the number of related entries, to the left a small box to
be ticked. Choosing a name by clicking it, "Bums, Robert, 1759-1796," or
"Gray, Alasdair, 1934-," displays all the related entries; in this case 77 for
Burns, 62 for Gray.
Searches for subjects, places, or material in foreign languages all work
similarly. Each term is indexed separately and text bars at the foot of each
index make searching for phrases or partial names easy when browsing is in-
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adequate. Combined Boolean searches of multiple terms are possible in both
the public access version and the advanced. In public access, a search may be
narrowed or broadened with the "Refine set" function. In the advanced version, indexed phrases in multiple windows are ticked on the left, dropped into a
Boolean index window, then combined by choosing an operator in the Boolean
index window. Sound confusing? It is. This method isn't impossible and it
does work; but it is awkward and not immediately obvious even to those familiar with computer databases. Perhaps a future release will make Boolean
searches a little more intuitive.
When a search is successful, bibliographic information for a single entry
appears in a single window. If a search retrieves more than one relevant entry,
abbreviated bibliographic information appears in a short entry window, providing title, author, date, and language. A full citation is displayed when an
entry is chosen. Entries can be printed individually or collectively. A single
entry can be printed directly or saved to text file with others to be printed later.
Multiple entries can be ticked on the left and exported to a text file together.
Although entries can be displayed in MARC format, they cannot be exported
in this format.
Entries in the bibliography of Scotland follow the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd edition, 1988 revision and comply with ISBD (M): International Standard Bibliographic Description for Monographic Publications.
Subject headings follow the Library of Congress Subject Headings, slightly
modified according to local usage. Geographical headings may be based either
on the older region-district-locality form corresponding to local governmental
structures existing from 1976-1996 or standard LCSH headings. Though the
National Library of Scotland continues to work to enhance and standardize
geographical headings, searches in the geographical index must be entered
exactly as the heading is written. Searches for "Clackmannanshire" or "Ayr",
in the geographic index, for example, retrieve nothing: both places must be
searched as "Central-Clackmannanshire" or "Strathclyde-Kyle & CarrickAyr." In such cases as these and others similar, the keyword index is recommended for anyone not intimately familiar with Scottish geography.
Subscriptions to the bibliography of Scotland are available from the National Library of Scotland at an annual subscription fee of £95 ($148) a year.
Subscriptions allow use of the CD-ROM on only one computer at anyone
time. Network licenses are available on a sliding scale. Subscriptions must be
renewed to continue using the bibliography. Expiration after a year renders the
information inaccessible and the CD useless.

PAUL SCHULTZ

University of South Carolina
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*
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When a consortium of booksellers brought out the right of deposit for the
four Scottish universities, the Faculty of Advocates resisted, leaving it the only
Scottish library with the right to claim a copy of any book published in the
United Kingdom-along with the British Library, Cambridge, Dublin and Oxford. After the National Library of Scotland was founded it took over the
function of claiming books under the copyright law, and it assumed the administration of most of the books which had initially come to the Faculty of
Advocates' Library. This immediately made it Scotland's premier library, and
as such it attracted gifts and private funds with which to add to its rich collection of MSS and printed materiaL The principal drawback to building a complete collection of everything which was printed was that the Library had the
responsibility of requesting the book from the publisher. During the nineteenth
century publishers and authors who had commissioned printers to produce
small volumes did not necessarily make their wares known to the Advocates'
Library. There was probably confusion, as we note from title-pages, between a
published volume and one printed for the author or one in which the title-page
is set forth in such a way as to imply that the work was published for the
author. Some of this confusion may have been genuine, some interpreted by
the printer/publisher as exonerating him from the necessity to fumish the work
to copyright libraries.
The result was that many nineteenth-century works (particularly poetry)
found their way into British libraries in a most haphazard manner. The late Alexander Law has chronicled in these pages how superior Scottish education
was in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and that even those disadvantaged by only a few years of formal education were perfectly capable of reading at an advanced leveL By early in the nineteenth century, when the cost of
both paper and the labor of typesetting were cheap, there was an explosion of
poetry books and pamphlets. Deposit libraries often failed to claim copies of
these works, and it was left to private enthusiasts to gather them, as did Alexander Gardyne, whose splendid collection forms the basis of the Scottish poetry collection at Glasgow's Mitchell Library.
Another area in which there was not a concerted effort to build (and what I
say applies to all UK libraries, including the British Library) was American
editions of British poets, whereas great American collections are strong in first
and subsequent British editions of Scottish poets. The present climate is, of
course, much altered, but the NLS is competing with American and British
libraries, and collectors, for such items when they appear on the market. To
cite an example, the NLS is relatively weak in American editions of Robert
Burns, despite the fact that the library possesses one of the half-dozen best
collections of Burns in the world. To illustrate how difficult it has become to
fill in gaps, the NLS appears not to have added any nineteenth-century American editions of Burns to its holdings during the years covered by this compilation.
The question of what purchases should have the greater priority did not
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end with the nineteenth century, however. A respected dealer told me that he
had offered to the NLS on a priority basis a little Scottish magazine which
contained a considerable amount of Hugh MacDiarmid material, and of which
the NLS did not at that time have a complete run. He was told that the then
Librarian had his heart set on a rare Spanish map and could not spare the
money for the little mag.-which, of course, went elsewhere. I am delighted to
say that under its present management the NLS is aggressively pursuing MSS
and printed material by Scottish authors, or having a Scottish content or provenance.
The more-or-less simultaneous arrival of the counter-culture and the electronic photocopier created another problem for libraries which wanted to have
inclusive collections of printed material. The production of multiple copies of
a work of literature was so inexpensive that authors often became their own
publishers, and if they saw themselves as anti-establishment felt no need to
give or sell copies of their works to libraries. The importance of this movement was enormous-it is arguable that the Xerox machine helped to bring
down both Richard Nixon and the Soviet empire. Even authors who later became established writers frequently began in an unorthodox manner-I have a
couple of small collections of poetry which Tom Leonard gave me which were
not, when I last checked, owned by the NLS.
It may well be, too, that works are published by authors for private distribution, and copies fail to be given/sold to libraries simply because the author
does not think to do so. The late James Anderson, Ph.D. from Edinburgh University and for many years master at the Royal High, arranged and distributed
Four Burns Lyrics, Set for Voice and Piano in 1993, and while he was certainly a friend of Edinburgh institutions he does not appear to have given a
copy of this work to the NLS.
While I do not know for certain that this has yet occurred, I have no doubt
that Scottish authors will "publish" short works, probably mostly poems, on
the Internet. Thus work will be available to everyone, and perhaps eventually
to no one, because probably no hard copies will be made. Like the snowflake
in "Tam o'Shanter" they will be, I fear, " A moment white-then melts for
ever." I don't believe that institutions have addressed this problem yet.
I realize that readers may feel that I have been rather negative in what I
have said about the NLS, but this is certainly not my intent. As anyone who
has ever used that splendid collection well knows (and I am fortunate to count
myself of that group) its riches in Scottish materials is without compare. The
Library has produced printed catalogues of its holdings as well as a very extensive microfiche listing of materials, and by now making available a knowledge
of new acquisitions electronically it has embarked upon an altogether commendable project for which we must all be grateful. I do have one serious reservation about how the CD-ROM is distributed. There is an annual subscription fee (£95 for 1998) which gives the client a disk from which the data
disappears at the end of a year, whereupon the client is expected to pay again
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for what he/she has already purchased. This really means that the client has
rented, not purchased the NLS list. Why is there not an annual update at a
modest price? How would the NLS feel if I were to rent them Studies in Scottish Literature for a year, and demand a further fee each year for volumes already purchased? One hopes that the authorities will consider modifying this
system.
GRR

The Armstrong Nose: Selected Letters of Hamish Henderson. Ed. Alec Finlay. Edinburgh: Polygon. 1996. xxxiii + 369 pp.
Anyone who believes that the art of flyting has disappeared from Scottish
life and literature need only glance at this collection to be quickly disabused.
The first discovery one makes is that while most of the letters are by Hamish
Henderson, there are also letters to him as well as letters about him. The editor's decision to include this additional material considerably enriches the volume; among other things we are treated to the important parts of the Honour'd
Shade flyting, which sprang up around the volume edited by Norman MacCaig
in 1959-the full title is Honour'd Shade: An Anthology of New Scottish Poetry to Mark the Bicentenary of the Birth of Robert Burns. Not unexpectedly,
there was a considerable outr:ry concerning names omitted from those chosen,
and defensive comments from those whose poems did appear. Henderson's
name was not among those of contributors, as the reviewer in The Scotsman
pointed out. The Scottish literary scene of 1959 was somewhat factious-all
the poets admitted the influence of Hugh MacDiarmid (who appeared in the
anthology), but they were themselves going their separate ways. Helen
Cruickshank (not included) sent a good-natured short poem to The Scotsman,
mostly devoted to MacDiarmid, who, she says, among the "scrievin'
chiels ... Bamboozles fowk ... Wi' antran verse." The Scotsman reviewer suggests the existence of a coterie, saying that the anthology itself could have been
called The Muse in Rose Street, the title of the poem contributed by Sydney
Goodsir Smith, referring to the notorious Edinburgh street with its numerous
pubs.
As could be expected in a flyting which involved several writers, the exchange did tend to lose focus a bit, but the strictly MacDiarmid-Henderson part
soon concentrated on what kind of poetry and what sort of audience the two
poets wished to cultivate. The elder writer had long since taken up a cerebral
poetry, whereas Henderson had become immersed in folksong. In a letter of
Jan. 19, 1960, to The Scotsman MacDiarmid became quite unpleasant; he
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quoted a poem of his own where the "supreme values" of his "beloved Scotland" are "the attainment of higher consciousness," and continued, "Mr.
Henderson, on the contrary, seems to find his ideal in the 'mucklesumph',
[simpleton, blockhead] and to wish to scrap all learning and all literature as
hitherto defined in favour of the boring doggerel of analphabetic and ineducable farm-labourers, tinkers, and the like." He went on to denigrate the folksongs in "the great mass of indiscriminate tape-recordings by the School of
Scottish Studies." Tom Crawford took up the cudgel to defend the School, but
Henderson does not appear to have answered in print. By March 20 he wrote
to "Dear Chris" that he planned a long article (unfortunately never written)
about "literature and the oral folk art," concluding in mock-conciliatory tone
that Grieve would be "emerging from ... [his] comer for the second round!"
A second flyting took place between MacDiarmid and Henderson in 1964.
It was viewed by Henderson, the editor tells us, "as the most crucial of the
public disputes that he had with MacDiarmid, and certainly it is the one in
which their positions are most clearly drawn." This also took place in the columns of The Scotsman, and as with the earlier flyting the participants were not
only these two. The immediate cause of the disagreement was a BBC program
in which disparaging remarks were made about folksong; Norman MacCaig is
quoted in a letter to The Scotsman by David Craig as saying that it "might be
good enough for berry-pickers and steel mill workers, but not for him."
MacDiarmid answered that because some poetry is more popular with certain
people "thanks to their minimal literacy and because it corresponds to their
ignorant tastes and reflects the sorry condition of their lives," this does not
make it great poetry. As well, MacDiarmid wrote, account William McGonagall or Robert Service great poets. MacDiarmid singled out Jeannie Robertson,
among others, as singers he is heartily tired of hearing on the radio. At this
point Hamish Henderson entered the fray.
It is quite evident from the correspondence that the two poets could never
reconcile their ideas of what was important in poetry. MacDiarmid had long
since given over his early lyrical poetry and was, as he himself said, interested
in writing intellectual verse. It will be recalled that three years before this flyting MacDiarmid had published his poetic manifesto The Kind of Poetry I
Want, which contained passages such as "I dream of poems ... concerned with
technical matters," and he wanted "A learned poetry, rich in all such historical
and linguistic knowledge ... " whereupon MacDiarmid makes his point by
quoting three words of Greek (which he couldn't read) and then explicating in
the poem what the words mean. No wonder, then, that he says in The Scotsman, "I dislike folksong and as far as folksong concerts go simply ask, 'Include me out.'" At the time of this flyting, Henderson was already deeply involved in gathering the great collection of oral material in the School of
Scottish Studies, and he pointed with pride to the collections which are preserved there. One of his best expositions of what makes a folksong is to be
found in a letter of June 20, 1964, sent to The Scotsman, but not published,
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which Finlay wisely includes. By this time the antagonists' views had been
amply stated, and the exchange ended when Henderson left for a holiday in
Germany.
A third flyting between Henderson and MacDiarmid occurred in 1968, and
Finlay includes two letters from each of the "contestants" before the exchange
withered on the vine. Since Henderson's second letter to The Scotsman is here
published for the first time, the editor did well to include this mini-flyting.
Henderson has been a prolific letter-writer over many years, both to the
press and privately, so a reviewer can only assess the importance of a given
respondent by the letters the editor has decided to include. (Henderson has
told me that most of the letters which appear in The Annstrong Nose were not
selected by him, but by Finlay.) The reader is not surprised to see that everyone else pales in comparison to the number of letters to and from MacDiarmid
which are included in this collection. Appropriately Jeannie Robertson occupies probably the next most important place here. As a "monumental figure of
world folksong" (Finlay, quoting from Alan Lomax) her work was, of course,
antithetical to MacDiarmid. The collaboration between Hamish and Jeannie,
who furnished him with numerous folksongs from her seemingly inexhaustible
repertoire, was of inestimable value to the archive at the School of Scottish
Studies, although it must be noted that there were by the 1950s other Scottish
collectors in the field-William Montgomery comes to mind.
One must not think of Hamish Henderson as only a folklorist. He was,
and remains, an important literary critic, as a glance at the collection of essays
published as Alias MacA lias (1992) makes clear. Critics active during the
Scottish Renaissance, several of them creative writers, appear in this selection.
Among them are Helen Cruickshank, Duncan Glen, Maurice Lindsay, Edwin
Morgan, Tom Scott, Sydney Goodsir Smith (whose name appears in the Index
under his middle name), all of them, along with Henderson, central to the great
flowering of Scottish poetry following MacDiarmid. The members of this extended family all knew one another, although there were sub-divisions such as
the Edinburgh group, centered around Rose Street and Milne's Bar; and the
Glasgow group, which included Morgan and Lindsay, as well as Alexander
Scott, and, later, Tom Leonard. There were also voices from the outer reaches
of Scotland: Sorley MacLean, lain Crichton Smith, Eric Linklater, George
Mackay Brown, all of whose names appear in this collection.
Henderson the poet of Elegies for the Dead of Cyrenaica (1948) had much
to write about to his fellow poets, but he was also greatly concerned with the
politics of Scotland. In a letter to The Scotsman of May 28, 1988, he takes
Margaret Thatcher and Malcolm Rifkind to task for the Tory decision to close
down Newbattle Abbey College. Politics to Henderson was a worldwide concern; his song "Rivonia" became, we are told in a note, "a popular anthem of
the Scottish anti-apartheid movement," and was sung by Henderson for Nelson
Mandela when the latter was awarded the Freedom of the City of Glasgow in
1993. But Henderson's political preoccupations extend much earlier than that,
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as we see from a letter to The Scotsman (there are over seventy of them to that
newspaper in the collection) where Henderson writes of James Connolly, executed for his part in the Easter Rising, stating that his opinion of Connolly had
been "nurtured" on Yeats's poems such as "Easter 1916":
I write it out in a verseMacDonagh and MacBride
And Connolly and Pearse
Now and in time to be,
Wherever green is worn,
are changed, changed utterly:
A terrible beauty is born.

Hamish Henderson was himself a member of the Communist Party at one
time, and was translating Antonio Gramsci's Lettre del Carcere in 1950 although the edition was not published until 1974. Gramsci (1891-1937) was a
Marxist of whom Henderson had heard when he was fighting with the Partisans in Italy in 1944, with the Garibaldi Brigade. Finlay's collection contains
many letters to Communists, ex-Communists, members of trade unions, workers' parties and other believers in the socialist cause, going back in content to
Keir Hardie, the Scottish Marxist John Maclean and the Spanish Civil War.
His attachment to the Scottish National Party is more concerned with the independence movement than with a left-right split. Henderson, however, left no
doubt about where he stood with respect to Communism at a later time. Writing about MacDiarmid to The Scotsman in Dec. 1959 Henderson said it was
"strange to find the author of.. .Second Hymn to Lenin officially enrolled ... among the British representatives of what is now ... a withered and
archaic political spent force." (It will be recalled, as Finlay notes, that MacDiarmid had rejoined the Communist Party after the rape of Hungary in 1956.)
As one would expect, Henderson's major interests which emerge from the
pages of this selection are concerned with Scottish politics, Scottish independence and the Scottish National Party. He is the author, after all, of the song
"Freedom, Come All Ye," written in 1960, proposed as the national anthem of
an independent Scottish nation.
Henderson's reference to the Second Hymn to Lenin is interesting because
we learn, for the first time I believe, that in 1951 he was preparing for the
Scottish Committee of the Communist Party a selection of MacDiarmid's
poems, to be entitled Hymns to Lenin; in a letter to him of July 11, 1951,
Henderson sent to MacDiarmid the table of contents for comment. There were
to have been nineteen poems and a Foreword by Henderson, but unfortunately
the edition was never published.
Alec Finlay has also included a 58-page Afterword entitled "A River that
Flows: A Critical Overview of Hamish Henderson's Life and Work." This
title is somewhat misleading because there is almost nothing about
Henderson's life as such, the essay being rather an overview of the poet's life
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as it related to his work. We are told nothing about his war service in Africa
and Sicily and his work with the Partisans in Italy-it was Hamish Henderson
to whom Marshal Rodolfo Graziani surrendered his army in Italy. Nor do we
see the genesis of Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica, based on his African experience' which won the Somerset Maugham Award in 1949. Finlay's essay
begins with "Plastic Scots" and the Folksong Revival in Scotland. The essay
contains fourteen sections, each with its own title, which hinders the flow of
text and ideas. For example, Section VIII is entitled "The Progress of the Folk
Revival" and IX "The Flytings and Their Origins," when the major flyting
presented in the pages of this collection, called "The Folksong Flyting," and
consisting of twenty letters to The Scotsman in 1964 by several writers, would
not have occurred had there not been the Folk Revival discussed in the earlier
section.
There is a total of 243 letters in the collection, 73 of them by Henderson
addressed to newspapers, mostly The Scotsman. Of these, eight are here first
published. Sometimes the text as published was incomplete; Finlay has restored two paragraphs to a letter Henderson sent to The Scotsman on March 9,
1968, and the author alludes to this deletion in a letter to Hugh MacDiarmid of
June 3, 1970. We can be thankful that Henderson kept copies of his correspondence, so that the record can be set straight in this collection. Sometimes the
reader who is not familiar with Henderson's life and work may wish that more
background had been supplied for certain letters. For example, a six-line letter
of Dec. 15, 1983, to The Guardian concerning Henderson's refusal to be put
forward for the aBE in the New Year Honours List is presented in isolation
and with no note by Finlay. A major reason for Henderson declining the award
was the Thatcher Government's atomic bomb stance: Scots had been particularly incensed by the decision to allow American Polaris missile submarines to
be based in the Firth of Clyde, less than a hundred miles from over threequarters of Scotland's popUlation, and a long way from London. The original
letter from 10 Downing Street no longer exists, but Henderson's response to it
and the polite reply from the Prime Minister's office might have been included
in the volume.
It is a pity that a book of this importance has not been more attentively
edited or proofread. For instance, the title of the book which occasioned the
flyting mentioned above is shown as Honor'd Shade instead of Honour'd
Shade, and the book's editor is listed as Norman McCaig rather than MacCaig,
although the name is correctly spelled in the Index. Ralph Fox is listed there at
page 1187 instead of 187.
These Selected Letters are a treasure trove for the literary scholar, the
folklorist, anyone interested in the post-World War II political or intellectual
climate in Scotland, and the general reader.
GRR

